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Abstract
This work deals with the development, optimization and application in determination
of electrochemical eﬀects of a miniaturized and simplified polymer electrolyte fuel cell
(PEFC). It can be regarded as a model system for PEFCs of various scales. The simplification of the micro fuel cell is based on the possibility to produce micro-patterned
flow fields from glassy carbon. The fuel cell consists of a catalyst-coated membrane
sandwiched between two of these micro-patterned flow fields.
The micro flow fields are produced in a three step process. An aluminum film is sputtered on glassy carbon substrates. The aluminum film is selectively removed by laser
ablation in areas where microchannels are supposed to be. The uncovered carbon
is removed by oxygen reactive ion etching to form micro-channels, while aluminumprotected areas persist and form ribs between the channels. The patterning process
had been developed already when this work started, but it needed further optimization to be adapted to the needs of micro flow field production. It was important to
understand the influence of particular parameters like the width of the laser spot used
to ablate the aluminum area or the etching time to yield predictable dimensions and
aspect ratios of the micro-channels. ns-shadowgraphy was applied to investigate the
particular processes occurring during single pulse laser ablation of the aluminum mask.
On the one hand, it is important to completely remove the aluminum from irradiated
areas, on the other hand an aluminum redeposition must be avoided as a consequence
of a too high laser fluence.
With the well understood and adapted process we can obtain various well defined
micro-structures that can be used as flow fields in miniaturized polymer electrolyte
fuel cells.
The miniaturized PEFC is simplified by assembling it without gas diﬀusion layers
(GDL). Their functions need to be fulfilled by other parts of the PEFC. The micropatterned flow fields ensure a fine gas distribution, while the catalyst layers exhibit
a suﬃcient electronic conductivity that 100 µm wide microchannels can be employed
without distinct ohmic losses.
Such a miniaturized fuel cell can deliver power densities up to 700 mW/cm2 , an outstanding value for miniaturized PEFC. More important than the high power density is
the knowledge gained during the optimization process of a PEFC without gas diﬀusion
layers.
Water, which is introduced into the fuel cell by gas humidification and produced by
reaction, plays a significant role. On the one hand it is necessary to ensure proton
conductivity in the polymer electrolyte membrane, on the other hand it can create
mass transport limitations, in particular if water condensation occurs. Neutron radio-
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graphy was employed to identify water related processes like the formation of a liquid
water film on the catalyst layer or drying eﬀects on the anode side. In addition, water
accumulation in particular channels must be minimized to avoid bypassing eﬀects and
non-steady operation of the fuel cell. Merging of micro-channels proved to be a suitable
solution for this issue.
The applied catalyst coated membrane (CCM) has also a strong influence on the performance of the fuel cell. Not only parameters such as membrane thickness and platinum
loading of the catalyst layers have an impact, but the creeping behavior of each membrane due to the employed contact pressure, too. The membrane material creeps into
the micro-channels because no compressible material as e.g. a GDL is present to compensate the pressure. The creeping exposes the catalyst layers to mechanical stress
and may even result in rupturing. As a consequence, hydrophilic membrane material
is present on the surface of the CCM. This eﬀect favors water accumulation on the
surface of the cathode catalyst layer and can induce mass transport limitations as described above. In addition the creeping of the membrane causes aging eﬀects in the
catalyst layer, resulting in complete degradation of the simplified fuel cell.
It can be stated that it is possible to operate a miniaturized PEFC which consists
only of two micro-patterned flow fields and a catalyst-coated mebrane. From specific
operation characteristics and application of diagnostic methods it is possible to gain
insights that can by applied for similarly assembled PEFCs. However, simplification
causes specific limitations that can result in power losses in the range of 20% and they
are mainly occurring on the cathode side of the simplified PEFC.
In addition to the application as model system for miniaturized and simplified PEFCs,
the cell itself as well as the miniaturized flow fields could be employed to investigate
processes being relevant for fuel cell operation by diagnostic methods. A first example
is the identification of a thin water film being responsible for additional electrochemical
contacting of platinum surfaces which are not in direct contact with the employed solid
electrolyte. Specially designed micro flow fields are a second example. They can be
applied to adjust defined gas concentrations on catalyst surfaces in PEFCs, in order to
investigate exchange processes in the catalyst layers by neutron radiography.
In conclusion it becomes clear that the production and application of miniaturized
micro-patterned glassy carbon flow fields delivers manifold insights in the fields of
materials’ machining and applied electrochemistry.
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Zusammenfassung
Polymerelektrolytbrennstoﬀzellen (PEFC) sind elektrochemische Energiewandler, deren
mögliche Anwendungsbereiche von Herzschrittmachern bis hin zu Fahrzeugen reicht.
Diese Arbeit handelt von der Entwicklung, der Optimierung und der Anwendung in
elektrochemischen Experimenten einer miniaturisierten und vereinfachten Polymerelektrolytbrennstoﬀzelle, welche als Modellsystem für PEFCs verschiedener Größenordnung
betrachtet werden kann. Die vereinfachte Bauweise basiert auf der Möglichkeit, mikrostrukturierte Flussfelder aus Glaskohlenstoﬀ herzustellen. Die Zelle besteht aus zwei
Flussfeldern, zwischen welche eine katalysatorbeschichtete Membran eingebaut ist.
Die Mikroflussfelder werden in einem dreistufigen Prozess hergestellt. Zunächst wird
ein Aluminiumfilm auf das Glaskohlenstoﬀsubstrat aufgedampft. Mittels Laserablation wird das Aluminium in den Bereichen wieder entfernt, wo später die Mikrokanäle
entstehen werden. Diese werden dann im letzten Schritt durch Reaktivionenätzen mit
Sauerstoﬀplasma ausgeformt, während der noch mit Aluminium bedeckte Glaskohlenstoﬀ bestehen bleibt und Stege zwischen den Kanälen bildet. Der Prozess war zu Beginn
dieser Arbeit in seinen Grundzügen entwickelt, musste aber noch auf die Anforderung
zur Herstellung von Mikroflussfeldern angepasst werden. Der Einfluss von Parametern wie der Breite des Laserstrahls oder die Verweilzeit im Sauerstoﬀplasma musste
untersucht werden, um die Dimensionen der Mikrokanäle voraussagen zu können.
Die einzelnen Prozesse während der Laserablation wurden mit Schlierenphotographie
analysiert. Man muss die Energiedichte des Laserstrahls möglichst genau justieren, um
eine vollständige Entfernung des bestrahlten Aluminiums zu erreichen. Gleichzeitig soll
aber kein aufgeschmolzenes Aluminium zurückbleiben, wie es bei zu hoher Ablationsenergie vorkommt.
Unter Anwendung des umfassend verstandenen Prozesses ist man in der Lage, definierte
Mikrostrukturen herzustellen, die als PEFC-Mikroflussfelder verwendet werden können.
Die miniaturisierte Polymerelektrolytbrennstoﬀzelle wird vereinfacht, indem auf Gasdiﬀusionsschichten verzichtet wird, deren Funktionen von anderen Einzelteilen der
Zelle übernommen werden müssen. Die mikrostrukturierten Flussfelder sorgen für eine
Gasver- teilung im Mikrometermaßstab. Die elektrische Kontaktierung der kompletten
aktiven Fläche wird durch die Katalysatorschicht übernommen, was eine Verwendung
von maximal 100 µm breiten Mikrokanälen ermöglicht.
Die Brennstoﬀzelle kann Leistungsdichten bis zu 700 mW/cm2 liefern - ein Wert, der
alle in der wissenschaftlichen Literatur dokumentierten Werte für miniaturisierte PEFCs um mehr als das Doppelte übertriﬀt. Wichtiger als das Erreichen einer möglichst
hohen Leistungsdichte war es jedoch, während des Entwicklungsprozesses das Verständnis für die Vorgänge in einer derart vereinfachten Brennstoﬀzelle zu erweitern und zu
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vertiefen.
Wasser, das durch Gasbefeuchtung eingetragen und durch Reaktion gebildet wird,
spielt eine ausgeprägte Rolle. Einerseits wird es für die Protonenleitfähigkeit in der
Polymerelektrolytmembran benötigt, andererseits kann es, vor allem wenn es auskondensiert, den Stoﬀtransport in der Zelle limitieren. Unter Anwendung von Neutronenradiographie konnten mit dem Wasshaushalt zusammenhängende Vorgänge identifiziert
werden, wie das Ausbilden einer Flüssigwasserschicht auf der Kathodenkatalysatorschicht
oder das Austrocknen der Katalysatorschicht auf Anodenseite. Außerdem muss verhindert werden, dass es in einzelnen Kanälen zu einer Akkumulation von Wasser in
Verbindung mit einem nichtstationären Betrieb kommt. Das Zusammenführen einzelner Mikrokanäle innerhalb der Flussfeldgeometrie verhindert, dass einzelne Kanäle
komplett geflutet werden und die Gasflüsse durch Parallelkanäle strömen.
Die jeweils verwendete katalysatorbeschichtete Membran (CCM) hat auch einen starken
Einfluss auf die Betriebseigenschaften der Zelle. Einerseits aufgrund der Dicke und
der Katalysatorbeladung der CCM, aber auch aufgrund ihres Kriechverhaltens. In
einer technischen Brennstoﬀzelle kompensiert die Gasdiﬀusionschicht den mechanischen Druck der auf die Membran wirkt. In der vereinfachten Zelle jedoch kriecht das
Membranmaterial in die Kanäle, was die Katalysatorschicht mechanischem Stress aussetzt. Dieser Eﬀekt hat wiederum Einfluss auf die Degradation der gesamten Zelle. Der
mechanische Stress kann zum Aufbrechen der Katalysatorschicht führen, wodurch eine
hydrophile Oberfläche in den Kanälen entsteht, die das Ausbilden der Wasserschicht
auf Kathodenseite hervorruft.
Generell kann festgehalten werden, dass es möglich ist, eine nur aus zwei mikrostrukturierten Flusseldern und einer katalysatorbeschichteten Membran bestehende PEFC
zu betreiben. Aus ihren Operationscharakteristika und der Anwendung von diagnostischen Methoden kann man Rückschlüsse für ähnlich aufgebaute Zellen ziehen, allerdings
muss man spezifische Limitierungen des Konzepts stets berücksichtigen, welche zu Leistungsverlusten in der Größenordnung von bis zu 20% führen können. In erster Linie
ist die Kathode von Verlusten betroﬀen.
Neben der Anwendung als Modellsystem für miniaturisierte und vereinfachte PEFCs
konn- ten die mikro-strukturieren Flussfelder dafür genutzt werden, um brennstoﬀzellenrelevante Prozesse mit diagnostischen Methoden zu untersuchen. Zum einen konnte
eine aus früheren Arbeiten resultierende Fragestellung über das elektrochemische Kontaktieren von Platin, welches nicht in direktem Kontakt mit einem Festelektrolyten ist,
bearbeitet werden. Hier konnte die Ausbildung eines dünnen Wasserfilms auf der Platinoberfläche als hauptsächlich beitragender Mechanismus identifiziert werden. Zum
anderen konnten speziell entworfene Flussfelder hergestellt werden, um eine Brennstoffzelle zu bauen, mit welcher Reaktandenkonzentrationen an der Katalysatorschicht
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genau einstellbar sind und womit Austauschprozesse in letzterer nachvollziehbar werden.
Zusammenfassend lässt sich festhalten, dass die Herstellung und Verwendung von
mikro- strukturierten Flussfeldern in miniaturisierten und vereinfachten Polymerelektrolytbrennstoﬀzellen vielschichtige Erkenntnisse im Bereich der Materialwissenschaften
und der angewandten Elektrochemie liefert.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1
1.1.1

Fuel cell fundamentals
Historical aspects

In 1838, Christian Friedrich Schoenbein (1799-1868) immersed two gas tubes in diluted
sulfuric acid [1]. One tube was filled with oxygen, the second one with hydrogen, and
both tubes contained platinum foils in their respective centres. He observed a voltage
between the two platinum foils and understood that the voltage must be caused ’by
combination of hydrogen with oxygen’. Based on these results, Sir William Grove
(1811-1896) built a so called ’gas voltaic battery’ and published his results in 1839 in
the Philosophical Magazine. The sketch in Figure 1.1 shows that he had to connect
several cells in series to detect a significant voltage in his device that we can regard as
the first operating serial connection of fuel cells. Having no method available to measure
voltages, he needed several persons who were holding each others humid hands with
the outer ones holding the cables of the cell to detect the voltage.
The fuel cell was one of the first possibilities to generate electrical energy and its
development created a certain enthusiasm, but the availability of hydrogen was limited
in the 19th century. Hence, the utilization of other fuels such as coal was tested, but
a large scale application failed due to technical problems. When Werner von Siemens
presented his electrical generator in the late 19th century, it became the main source
for electrical energy and the first enthusiasm for the fuel cell vanished.
However, the development of a sulphonated polystyrene ion-exchange membrane and
its implementation into a fuel cell arrangement in the 1950s by W. Thomas Grubb,
a chemist working for the General Electric Company (GEC), can be regarded as a
major step in the fuel cel development. Leonard Niedrach, who was working for GEC,
too, came up with a method to attach a platinum layer directly onto the membrane.
The platinum in this ’Grubb-Niedrach’ fuel cell served as a catalyst for both half cell
1

2

Fuel cell fundamentals

Figure 1.1: Sketch of Grove’s serial connection of several gas voltaic batteries.
reactions, i.e the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR)
H2 → 2H + + 2e−

(1.1)

and the oxidation reduction reaction
1
O2 + 2H + + 2e− → H2 O.
2

(1.2)

Further development of this fuel cell resulted in its application during the NASA
Project Gemini, where fuel cells were employed as on-board electricity generators of
space ships [1]. The British Engineer Francis T. Bacon developed a stationary 5 kW
alkaline fuel cell system in 1959. At the same time a fuel cell tractor with 15 kW was
presented on fair trades in the US. It was powered by 1008 alkaline fuel cells and used
compressed hydrogen and oxygen as reactants. In the Apollo space ships of NASA,
alkaline fuel cells were employed, too, and contributed to the successful landing on the
moon surface in 1969.
The big advantage of fuel cells systems was - and still is - their high specific energy
of several hundred Wh kg−1 , which led to their application in space ships, but for application in cars or tractors, cost eﬃciency played a dominant role. The high amount
of platinum and the expensive membrane material resulted in a bad cost eﬃciency for
fuel cells. Hence other technologies such as combustion engines and/or generators were
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b)

Figure 1.2: a) Photograph of the fuel cell system developed by General Electric for the
Gemini program (source: http://scienceservice.si.edu). b) Photograph of the fuel cell
tractor presented in 1959 (source: http://www.ytmag.com).

and still are preferred by the market.
In the context of increasing awareness towards climate problems, CO2 -neutral energy
carriers and especially hydrogen came into the focus again in the early 1990s. The
diﬀerent types of fuel cells as highly eﬃcient energy converters were and are proposed
to play a major role in a hydrogen based society. Therefore research and development
expenses increased tremendously in the field of fuel cells since then. Replacing combustion engines in automobiles is one of the major targets for fuel cells and polymer
electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) emerged as the most promising type. After presentation
of prototypes from diﬀerent companies, Honda brought a first small series of 200 FCX
Clarity cars onto the market in late 2008 [2]. First steps towards marketability are
made, but large series can not be expected before 2015.
The desire to produce heat and electricity from natural gas in scales of 1-500 kW led
to the development of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) and molten carbonate fuel cell
(MCFCs).
Electricity for portable devices, such as laptops or cell phones is up to now supplied
by batteries. With increasing number of functions in such devices, power and energy
density demand is increasing as well. Batteries are limited in practical specific energy
to a value of 180-250 Wh/kg due to material constraints [3, 4]. In fuel cells, energy that
is stored in chemical form in the fuel, is converted into electricity. Hence, theoretical
specific energies for miniaturized fuel cell systems discussed in the literature [5] reach
6000 Wh/kg, but strongly depend on the fuel and its storage. A factor of 0.1 might
be a safe assumption to convert the theoretical into a practical specific energy. The
resulting value of 600 Wh/kg is still superior to any value reported for battery sys-
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tems. PEFC, direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) [6] and even SOFC [7] concepts are
under development for portable applications. However, fuel cell systems might replace
batteries, but have to be competitive in terms of cost [8].
As a consequence, simplified fuel cell concepts are developed [9, 10, 11, 12]. Foregoing
the gas diﬀusion layer (GDL), is one of the ways to simplify a polymer electrolyte fuel
cell [13, 14]. However, the trade-oﬀ consists of losses that are caused by the fact that
other particular parts have to fulfill the functions of gas diﬀusion layers.

1.1.2

Polymer electrolyte fuel cell

1.1.2.1

Thermodynamics

The free enthalpy (or Gibbs potential) G of an isothermic and isobaric system can be
described by
G = U + pV − T S
(1.3)
where U stands for the inner energy of the system, p for the pressure, V for the volume,
T for the temperature and S for its entropy. The enthalpy H equals the sum of inner
energy and pV, therefore we can write
G = H − T S.

(1.4)

For an electrochemical cell, the power balance can be given as
EJ + ∆hr ṅ = 0.

(1.5)

E represents the voltage of the cell, J the current that flows, ∆hr the reaction enthalpy,
and ṅ the molar flux of reactants. By implementation of Faraday’s law
J = ṅzF

(1.6)

with the number of transferred electrons z and the Faraday constant F one obtains
the thermo-neutral potential:
∆hr
Eth = −
.
(1.7)
zF
The last equation is valid for thermodynamically reversible conditions (∆S = 0). For
a polymer electrolyte fuel cell, where hydrogen oxidation and oxygen reduction take
place, this results in a thermo-neutral potential of 1.481 V for standard conditions. In
reality, the second law of thermodynamics must be included in this equation, resulting
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in the idealized reversible potential.
0
Erev

0
∆gref
=−
.
zF

(1.8)

The idealized reversible potential of the PEFC amounts now to a value of 1.229V
at standard conditions. However, a fuel cell is usually not operated under standard
conditions, therefore the influence of the temperature and of the reactants’ activities
(ai ), must be considered. The dependency of the free enthalpy on these parameters
can be expressed by the Nernst equation:
0
grev = grev
+ RT ln

Πi (ai,products )λi
.
Πi (ai,reactants )λi

(1.9)

λi denotes the stoichiometric coeﬃcient of each reactant. By implementation of equation 1.8 we obtain a form of Nernst’s law, where the dependency of the potential on
temperature and gas pressures pi is given:
Erev =

0
Erev

∆S
RT �
+
(T − T 0 ) +
ln
zF
zF

�

pi
p0

�λi

.

(1.10)

For a typical operation temperature of 70◦ C for a fuel cell and atmospheric gas pressures, Erev equals 1.19 V.
1.1.2.2

Chemical reactions

Hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) For oxidation of hydrogen on platinum
electrodes, two diﬀerent two-step mechanisms are proposed [15]:

• Tafel-Volmer mechanism

H2 → 2Hads

2Hads → 2H + + e−

(1.11)
(1.12)

In this mechanism, adsorption and charge transfer occur in diﬀerent reactions.
The first reaction is named after Julius Tafel (1862-1918), and represents the
simultaneous adsorption of both hydrogen atoms originating from the original
hydrogen molecule. Two vicinal adsorption sites are necessary on the catalyst
surface. The charge transfer then follows in the second reaction that is named
after Max Volmer (1885-1965).
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• Heyrovský-Volmer mechanism
H2 → Hads + H + + e−
Hads → H + + e−

(1.13)
(1.14)

In the reaction mechanism named after Jaroslav Heyrovský (1890-1967), adsorption of the first and oxidation of the second hydrogen atom occur simultaneously,
and both processes occur on one active site. The adsorbed hydrogen atom then
reacts in a second step according to the Volmer reaction.
One can determine the mechanism by potential sweep techniques and application
of equation 1.21 (following paragraph). The Tafel-Volmer mechanism is prevailing in acidic media [16].

Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) The reaction pathways for the oxygen reduction reaction are more complicated than for the HOR. A possible pathway has been
described by Kuhn et al. and analyzed in a fuel cell environment [17]:
O2 � 2Oad

(1.15)

−
Oad + e− → Oad

(1.16)

−
Oad
+ H + → HOad

(1.17)

HOad + H + + e− � H2 O

(1.18)

It is obvious that an interplay of adsorption, charge transfer, bond separation and
formation have to take place in parallel. Reaction rates in the order of 10−13 mol·cm·s−1
were determined for these partial reaction steps. On the other hand, Kuhn reports
about reaction rates in the order 10−8 mol·cm·s−1 for the HOR reactions. It is a first
indication that the oxygen reduction is the reaction that mainly contributes to losses
occurring in a polymer electrolyte fuel cell.
In addition, side reactions can occur on the cathode, such as partial reduction of the
oxygen, resulting in H2 O2 being present in the fuel cell:
O2 + 2H + + 2e− → H2 O2

E0 = 0.682V

(1.19)

The homolysis of H2 O2 results in the formation of HO· radicals that are considered as
starting species for polymer degradation reactions.
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Figure 1.3: Typical current-voltage curve for a polymer electrolyte fuel cell representing
schematically the typical losses.
1.1.2.3

Loss mechanisms

When a polymer electrolyte fuel cell is operated at 70◦ C, open circuit voltages in the
range of 0.97-1.02 V are observed. The reason for this discrepancy to the expected 1.19
V is under debate. Gattrell and MacDougall [18] propose an anodic reaction occurring
on the cathode side of the fuel cell, such as trace organic contaminant oxidation, oxide
formation or platinum corrosion which is probably the most important. In total the
process results in a mixed potential on the cathode side. Increasing the thickness of
the polymer electrolyte minimizes these kind of losses.
As soon as a fuel cell delivers a current, additional losses appear, that can be classified
in three categories according to the current density range in which they occur: kinetic
losses, ohmic losses, and mass transport losses, as it is represented in Figure 1.3. It
is obvious that the cell voltage decreases with increasing current density due to the
above mentioned losses. The diﬀerence of open circuit voltage (OCV) and voltage as
function of the current density can be described as sum of the overpotentials ηi :
EOCV − E(i) =

�

ηi

(1.20)

Each loss mechanism is represented by its own overpotential.

Kinetic losses When electrons are transferred from an electrode to a chemical
species, losses occur. John Alfred Valentine Butler (1899-1977) and Max Volmer explain this with an activation energy barrier, which is caused by the formation of an
activated complex in a thin, charged layer close to the electrode [19]. The dependency
of the current density j on parameters related to this activation energy barrier are
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expressed in the following equation, which was named after Butler and Volmer.
j = jox + jred

�
�
�
�
��
αzF
(1 − α)zF
= j0 exp
ηct − exp −
ηct
RT
RT

(1.21)

j0 denotes as the exchange current density, i.e. the current that is flowing simultaneously in both directions at the standard potential of the reaction, therefore resulting in
zero netto current flowing. For the hydrogen oxidation reaction on platinum, 3-8x10−4
A/cm2 are given as typical values in the literature [18, 20], while for the oxygen reduction reaction, values of 5-10x10−9 A/cm2 can be found in the literature [18, 21].
α represents the transfer coeﬃcient, which can be assigned for an activated complex
to the position of the complex in the electrochemical double layer. α lies in the range
of 0 - 1, with 0.5 being a representative value for many charge transfer reactions. ηct
symbolizes the charge transfer overvoltage, i.e. the additional voltage that has to be
applied to overcome the energy barrier.

Ohmic losses As soon as a charge carrier is transported in a medium, losses occur
according to Ohm’s law:
ηΩ = R Ω j
(1.22)
In the case of fuel cells, several contributions have to be taken into account. A major
loss is caused by the limited ion conductivity of the polymer membrane. Hydration
of the membrane contributes strongly to its proton conductivity and has to be taken
into account, too. Reduced hydration of the membrane due to drying eﬀects caused
by the gas streams, has an eﬀect on the average conductivity. Non-linearity of the
ionic potential over the thickness of the membrane was experimentally investigated by
Buechi et al. [22].
Losses due to limited electron conductivity can have several reasons. One possibility
is contact resistance, which usually can be minimized by suﬃcient clamping of the
fuel cell, but only if the materials used are strong enough to withstand the mechanical
force caused by clamping. Another eﬀect is the limited bulk conductivity of materials
applied, e.g. graphite, used in flow fields or carbon cloth, used as gas diﬀusion media,
as predicted by Kulikovsky for the latter et al. [23].

Mass transport losses When high current densities are demanded from the PEFC,
mass transport might become a limiting factor. Based on the electrode potential
E = E0 +

RT cox
ln
nF cred

(1.23)
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it is obvious that limited concentrations cause a limiting current density
jlim ∝

cOx/Red
,
δ

(1.24)

with δ denoting the diﬀusion length. Hence, the overpotential due to mass transport
losses can be described as
�
�
RT
j
ln 1 −
.
(1.25)
ηmt =
nF
jlim
Typical mass transport limitations in polymer electrolyte fuel cells are caused by limited diﬀusion of oxygen in nitrogen, when air is used as oxidant. Hydrogen or oxygen
diﬀusion in accumulated water might be another reason for limiting current densities.

1.1.2.4

Eﬃciency

Confusing descriptions exist in the literature on how to calculate the correct eﬃciency
for a fuel cell. The thermodynamical eﬃciency can be given as
�th =

∆G
∆S
nF E0
E0
=1−T
=−
=
.
∆H
∆H
nF Eth
Eth

(1.26)

Depending on whether liquid or gaseous water is the product, for a fuel cell operated at
70◦ C, a thermodynamical eﬃciency of 80.4% or 93.8% can be obtained. As we saw in
the previous chapter, several losses occur in a fuel cell and therefore the voltage of the
fuel cell decreases with increasing current. Consequently, one has to take into account
these losses as well:
E
�=
.
(1.27)
Eth
Another way to calculate the eﬃciency of a fuel cell is based on the free enthalpy, i.e.
the idealized reversible potential
E
�t =
.
(1.28)
E0
�t is called technical eﬃciency and takes into consideration only the internal losses in
the fuel cell, but not the produced reaction entropy.
1.1.2.5

Typical particular parts

A single polymer electrolyte fuel cell consists of seven particular parts: A polymer
membrane being in direct contact with catalyst layers, which are surrounded by gas
diﬀusion media. Finally flow field plates that can serve as bipolar plates when several
cells are connected in series to form a stack.
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Polymer electrolyte membrane As pointed out above, T. Grubb [24] developed
the first polymer electrolyte membrane, or proton exchange membrane that could be
used in a fuel cell. By sulfonation of a polystyrene film, he obtained a material that
fulfilled the three technical prerequisites to serve as a solid electrolyte [25]:
• Proton conduction
• Electrical insulation
• Impermeability for gases.
Since then, diﬀerent kind of polymers have been developed, but Nafion�, a commercial
brand by DuPont for a perflourinated polymer including sulfonic acid groups, has become the only standard material used today. Fuel cell operation for more than 60.000
hours is reported for a relatively thick 250 µm membrane [26].
The sulfonated groups ensure the ionic balancing when protons are conducted. As additional prerequisite, such a membrane needs to take up water to an extent >90% R.H.
to ensure a proton conductivity above 0.04 S/cm by proton hydration [27]. Swelling
is one of the side eﬀects of water uptake. In addition, Nafion� shows deficits in terms
of hydrogen permeation, thermal stability, and vulnerability against radical attacks 1 .
The high cost of Nafion is another reason for development of alternative membranes.
One possible low cost approach is radiation grafting of polymers such as ethylenetetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) and fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP). Radical centers
in a polymer film are produced by electron beam or gamma ray irradiation. Grafting
with styrene or similar monomers and eventually crosslinking molecules for increased
lifetime is followed by sulfonation [27]. The cost can be reduced in comparison to
Nafion, but thermal stability and a need for high water uptake to ensure proton conductivity can not be significantly improved.
Phosphoric acid incorporated into polybenzimidazole (PBI) films may be a promising
alternative to sulfonated membranes. Thermal stability and a water-free proton conduction mechanism would enable PEFC operation above 120◦ C [28]. However, there
are drawbacks such as non-suﬃcient chemical stability of the membrane, especially
when these fuel cells are started or shut down.
Catalyst As pointed out in the previous chapter, the membrane limits the operation
temperature of a PEFC to a maximum of 90◦ C. Consequently, the reactions taking
place at the anode and the cathode have to be catalyzed. A wide range of catalyst
materials have been tested in the past, but only platinum and several of its alloys [29]
show an activity that is suﬃcient for technical operation of a PEFC. A porous structure
1

Radicals originate from decomposition of the side reaction product H2 O2
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Figure 1.4: SEM micrograph of a Pt/C catalyst layer. The white spots are platinum.
of the catalyst or its support is necessary to make sure that the reactant gases reach
the active sites. In the early days of fuel cell development, Pt-black catalysts were
employed (e.g. in the Gemini space program [30]). Pt-black consists of extremely
fine divided velvety black platinum powder [29]. The main disadvantage of Pt-black
electrodes is their extremely high noble metal loading.
To reduce the amount of noble metal in PEFCs, platinum particles in the size of a
few nanometers are used. To ensure electronic contact, these particles are attached to
a carbon support. For ionic contact, liquid Nafion is mixed with a solution of Pt/C
particles forming an ink, which is then attached either on the polymer electrolyte or
the gas diﬀusion media, forming a porous, solid layer with a thickness of 5-30 µm after
drying. Figure 1.4 depicts an SEM micrograph of such a catalyst layer.
Magnetron sputtering is an alternative way to produce a catalyst loading with low
platinum content. Either pure platinum or a mixture of platinum and carbon are
deposited on the gas diﬀusion media. Fuel cells including such catalyst layers show
promising first results [31].
Gas diﬀusion media Carbonized cloth or carbon-paper are employed in PEFCs
as gas diﬀusion layers (GDL) to ensure fine gas distribution even under the ribs of
a flow field and to ensure electrical contact all over the catalyst layer. The 100 to
400 µm thick layers are usually characterized by their porosity with values in the
range of 0.4 to 0.9 [32] by electrochemical diﬀusimetry [33]. The pore size distribution
is an important feature; Flückiger et al. suggest a bi-modal pore size distribution
including maxima at e.g. 0.6 µm and 34 µm [32] for SGL SIGRACET� GDL24. The
gas diﬀusion layer has to allow access of reactant gases to and removal of gaseous
and liquid product water from the catalyst layer. Therefore the GDL is coated with
hydrophobic polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE). If this is not the case, mass transport
limitations might occur and insuﬃcient amounts of gas reach the active sites. Under
drastic conditions, a limiting current density can be observed that is directly related
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to the amount of gas reaching the active site [34]:
ilim ∝

c0R
.
δef f

(1.29)

Concerning the in-plane electronic resistivity, Williams reports values in the range of
0.0042 - 0.0208 Ωcm [35].

Flow field plates / Bipolar plates In the case of single fuel cells, the flow field
plates distribute the reactant flows over the complete active area, and guide the reaction products out of the fuel cell. Usually channels of defined geometries are either
machined in the plates or the plates are produced by casting. Stainless steel or graphite
are utilized as materials to avoid corrosion. Silicon or polymers coated with a conducting material are often used in miniaturized fuel cell systems.
Micro-machining processes such as photolithography originating from micro-electromechanical
systems (MEMS) production can be applied to produce miniaturized flow fields including channels with a size down to 5 µm [6].
Another important aspect is the electrical contact of the complete active area of the

Figure 1.5: Exemplary pathways for electrons in the anode gas diﬀusion layer towards
the ribs.

PEFC. Figure 1.5 displays typical pathways for electrons through the GDL to the ribs.
A percentage of > 20% [36] of the GDL area must be in contact with land or ribs of
the flow field to ensure a homogenous current distribution and to avoid contact resistances. This prerequisite and the need for constant gas distribution and water removal
can result in sophisticated flow field geometries including meanders of several parallel
channels [37]. Designs including interdigitated flow fields are considered, too [38]. In
the case of fuel cell stacks, one plate has flow fields on both sides and serves as anode
and as a cathode for two adjacent fuel cells. In very large stack systems even water
cooling channels are implemented in such bipolar plates.
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Figure 1.6: Working principle of a PEFC.
1.1.2.6

Working principle of a polymer electrolyte fuel cell

Figure 1.12 displays the working principle of a polymer electrolyte fuel cell. Humidified hydrogen enters the fuel cell on the anode side. The gas stream is distributed
over the complete active area by a channel structure (not visible here) and diﬀuses
into the gas diﬀusion medium, where it is finely distributed to reach the active sites
even under the ribs between the channels. On the active sites, the hydrogen is split
into electrons and protons. As shown in the enlarged sketch, it is necessary that each
platinum particle has contact to the carbon support for electron conduction as well
as with the ionic phase for proton conduction. The role of the water added to the
hydrogen flow is to ensure proton conductivity in the ionic phase close to the catalyst
particles and in the membrane. The protons migrate through the membrane while
they drag water molecules along. The ratio of water molecules per proton is a subject
of discussion in the literature. Zawodzinski et al. [39] point out that it is a function
of the ionomer humidification. If the ratio of water molecules per sulfonated group
in the ionomer (λhum ) is ≤14, a drag ratio of 1 seems realistic, while for higher water
contents, complicated relations are discussed. Due to water concentration gradients,
diﬀusion through the membrane in either direction takes place, too [40].
The electrons released on the anode catalysts have to be conducted through the carbon
support of the catalyst and through the gas diﬀusion medium to the flow field plates.
In the case of a single cell the flow field plates are connected to the electric circuit, in
which the energy is consumed. On the cathode side, the electrons flow again through
flow field plates, gas diﬀusion medium and carbon support to the platinum particles,
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where oxygen is reduced. Product water is formed by the reaction including the protons coming through the membrane. The oxygen fed into the fuel cell is humidified,
too, to ensure proton conduction in the catalyst layer and in the membrane, i.e. in
regions where water production is not suﬃcient. Due to water production and oxygen
depletion, water condensation occurs. The water droplets have to be removed from the
gas diﬀusion layer that is coated with a hydrophobic material (usually PTFE). The gas
stoichiometries λO2 and λH2 , i.e. the ratio of gas amount fed into the fuel cell to gas
amount consumed in the fuel cell, have to be slightly larger than 1 to ensure removal
of the water droplets from the flow field channels.

1.1.3

Micro fuel cell concepts

Batteries are up to now almost the only energy sources for portable devices. Large
quantities are produced, but especially for the most capable battery type concerning
energy and power density, the Li-ion battery, economical, ecological, and technical
concerns exist [41]. High costs are due to the fact that cobalt, a rare and expensive
material, is often used in electrodes (LiCoO2 ). The toxicity of this electrode material
is an ecological concern while technological limitations are caused by the fact that the
specific energy even in Li-ion batteries is limited to ∼180-250 Wh/kg [3, 4].
Micro fuel cell systems are a promising alternative as energy sources for portable devices. Depending on the fuel cell type and the fuel storage, specific energies of up to
four times the values that are given for state of the art batteries are predicted [7].
When fuel cells are miniaturized positive scaling eﬀects are predicted [6, 42] in comparison to fuel cells of technical scale. A decreased Peclet number (ratio of convective
and diﬀusive heat and mass transport) is named as one of these positive scaling eﬀects
and, as a consequence, less limitations are caused by mass transport. Another possible
advantage may be the increased surface-to-volume ratio. Assuming a scaling factor of
S, the ratio of the surface area to the volume scales is given as
surf ace
S2
∝ 3 = S −1 .
volume
S

(1.30)

That means, with miniaturization (S <1 and S −1 >1), surface eﬀects will become dominant.
Bieberle-Hutter et al. [7] presented a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) system that delivers
up to 150 mW/cm2 , although thermal insulation seems to be a challenge when the
total volume is limited. Additionally, information about the lifetime of the system is
not available. In the context of thin materials being under high thermal stress in such
a fuel cell, it might be a technical challenge to reach a long lifetime.
The fuel cell type most often named to be used in portable applications, is the direct
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methanol fuel cell (DMFC) [6, 8, 43]. The major advantage of the DMFC in comparison
to a PEFC lies in the liquid fuel that has a high energy density and can easily be stored
in small containers. Many system concepts are presented, ranging from single cell [6]
developments to complete systems adapted to be built into a cell phone or a laptop
[43, 44], but the low eﬃciency of the DMFC remains an eminent drawback. The slow
kinetic of the methanol oxidation reaction is one reason for the reduced eﬃciency. One
solution for the problem is a high catalyst loading on the anode side, at the cost of a
high price because of large amounts of precious metal being consumed. Another reason
for the low eﬃciency is methanol cross-over through the polymer electrolyte membrane,
which results in a mixed potential on the cathode. To minimize the cross-over, only a
strongly diluted aqueous solution of the fuel can be fed into the membrane. This must
be carried out before the fuel is fed into the fuel cell, to the expense of high volume
needs in the system for a large fuel container. Another solution is presented by MTI
MicroFuel Cell Inc., who presented the Mobion� system that is fed by pure methanol,
but must include an intelligent concept of water recirculation to avoid methanol crossover [44]. However, the power density is limited to a value of 62.5 mW/cm2 .
Another fuel cell type with a potential to be miniaturized is the formic acid fuel cell.
Kim et al. [45] present promising results in terms of energy density (70 Wh/l) for a
system including a fuel container with a total volume of 11 mm3 . In comparison to
the oxidation reaction of methanol, the one of formic acid is faster and reduced kinetic
losses result in a better overall eﬃciency. On the other hand, the production of formic
acid to be used as energy carrier may be disadvantageous due to economical reasons.
Compared to the oxidation reactions of methanol or formic acid, the oxidation of pure
hydrogen is the fastest from a kinetic point of view. Hence, polymer electrolyte fuel cells
can be operated at higher eﬃciencies. Miniaturization of polymer electrolyte fuel cells
of technical scale is one approach, as shown in several publications [6, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50].
Micro-patterned silicon or polymers are the applied flow field materials. Power densities up to 315 mW/cm2 are reported, although a comparison is diﬃcult due to great
variations in operation parameters, diﬀerent arrangements and various materials employed. Another approach to micro fuel cells is presented by Hahn et al. [12] which
is displayed in Figure 1.7. Micro-patterned metal foils are attached to the membrane,
serving as flow fields. By foregoing the gas diﬀusion layer, a relatively simple arrangement is obtained that delivers a power density of 80 mW/cm2 . Further development
resulted in a power delivering system which can be produced within a volume of several cm3 , an energy density 40% higher than a common alkaline battery and a price
of 4.50 e[51]. Further prototypes for micro fuel cells have been presented that are not
designed according to the principle used in technical PEFCs [9, 11, 13].
In total, more than 20 functioning concepts have been published in the past ten
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Figure 1.7: Cross section view of the membrane-based micro fuel cell presented by Hahn
et al. [12].
years [42]. Only few reports exist about the application of diagnostic methods, like
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy or cyclic voltammetry, in combination with
miniaturized fuel cells, although these methods have shown their value in the development of fuel cells of technical scale. Hence, few limiting processes are understood in
the field of micro fuel cells.
The implementation of miniaturized PEFCs in a complete system including a fuel storage that then can serve as energy source for portable devices represents the challenge
following the development of single cells. One option for systems in the range of 10200 W is the combination of the high energy density of methanol with a high eﬃciency
polymer electrolyte fuel cell. This was realized by Ultracell Corporation, who introduced a reformer unit that produces hydrogen from methanol [54].
Other companies designed prototype systems. However, hydrogen storage remains one
of the major challenges to be solved prior to PEFC systems with a peak power of up
to 0.5 W being applied in portable devices. A short gedankenexperiment is made to
illustrate that hydrogen storage is not a negative issue in this context. For a cell phone
with an average power of 0.02 W that should be operated for 200 h, an energy of 4
Wh is necessary. The lower heating value of hydrogen is 33.3 kWh/kg [52]. With additional data from [52] one can easily calculate the following energy densities or specific
energies, respectively:
• For hydrogen intercalation in metallic hydrides, that is reversible at RT, the
gravimetric density (H2 mass percentage in a completely filled vessel) for hydrogen
lies in the range of 2%, i.e. a volumetric density in the range of 150 kg hydrogen
per cubic meter. This results in a specific energy of 666 Wh/kg and in an energy
density of 4995 Wh/l.
• For a high pressure vessel, a gravimetric density of 13 % is realistic, and a volumetric density of <40 kg hydrogen per cubic meter. This results in a specific
energy of 4.329 kWh/kg and in a maximum energy density of 1332 Wh/l.
Assuming a conservative eﬃciency of 30% for the micro PEFC and that 20% of the
total system volume or mass are needed for the fuel cell and surrounding systems, the
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necessary volumes and masses are shown in Table 1.1. It shows that reasonable energy
Table 1.1: Volume and masses for miniaturized PEFC systems with an average power
of 0.02 W and an operation time for 200 h, including metal hydride storage or high
pressure vessels.

Volume [ml]
Energy density [Wh/l]
Mass [g]
Specific energy [Wh/kg]

Metal hydride
1.6
1250
24
167

Pressure vessel
12
333
3.6
1111

densities and specific energies can be achieved with such systems. The development of
fuel cell systems that can be produced to a price that can compete with batteries is
another big challenge, as well as the distribution of hydrogen.
Both ITT [53] and Angstrom Power Inc. [55] (Figure 1.8) produce PEFC systems to
be installed into cellular phones, and report about drastically extended talk time in
comparison to commercially available Li-ion batteries.

Figure 1.8: Motorola cell phone including an Angstrom PEFC system. [55]
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1.2
1.2.1

Micro-structured glassy carbon electrodes
Glassy carbon

Glassy carbon (GC) consists of pure carbon. Unlike graphite, diamond or diamond-like
carbon (DLC) it is an amorphous material. Earlier publications describe the structure
as being formed of irregularly oriented graphene sheets, which are connected by both
sp2 and sp3 bonds [56, 57, 58]. After annealing at 2000◦ C, the sp3 bonds are not
present anymore, as measured by neutron diﬀraction [59]. According to Harris [60],
even fullerene-like nanoparticles can be found by High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HR-TEM). A model has been suggested that describes the structure
of glassy carbon as discrete fragments of curved carbon sheets, in which carbon pentagons and heptagons are dispersed randomly throughout networks of hexagons. Glassy
carbon is fabricated by pyrolysis of a polymeric precursor. The material properties can
be modified by choosing the precursor and the pyrolysis conditions, in particular the
temperature.
In this work Sigradur� G is used, which is produced by HTW HochtemperaturWerkstoﬀe GmbH (Thierhaupten, Germany). In this type of glassy carbon produced
at high-temperature, pores approximating 5 nm in size, can be found. Harris points
out that these pores are connected by faceted or curved graphitic walls that typically
contain two to four layers [60]. In contrast to other carbon materials, glassy carbon
features a unique combination of material properties that are listed below [61]:
• Temperature resistance under non-oxidative atmosphere up to 3000◦ C
• Extreme corrosion resistance against acids or alkaline agents
• Impermeability to gases and liquids
a)

b)

Figure 1.9: Sheets of glassy carbon (a), TEM micrograph of Sigradur G (b) [61]
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• High hardness and strength, even at high temperatures up to 2700K
• High purity
• Low density
• High surface quality, no particle generation
• Low thermal expansion comparable to fused silica
• Extreme resistance to thermal shock
• Isotropy of physical and chemical properties
• Good electrical conductivity
• Biocompatibility
Its mechanical stability and chemical inertness limit the number of methods capable
of machining glassy carbon. The only techniques applicable are mechanical machining with diamond-reinforced tools (i.e. sawing, grinding), laser machining, electrical
discharge machining (EDM) and reactive ion etching with oxygen plasma.

1.2.2

Development of micro-structured electrodes

In 1985, James McBreen [63] recorded cyclic voltammograms on a platinum mesh electrode which was in contact with a Nafion membrane. These CVs showed the expected
features of a platinum electrode such as Pt oxidation, hydrogen under potential deposition and hydrogen evolution. After adding a second mesh on top of the first one, he
obtained currents that were increased by a factor of ∼2. This result proved that platinum which is not in direct contact with the ionomer can take part in electrochemical
reactions. Inserting a graphite felt sheet between Nafion and the Pt meshes resulted in
the suppression of Pt-features in the CV. According to McBreen, surface conductance
eﬀects are the most plausible explanation for this eﬀect. When platinum particles on
carbon carriers were introduced as PEFC catalysts instead of pure Platinum black
electrodes, the question arose if this eﬀect might limit the function of such electrodes,
too.
At PSI, model electrodes were developed to investigate this and further fuel cell related
eﬀects on geometrically defined electrodes (see Figure 1.10). They were produced by
sawing micro-channels in glassy carbon, followed by magnetron sputtering of a platinum layer (Type I) and, for one part of the samples, another sawing step to remove
the Pt from the channel walls (Type II) [29, 64, 65, 66]. When using type I electrodes,
platinum could be contacted electrochemically although it was not in direct contact
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Figure 1.10: Model electrodes as presented in [66] representing Pt-black or Pt/C catalyst.
with the solid electrolyte. With increasing sweep rates of the cyclic voltammograms
(CV), a shift of the observed peaks could be observed, indicating a transport limitation
of either adsorbed Had or H+ in a water film on the platinum layer. In the case of type
II electrodes, electrochemical processes were observed only on platinum being in direct
contact with the Nafion membrane [66]. After filling the channels of a type II electrode
with 1 mM H2 SO4 instead of purging with Argon, the measured Pt area increased by
a factor of more than three [29].
The implementation of these micro-patterned glassy carbon electrodes in a simplified
micro fuel cell was tested in addition to an application as model electrodes. Z. Veziridis
reports in his dissertation [65] on the functionality of a simplified micro fuel cell that
included two type I electrodes and a Nafion 115 membrane, but with a limited power
density of ∼10 mW/cm2 . The micro-patterned flow fields were produced by laser ablation of glassy carbon, in contrast to the sawn micro-channels employed in [29, 64].
Machining with a wafer saw is limited to straight channels and a minimum width of the
channels defined by the thickness of the saw blade. By applying multi pulse laser ablation, both limitations can be overcome, but other issues appear. The process is limited
to triangular shaped channels due to inappropriate material removal that worsens with
increasing channel depth. Processing time may become another limitation due to ablation rates of 260 nm per pulse for a laser fluence of 4 J/cm2 [67] at a laser frequency
of 20 Hz. One would need 33 minutes to pattern a 50 µm deep channel with a width
of 100 µm and a length of 10 mm into glassy carbon. However, application of recently
developed lasers operating at frequencies in the MHz range could reduce the processing
time significantly.
As pointed out above, machining of glassy carbon is diﬃcult to achieve, especially in the
micrometer scale. Only the combination of several processes combines the advantages
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of each process in a way that defined micro-structures are produced in a reasonable
time. Markus Kuhnke developed such a sequence that consist of the following steps
[67, 68, 69, 70]:
• Polishing of the glassy carbon.
• Magnetron sputtering of an aluminum film with a thickness of 400-600 nm onto
the substrate.
• Defining the micro-channel in x and y direction by specific pulsed laser ablation
of the aluminum film, i.e. forming a mask.
• Reactive ion etching for several hours in oxygen plasma to define the channels in
z direction.
• Removal of the aluminum mask.
During his dissertation, M. Kuhnke [67] investigated the influence of parameters such
as aluminum film thickness, energy density and size of the laser beam, and plasma
parameters for the reactive ion etching. However, his work left open several questions,
such as a parametrization of the complete process to predict the dimensions of microchannels being formed during the process. Another open question is the understanding
of the laser ablation process and its possible impact onto the reactive ion etching step.

1.2.3

Laser ablation

During the last decades, lasers as powerful processing tools have been developed [71].
The energy density and wavelength of the laser light as well as the pulse length can be
adapted to the needs of the processed material.
Laser ablation is a method to remove material from a surface in the µm2 or mm2 range.
Several types of mechanisms take place during nanosecond-laser ablation and are described in the literature [72]. During photothermal (or thermal) ablation, the absorbed
laser light is directly converted to lattice vibrational energy. It results in bondbreaking and release of material from the substrate. Mechanical ablation takes place if a
temperature rise induces mechanical stress resulting in an explosive-type ablation or
in the case of thin films on thick substrates in a material ’pop-oﬀ’. Photochemical (or
electronic) ablation mechanisms identify laser-induced electronic excitation as the step
which causes bondbreaking, before any energy is transferred into vibrational excitation. When the bulk material is not only removed in atomic form, but also in form of
droplets or in solid fragments, hydrothermal or exfoliational mechanisms can also be
observed.
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Figure 1.11: Schematic description of the micro-patterning process for glassy carbon as
developed by M. Kuhnke [67].

Laser irradiation of metals can induce physical processes such as the photoelectric effect, electron excitation, ionization, or the emission of atoms, droplets, or fragments.
According to the law of Lambert and Beer, the ratio of absorbed light I to irradiated
light I0 can be given as function of reflectivity R, absorption coeﬃcient α and depth
coordinate x :
I
= (1 − R) · e−αx .
(1.31)
I0
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R and α strongly depend on the wavelength of the laser light, but also on the type, state
(amorphous or crystalline) and surface quality of the material. When the energy is high
enough, heating of the material takes place due to energy transfer by electron-photon
coupling to the lattice. Depending on the temperature that is reached by heating,
vaporization in the material can occur, which leads to bubble formation. These bubbles
may enhance or hinder the ablation process, as discussed by Peterlongo et al. [73] and
Miotello et al. [74].
Ablation of metal films thinner than 10 µm can not be directly compared to the ablation
of bulk metals, especially if the film is deposited onto a non-metallic substrate [75].

1.2.4

Plasma techniques

Plasma is a partially ionized gas that includes equal numbers of positive and negative
charges. In addition, a high number of non-ionized neutral molecules can be present in
the plasma as well. In technical applications, the fraction of ionized particles is rather
low and typically in the range of 10−4 [67]. A plasma is created when a gas is subjected
to an electrical radio frequency (RF) potential at a reduced pressure. Electrons start to
oscillate due to the alternating electrical field and finally the gas molecules are ionized.
At a suﬃciently high field strength, inelastic collisions of electrons and gas molecules
occur, which results in dissociation, ionization or excitation of the molecules and in the
formation of a variety of charged and uncharged species. Electronically excited species
emit light in the ultraviolet or visible regions of the spectrum, which is characteristic
for the applied gas. Due to their high velocity, the electrons escape from the plasma
until a positive potential (the plasma potential) is established that limits the electron
current. Hence, the plasma in a reactor is always positively charged against the chamber walls. Coupling the RF power capacitively into the plasma by means of a platen
electrode, the electrode will be charged negatively. The average DC potential between
the oscillating plasma potential and the oscillating electrode potential is called bias
voltage. It determines the energy of positive ions that are accelerated from the border
of the plasma sheath towards the electrode surface. Plasma sheath is an expression
for the region where no optical emission takes place. It is virtually free of electrons.
The average electron and ion currents towards the RF electrode are equal: the permanent flow of positive ions is compensated by short electron current peaks in the short
phases when the potential diﬀerence between the oscillating potentials of plasma and
RF electrode reaches a minimum.
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Reactive Ion Etching (RIE)
For reactive ion etching the specimens are placed on the RF powered electrode, while
the counter electrode is grounded. Etching in this type of reactor is inherently directional due to the ion bombardment, whereas etching in a reverse setup can be both
directional (anisotropic) or isotropic. Additional characteristic properties of a RIE
setup are relatively low pressures (<13.3 Pa) [76], and high bias voltages (>500 V).
The bias level is directly correlated with the RF power level. The process pressure, as
well as the applied gas and the distance between the powered and the grounded electrode have only little influence. The high bias level is beneficial for etching processes
that require bond breaking by highly energetic ions, e.g. for the often applied etching
of fused silica.
Oxygen plasma etching of carbon mainly involves two oxygen species [77]: atomic
oxygen and positive ions. Both species are formed by ionization and dissociation:
O2 + e− → O2+ + 2e−

(1.32)

O2 + e− → 2O. + e−

(1.33)

Carbon is oxidized by the reactive oxygen species with an additional support by the
ion bombardment. Due to ionic and radical species being present in the plasma, two
types of etching take place. On the one hand the directed etching caused by cations,
which are attracted by the cathode that serves at the same time as sample holder. On
the other hand, undirected radical etching takes place which is caused by oxygen atoms
that are not attracted by the cathode.
Only a few publications deal with plasma etching of carbon materials and the majority
of those exclusively address thin film etching [62, 78, 79, 80].
Magnetron sputtering
Magnetron sputtering is another plasma process applied in the micro-patterning process developed by Kuhnke [67]. When accelerated ions hit a target surface, diﬀerent
processes can occur, depending on the applied ions and their kinetic energy.
• Sputtering: Target material is removed from the surface.
• Ion implementation: The ions are deposited in the target material.
• Ion beam deposition: Ions form a film on the target material.
When the kinetic energy is high enough, the ion can transfer its impulse to the atoms of
the target and initiate a cascade of collisions. After several collisions the impulse may
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be directed from the bulk material towards the surface and atoms close to the surface
are emitted. Usually a DC plasma is used as ion source, additional magnets under the
target increase the sputtering eﬃciency for conducting materials. In vacuum, and if a
substrate is positioned close to the target, the emitted atoms are deposited as a film.
Magnetron sputtering is a widely used method to functionalize surfaces by coating.
The main advantages are good adhesion due to high kinetic energy of the deposited
atoms and the possibility to deposit alloys stoichiometrically [81].

1.3

Aim of this work

Figure 1.12: Working principle of the miniaturized PEFC without GDL.
In an operating polymer electrolyte fuel cell, several interdependent processes occur,
such as electrochemical reactions, mass, heat and charge transfer, as well as multi-phase
flows. A polymer electrolyte fuel cell is therefore configured in a sophisticated way in
order to ensure a concurrent workflow of all these processes. Usually the PEFC consists
of seven particular parts: Two flow fields, two gas diﬀusion layers, two electrodes and a
polymer electrolyte membrane in the center. Simple down-scaling of fuel cell assemblies
originally developed for automotive application, is one way to obtain a miniaturized
fuel cell [46, 48, 49, 50]. Precise assembly and negative scaling eﬀects create challenges
that hamper industrial production. One solution might be membrane-based designs,
where micro-patterned parts are fixed onto the membrane [9, 12, 11]. Taking into
account the proposed production processes, where the fuel cell stack is assembled in
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foil-type planar shape, designs without gas diﬀusion layer [13] become even more interesting due to easier assembly, easier tightening and a reduced number of parts.
Not only in the context of miniaturization and simplification, but also for diagnostic
purposes in PEFCs, aggregation of functions in components by removing the gas diﬀusion layers (GDL) is an often applied approach. By doing so, the main functions of the
GDL - fine gas distribution and electrical contact for the complete active area - have
to be fulfilled by other components. Micrometer-scale gas channels can ensure a fine
gas distribution while a catalyst layer with suﬃcient electronic conductivity minimizes
ohmic losses. The GDL can also serve as water reservoir or can remove water from active sites because of its hydrophobic surface. The GDL can also compensate mechanical
eﬀects such as membrane swelling because of its compressibility. The absence of the
GDL can have a negative impact on the overall performance of a simplified (no GDL)
and miniaturized PEFC. This may be one of the reasons why there are no reports in
the literature about such a simplified fuel cell (Figure 1.12), which can deliver power
densities comparable to technical fuel cells with GDLs.
A first task of this work is to prove whether it is possible to construct a simplified and
miniaturized PEFC that is able to deliver power densities in the range of several hundreds of mW/cm2 . In a second step, the influence of typical fuel cell parameters has to
be investigated, e.g. flow field geometry, membrane thickness, catalyst loading and operation parameters. Diagnostic methods such as neutron radiography, electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy, and cyclic voltammetry are employed for further investigations of features related to the missing GDLs. These features need to be discussed in
the context of the literature about miniaturized and technical PEFCs. In summary, a
full understanding of limitations should be gained and first steps be realized to overcome such limitations.
The micro-patterned glassy carbon flow fields and the simplified fuel cell will be additionally utilized to investigate eﬀects that can be isolated in this simplified arrangement, but not in technical fuel cells. Further applications of the micro-patterned glassy
carbon flow fields will be tested and presented as well, i.e. in the context of method
development for neutron radiography and for investigations of processes occurring in
the context of ’hydrogen under potential deposition’ (HUPD).
In addition to these developments in the electrochemistry field, the three-step micropatterning process for glassy carbon has to be further investigated and optimized. A
better understanding of laser ablation is necessary to understand its impacts onto the
following processes. Additionally, a parametrization for the whole process is necessary
to increase its predictability.

Chapter 2
Applied instrumentation and
methods
2.1
2.1.1

Glassy carbon micro-patterning
Sample preparation

Glassy carbon samples were purchased from HTW GmbH1 as plates with a size of
100x100 mm2 and a thickness of 1mm. These plates were sawn with a wafer saw at
the Laboratory for Micro- and Nanotechnology at PSI. Further sample preparation
was carried out according to the procedures suggested by M. Kuhnke [67]: Polishing
for 2 minutes in a suspension of Al2 O3 particles (3 µm average diameter, Buehler) in
demineralized water. After rinsing with clear water and dry-blowing with Argon, the
samples can be coated by magnetron sputtering.

2.1.2

Magnetron sputtering

For this work, the in-house built TIPSI [82] sputtering system at PSI was used and the
deposition parameters are summarized in Table 2.1. The deposition was carried out in
the dynamic mode, i.e. the substrate is fixed on a sliding carriage that is moved in and
out of the sputtering zone. A better adhesion can be obtained by material relaxation
of the deposited layers between the sputter periods. Another positive eﬀect of this
mobile arrangement is the possibility to carry out pre-sputtering to clean the target
without substrates being present in the sputtering zone.
One part of the glassy carbon sample was covered during sputtering. This procedure
allows the determination of the thickness of the sputtered aluminum layers using a
Profilometer (Veeco DekTak 8).
1

HTW Hochtemperatur-Werkstoﬀe GmbH - D-Thierhaupten - www.htw-germany.com
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Table 2.1: Sputtering parameters for diﬀerent materials

target material
base pressure
process pressure
power
deposition rate
deposition per cycle
carriage velocity

2.1.3

Al
Al 99.5%
< 2 · 10−6 mbar
3.3 · 10−3 mbar
200 W
1.04 nm/s
10 nm
1 m/min

Pt
Pt 99.95%
< 2 · 10−6 mbar
3.8 · 10−3 mbar
100 W
1 nm/s
5 nm
0.5 m/min

Laser ablation

Figure 2.1: Laser ablation setup, scheme, not in scale.
The scheme in Figure 2.1 shows the main components of the laser ablation setup
employed to selectively remove the aluminum film from the glassy carbon substrate. A
XeCl excimer laser (Lambda Compex 205) with a wavelength of 308 nm was utilised.
The maximum pulse energy is 400 mJ, with a pulse length of 30 ns resulting in a peak
power of 13.3 MW and an average power of 20 W for a maximum frequency of 50 Hz.
The laser was operated in constant energy mode at 250 mJ and at a pulse frequency
of 20 Hz. The attenuator adjusts the energy of the laser beam by partial reflection of
the laser light, while the purpose of the mask is to define the shape of the beam. In
combination with the lens and given distances, the cross sectional area of the beam is
determined by the size of the pinhole in the mask. A round pinhole with a diameter
of 600 µm was employed as standard setup. The distances between aperture and lens
(2100 mm) and between lens and sample (105 mm) in combination with a focal length
of 100 mm result in a demagnification of 1:20, i.e. a laser beam with a diameter of
30 µm on the sample. A computer controls the shutter, attenuator and the xyz-stage
to write predefined structures into the samples [67]. The laser frequency is limited to
20 Hz due to a maximum velocity of the xyz-stage of 400 µm/s, which results in a
suﬃcient overlap of 1.5 for the center of the round laser spot. Laser machining of a 1
x 1 cm2 sample with these parameters and a typical micro-flow field structure, shown
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in chapter 2.3.3, needs 30-40 minutes.
The pulse energy was measured and adjusted to the necessary value before each sample
preparation series by a pyroelectric energy meter (Molectron J4-09) placed at the end
of the beam line.
2.1.3.1

Ns-shadowgraphy

The method of ns-shadowgraphy has been developed and utilized to observe the processes (e.g. plasma formation), products (fragments), and shockwaves during laser
ablation [83, 84]. The observations can be used to obtain information about the energy released during the ablation process, but also to investigate laser induced forward
transfer processes [85].
The principle features of the experimental setup are displayed in Figure 2.2. Visualization of the process was achieved by a CMOS camera with a microscopic objective
placed perpendicular to the laser beam, i.e., parallel to the sample surface, with the
focus at the ablation spot. Back illumination was obtained by a probe laser (Nd:YAG,
2nd harmonic, l = 532 nm, τ = 6 ns) pumping a fluorescent dye (rhodamine), placed
on the camera axis on the opposite sample side. The delay between the pump and
probe laser pulses was set by a digital pulse/delay generator (Stanford Research Systems DG535). The region at and above the sample between the dye and the camera is
illuminated.
Typical observations made by ns-shadowgraphy during the single pulse ablation pro-

Figure 2.2: Scheme of the ns-shadowgraphy arrangement.
cess are shown in Figure 2.3. A shockwave is formed directly after irradiation. This
shockwave is visible in ambient atmosphere due to a layer of compressed air with a different refractive index. After several hundred nanoseconds, a second distortion becomes
visible, which resembles a shockwave but moves much slower. Finally, fragments of the
ablated Al-film can be observed. Detailed results and their evaluation are described in
chapter 3.1.2.
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Figure 2.3: Example of a shadowgraphy picture.

2.1.4

Reactive Ion Etching and aluminum removal

An Alcatel GIR300 etching chamber with glass-covered 6 inch electrodes was employed
for the reactive ion etching. A maximum RF power of 600 W can be applied to the
water cooled electrodes, at an operating pressure of 5-100 mTorr (0.67-13.3 Pa).
After introduction of the samples into the etching chamber, a vacuum of < 3·10−5 mbar
must be applied to remove traces of other gases being present in the chamber. Then the
operating gas, in our case oxygen, is introduced into the chamber and the pressure is
adjusted by a butterfly valve which is controlled by a PID10 controller in combination
with permanent pressure monitoring by a baratron gauge. With an oxygen flow of 5
sccm and an operation pressure of 8 Pa, a stable plasma can be ignited. Adjusting the
RF power to 200 W results in an optimum etch rate of 16-17 µm/h for glassy carbon
[67]. To protect the outer edges of the aluminum film on the glassy carbon the samples
were packed into aluminum foil leaving the area to be processed uncovered (Figure
2.4).
After the reactive ion etching, the adhesion of the aluminum film is drastically reduced.
As soon as the samples are taken out of the chamber, the film can be peeled oﬀ easily.
The remaining parts of the film are removed in a ultrasonic bath filled with deionized
water.

Figure 2.4: Glassy carbon sample packed into aluminum foil to protect the outer edges
of the aluminum mask on the sample during RIE.
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Sample characterization
Profilometry

Figure 2.5: Measurement principle of a profilometer.
In Profilometry, a stylus is pressed with a defined force onto the surface to be investigated and moved on this surface or vice versa. The resulting profiles give information
about the surface structure, and its roughnesses. A Veeco2 Dektak 8 profilometer was
used for determining the amount of the ablated material or the dimensions of microchannels formed during etching. The roughness according to linear deviation from an
average line (ra ) is used for quantification.

2.2.2

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an imaging method where a surface is scanned
with a high-energy beam of electrons in a raster scan pattern. The electrons interacting
with the atoms of the substrate produce signals that contain information about the
sample’s surface topography. Some types of signals produced by an SEM consist of
secondary electrons, back scattered electrons (BSE), and characteristic x-rays. These
types of signal all require specialized detectors for their analysis. In the most common
or standard detection mode, secondary electron imaging or SEI, the SEM can produce
high-resolution images of a sample surface, revealing details down to 1 nm in size.
Back-scattered electrons (BSE) are electrons that are reflected from the sample by
elastic scattering.
All micrographs in this work were recorded with a SupraZeiss VP55.

2.2.3

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)

The x-rays emitted from atoms hit by charged particles during SEM-scanning, are
characterstic for each element. Hence, elementary analysis can be carried out. A
calibration for quantitative measurements of multi-layer samples is not trivial, due to
2

Veeco Instruments GmbH - D-Mannheim - www.veeco.com
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Figure 2.6: Measurement principle of a SEM including detectors for secondary electrons
(SE), backscattering secondary electrons (BSE), and Energy-Dispersive X-Ray analysis
(EDX).
an unknown penetration depth. Therefore, only ratios of signals are compared in this
work.

2.3
2.3.1

Fuel cell components
Catalyst-coated membranes

Table 2.2: Employed catalyst-coated membranes.

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

Membrane Material

Thickness
[µm]

Pt/C
ratio

Nafion 112
Nafion 112
Nafion 112
Nafion 112
Nafion 112
Nafion 1135
Nafion 211
Nafion 212
Nafion 212
Gore Primea 5710

50
50
50
50
50
89
25
50
50
18

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
70
N.N.

Pt loading
cathode
[mg/cm2 ]
0.15
0.25
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

Pt loading
anode
[mg/cm2 ]
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.1

Catalyst-coated membranes (CCMs) are produced by screenprinting of an ink that
contains catalyst particles onto the membrane materials.
The details of the applied types are listed in Table 2.2. The catalyst-coated membranes
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I-IX were purchased from PaxiTech3 . Catalysts from Tanaka and Nafion membranes
produced by DuPont are used by Paxitech to produce these CCMs. Only the Gore
Primea 5710 (X) was obtained from Gore.
Throughout this work, membrane III and membrane VII were the standard CCMs,
named N112 and N212, respectively. For application of other CCMs, the specific details
are given.

2.3.2

Gas diﬀusion media

Although this work deals with a simplified PEFC without a gas diﬀusion layer (GDL),
several cells were built including a GDL. Findings that were assigned to the simplified
concept needed to be verified in fuel cells with a GDL to correlate possible limitations.
An ETEK Elat W1400 LT carbon cloth was utilized for these experiments.

2.3.3

Flow field geometry

Figure 2.7 displays the flow field geometries employed. All have an area of 10x10 mm2 .
Micro-channels are represented by black lines, the gas in- and outlets are illustrated
as black ovals. Die sinking with carbon electrodes was applied to produce the holes
with a size of 3 x 0.3 mm2 . To feed the gas from behind the flow field plate, the inlets
had to go though the complete material. The diﬀerent flow field geometries reflect
the development according to the need of the experiments carried out as described in
chapter 4.4.

2.3.4

Metal end plates

Testing of the fuel cell itself has to be carried out in an environment where mechanical
compaction (and consequently the contact pressure) and temperature can be adjusted.
Additionally, the supply of humidified gases to and into the fuel cell must be ensured.
To realize these functions, end plates were designed and produced in stainless steel
(shown in Figure 2.8).
Mechanical compaction in the range of 0.5-4 MPa can be impinged on the active area
with four M3 bolts tightened with a torque screwdriver. A thermocouple whose tip
is placed 2mm behind the flow field measures the temperature in the fuel cell that is
produced with self-adhesive heating foils purchased from Minco EC AG4 with a heating
PaxiTech SAS - 32 rue de Comboire - Bat B1 - 38130 Echirolles - France - +33 (0)4 76 06 14 48
- www.paxitech.com - info@paxitech.com
4
Poststrasse 5 - CH-9500 Wil - www.minco.com
3
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Figure 2.7: Schemes of the micro-flow field geometries used in this work. Channels are
sketched in black and start/end in die sinked gas in/outlets.
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Figure 2.8: Metal endplates and components of the miniaturized PEFC.

power of 5 W. Gas in-/outlets were purchased from FESTO AG5 that can be connected
to 3 mm polymer tubing. Sealing between the metal end plates and the glassy carbon
flow fields was achieved by a 350 µm thick graphite foil.

2.3.5

Fuel cell test rig

Although the fuel cell tested has a volume of ∼20 cm3 including the end plates, the
necessary control and measurement devices need a multiple of space, as can be seen in
Figure 2.9. The flow diagram in Figure 2.10 illustrates the functions included in the
rig such as pressure, temperature, and mass flow control, supply of operating and inert
gases, humidification of the gases, voltage measurement and current load.
The gases are humidified while they are dispersed in water vessels kept at the saturation
temperature that corresponds to the desired relative humidity for the fuel cell operation
temperature. The gas pipes between humidifiers and fuel cell have to be heated and
insulated to avoid condensation.
The pressure control is carried out by Brooks pressure controllers that are installed
after the gas flows leave the fuel cell. Additionally, the pressure of the gas flow prior
to the fuel cell is monitored to be able to calculate the pressure drop created by gas
flows when going through the micro-flow fields.

5

Moosmattstrasse 24 - CH-8953 Dietikon ZH - www.festo.ch
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Figure 2.9: The fuel cell test rig.

Figure 2.10: Flow chart of the applied test rig.
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Fuel cell characterization and diagnostic methods

2.4.1

Current-voltage curve

For an electrochemical energy source like a fuel cell the development of the delivered
voltage for a specific current is important. In the case of fuel cells, the current is
normalized to the geometric membrane area perpendicular to the flow direction of the
protons and described as current density. As already pointed out in chapter 1.1.2.3,
kinetic, ohmic and mass transport losses have a strong influence onto the voltage of a
PEFC and result in a typical shape of a current-voltage curve (Figure 1.3). The ohmic
resistance of the fuel cell can be recorded in parallel to the i-E signal and the resulting
voltage drop can be added to the measured voltage signal to identify contributions
of kinetic or mass transport losses. However, ohmic losses caused by the simplified
concept of the miniaturized PEFC can also strongly contribute to its performance and
have to be investigated as well. Consequently, the voltage drop is not added in the
results shown. Nevertheless, quantification of losses on the basis of a current-voltage
curve is extremely diﬃcult, suggesting that other diagnostic methods are needed.
The current-voltage curves presented in this work were recorded in galvanostatic mode
with an equilibration time of 2 minutes per data point. If a stoichiometry is given
(fixed ratio of feed gas to gas consumed by the electrochemical reaction) for current
voltage curves, the gas flows corresponding to this stoichiometries at 200 mA/cm2 were
fixed while recording data points at lower current densities. If gas flows are given as
parameters, the gas flows were kept constant over the whole range of current densities
while recording the current-voltage curve.

2.4.2

Cyclic Voltammetry, CO-stripping

One important parameter for a fuel cell is the electro-catalytically active area (ECA)
that determines the amount of platinum catalyst being available for the electrochemical
reactions. Two methods are based on cyclic voltammetry and specific characteristics
for platinum electrodes in the resulting curves.
Cyclic voltammetry is a method used to investigate electrochemical reactions in liquid
electrolytes. Between a working electrode and a counter electrode a cyclic voltage
ramp with a defined sweep rate is applied, as depicted in the inserted graph in Figure
2.11. A reference electrode with a high internal resistance controls the potential in
the electrochemical cell. The main graph in Figure 2.11 displays a resulting current
signal as function of the applied voltage versus a common reference electrode for an
electrochemically reversible reaction. In such a case, voltages linked to current peaks
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Figure 2.11: Voltage as a function of time (inlet) during cyclic voltammetry and a
resulting current signal as function of the voltage.
or their distances can be correlated to characteristics of the investigated reaction.
When a platinum electrode is immersed into an acidic electrolyte and the voltage is
swept in the range of 0.07 to 1 V vs. a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), the
cyclic voltammogram looks rather complex (Figure 2.12). Three diﬀerent areas are
characteristic:
• Hupd region (0.07 - 0.4 V vs. RHE). Protons are chemisorbed to the platinum
surface according to the hydrogen under potential deposition (Hupd ) reaction
P t + H + + e− → P t − H,

(2.1)

when the voltage is decreased, resulting in a negative current. After reaching the
lower potential limit (here 0.07 V), the voltage is increased and reaction 2.1 is
reversed, which results in a positive current. If the voltage is decreased under
a value of ∼0.05 V significant hydrogen evolution current occurs simultaneously
with Hupd . This additional current can falsify the current flowing due to the Hupd
reaction.
• Double layer region (0.4 - 0.7 V vs. SHE). In this voltage region, mainly
the electrochemical double layer i.e. the interface of electrode and electrolyte, is
charged or discharged. This is caused by changes of the composition of ions in
the electrolyte caused by the polarization of the electrode.
• PtOx region (0.7 - 1 V vs. SHE). Platinum is oxidized and two diﬀerent reactions
are proposed in the literature. The first one presented by Conway [86] results in
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Figure 2.12: Cyclic voltammogram recorded on a fuel cell electrode to obtain the Hupd
area.
PtOH formation
P t + H2 O → P tOHads + H + + e− .

(2.2)

Jerkiewicz et al. [87] favor a two electron process that results in the formation
of PtO:
P t + H2 O → P tO + 2H + + 2e− .
(2.3)
If the voltage is decreased again after reaching 1 V, reaction 2.2 is reversed and
PtOx is reduced to Pt.
The shaded area in the CV, representing the desorption current j from the Hupd reaction, can be integrated over the voltage to obtain an area value that is then normalized with the geometric area of the electrode,
A=

�

jdU
.
ν·C

(2.4)

where ν represents the sweep rate of the experiment and C = 210 µC/cm2 , a value
obtained from surface coverage calculations.
Similarly, the ECA can be measured in a fuel cell. The investigated electrode is flushed
with inert gas, N2 or Ar, prior, but not during the experiment [88]. The opposed electrode is flushed with hydrogen and serves as counter and reference electrode at the
same time [89]. The ECA is obtained by recording a CV at a sweep rate of 10-20
mV/s and integration of the resulting curve as described above. The area used for
normalization is then the geometric area of the membrane, which is usually addressed
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as active area of a fuel cell.
CO-stripping is another CV-based method to determine the ECA in a fuel cell. The
investigated electrode is again flushed with inert gas, while the opposite electrode is
flushed with hydrogen. After 30 min, the inert gas is replaced by a mixture of 1%
CO in N2 and the voltage of the fuel cell is fixed to 0.125 V. CO adsorbs under these

Figure 2.13: Cyclic voltammogram recorded on a fuel cell electrode that was poisoned
with CO prior to recording.
conditions on the Pt surface. After repeated flushing of the investigated electrode with
inert gas to remove the CO in the gas phase, a CV at a sweep rate of 10-20 mV/s is
recorded, starting at 0.125 V. The resulting curve is depicted in Figure 2.13. In the first
cycle, no Hupd -desorption can be observed due to the active sites being blocked with
CO. Then, at a potential >0.6 V, the oxidation of CO sets in, a pronounced current
peak is the consequence. In a second cycle, the regular shape of a CV on platinum
appears again. The diﬀerential area between the two curves in the range of 0.6-0.9 V
is again integrated. The ECA can be calculated in the same way as in equation 2.4
but one has to use a conversion factor C of 420 µC/cm2 due to two-electron transfer
to chemisorb the CO molecules on the platinum surface.
All cyclic voltammograms shown in this work were recorded with a Zahner IM6 electrochemical work station.

2.4.3

AC Impedance Spectroscopy

Electrochemical or AC impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is another method to investigate
processes occurring in electrochemical systems. A fixed DC voltage (potentiostatic) or
current (galvanostatic) in the range where interesting reactions take place is applied to
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a)
b)

Figure 2.14: Typical Bode-Diagram (a) and Nyquist-Diagram (b) resulting from a electrochemical impedance experiment.
the system. The DC voltage or current is overlayed with an AC voltage
U (t) = U0 sin ωt

(2.5)

and the resulting AC current that is shifted by the phase angle Φ
I(t) = I0 sin ωt + Φ

(2.6)

is recorded, or vice versa. The frequency of the signal can be varied in the range from
1 mHz up to 3 MHz. It has an influence on the impedance
Z=

U (t)
.
I(t)

(2.7)

The impedance can be written in complex notation, including the phase angle Φ and
the absolute value of the impedance Z0 :
Z = Z0 (cos Φ + i sin Φ) = Z � + iZ �� = Z0 eiΦ .

(2.8)

This equation results in two possibilities to present electrochemical impedance results:
Either log Z0 and Φ are plotted as functions of frequency, resulting in a Bode plot
(Figure 2.4.3a) or when drawing a Nyquist plot (Figure 2.4.3b), were Z” is plotted as
a function of Z’, with abscissa and ordinate in equal scale.
A scheme including one curve is easier to read, on the other hand the information
about the frequency of each datapoint is not represented in the Nyquist plot. In the
case of a resulting semi-circle, as shown in this example, characteristic frequencies such
as the one at which the data point in the crest of the curve was recorded, can be
correlated to the timescale of the process that results in a semi-circle.
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Figure 2.15: Equivalent circuits and corresponding Nyquist plots.

Various processes can determine the shape of an EIS spectrum by occurring in diﬀerent
timescales, such as ohmic losses, charge transfer, capacitive behavior or mass transport. This makes EIS a versatile method for electrochemical investigations, though
identification of particular processes can be challenging [21].
Representing the occurring processes by elements of electric circuits is one approach.
A pure resistance is represented by its impedance Z0 and no phase angle, an ideal
1
capacitor by the impedance Z0 = iωC
and a phase angle of Φ = − π2 . A constant phase
A0
π
element with an impedance Z0 = (iω)
α and a phase angle of Φ = −α 2 represents an
’non-ideal’ capacitor with a phase angle �= − π2 . According to the processes, equivalent
circuits can be created and the data curves can be fitted to obtain parameters such
as resistances resulting from ohmic or polarization losses or capacitive contributions.
Figure 2.15 shows a few examples of possible equivalent circuits and the corresponding Nyquist plots. For simple systems with two or three elements, such an approach
can work, if the results are interpreted carefully and can be correlated to occurring
processes. With increasing number of processes, i.e. increasing number of elements
being linked in parallel and serial connections in the equivalent circuit, an assignment
becomes diﬃcult. Kuhn et al. describe other methods to interpret complex impedance
spectra [17]. By simulation including reaction parameters such as limiting kinetic rates,
they could validate impedance spectra obtained from a fuel cell that includes a reference electrode to separate the influence of anode and cathode reactions.
The appearance of a second semicircle at lower frequencies in AC impedance spectra,
recorded on polymer electrolyte fuel cells, can be usually related to mass transport
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limitations. This is often visible when a fuel cell is operated with air as oxidant and
the diﬀusion of oxygen in nitrogen is the limiting process at high current densities.
Throughout this work, the method using equivalent circuits was applied to access the
high frequency (or ohmic) resistance RΩ or in few cases, the polarization resistance Rpol
resulting from charge transfer reactions. In the case of hydrogen/oxygen operation of
the fuel cell, the polarization resistance is usually dominated by the oxygen reduction
reaction.
The resistance of the ionic phase in a fuel cell membrane can be at high modulation frequencies. The AC voltage drop across the interfacial electrode impedance of
the cathode and anode becomes negligibly small. Then the AC polarization voltage is
almost exclusively determined by the AC voltage drop over the membrane and series resistances like contact resistances or limited conductivity. Consequently, the impedance
response of a fuel cell shows the behavior of a pure ohmic resistor at high frequencies.
The high-frequency resistance value represents the sum of the ionic resistance of the
membrane and series resistances at a given cell current [90].
Most of the EIS measurements carried out for this work were recorded with porous
electrodes that can not be regarded as perfect capacitors with a phase angle of -90◦ .
The constant phase element (CPE) is a capacitive element with a constant angle of
0-90◦ . It represents suﬃciently the electrode/electrolyte interface of a fuel cell [21].
Further details about CPEs are given in the dissertation of Holger Kuhn [21].
All results were recorded with a Zahner IM6 work station, in potentiostatic or pseudogalvanostatic mode, i.e. a DC current was fixed and overlayed with an AC voltage,
usually with an amplitude of 10 mV.

2.4.4

Neutron radiography

Liquid water plays an important role concerning mass transport limitations in polymer electrolyte fuel cells. On the one hand, water ensures proton conductivity in the
ionomer, on the other hand it is a product of the reactions and has to be removed
from active sites where it is formed. A good compromise has to be found by adjusting
parameters such as temperature and humidification degree of the gas flows fed into the
PEFC. Neutron radiography proved to be a valuable tool to identify liquid water in
operating fuel cells [91].
Neutrons are electrically neutral elementary particles with a lifetime of 886 ±2 s [92].
When it comes to interaction with materials, either scattering or absorption into the
atoms’ cores are the occurring processes, depending on the energy of the neutrons and
the type of material. This interaction can be utilized for both, neutron imaging and
scattering methods.
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Due to their uncharged nature, neutrons are diﬃcult to detect directly by ionization processes in a detector. Therefore, conversion reactions are needed that emit
α-particles, e.g.:
6
Li +1 n →3 H +4 He + 4.79M eV
(2.9)
In a scintillating material such as ZnS, light within the visible range is emitted when
exposed to α particles. The necessary 6 Li is inserted into the scintillating material
by doping, to have short pathways for the α-particles. The light signal can then be
recorded by a CCD camera and processed.
In case of fuel cells, the component materials such as aluminum, carbon or perfluori-

Figure 2.16: Neutron radiography experimental setup [91].
nated polymers show few interaction with neutrons. Hydrogen atoms in water strongly
interact with cold neutrons due to a large common cross section. This eﬀect is used
to visualize liquid water in fuel cells. the concentration of gaseous water is too low to
obtain a significant signal.
The neutron radiography experiments described in this work were preformed at the
neutron spallation source SINQ [93] at the Paul Scherrer Institut. Neutrons are produced by spallation using a proton beam impinging on a lead target. At the imaging
facility ICON6 , neutrons are available with a a maximum intensity at a wavelength of
1.7Å [94], which results in the classification as cold neutrons. For imaging applications,
the eﬀective cross section of neutrons with the atoms of the investigated materials is
detrimental. For the spectrum of the ICON, the attenuation coeﬃcient for liquid water
is about 50 times larger than the one of aluminum, and about 5 times larger than the
one of carbon materials [92]. It is consequently possible to detect liquid water in an
operating PEFC, where the end plates consist of aluminum and the flow field of glassy
carbon. The scheme in Figure 2.16 illustrates the lay-out of the experimental setup,
including the neutron beam penetrating the fuel cell, hitting the scintillator, and being
transformed into a light signal recorded by the CCD camera.
As sketched in Figure 2.17, two types of radiograms can be recorded on fuel cells:
• Through-plane radiograms
The neutron beam penetrates the fuel cell perpendicular to the membrane. In
6
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this case it is possible to gain information about the water distribution over the
flow fields, but it is not possible to find whether the water condensates on the
anode or the cathode side of the fuel cell.
• In-plane radiograms
It is even possible to measure in-plane radiograms at the ICON beamline due to
an enhanced resolution down to 20 µm that was achieved by improved detecting
methods [95] and tilting of the detector [96]. Cathode and anode eﬀects can
be distinguished here, but one dimension is again lost due to recording threedimensional eﬀects on two-dimensional radiograms.

Figure 2.17: Scheme of neutron radiography methods.
The obtained radiograms have to be referenced to separate the contributions of
liquid water and structural materials. Referencing is defined as the division of two
radiograms obtained under diﬀerent conditions. The references are usually radiograms
recorded on a fuel cell under dry conditions at the same position or radiograms recorded
on fuel cells operated with D2 and D2 O. The attenuation coeﬃcient of deuterium is
about 10% of the one of hydrogen [97].
In the case of in-plane radiograms, the relative water content in anode channels,
membrane, and cathode channels can be determined by quantitative evaluation of
its greyscale profile.
For the experiments performed in this work special end plates from aluminum had to
be designed (Figure 2.18). To avoid signals originating from additional parts such as
heating foils or gas inlets, all these devices had to be moved to an area that is not
illuminated by the neutron beam. For through-plane radiography, the thickness of the
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aluminum before and behind the active area was reduced as well to reduce the penetration length of the neutrons in the aluminum. The design of a completely heatable
fuel cell holder was necessary to place the fuel cell in the neutron beam without any
gas pipe or cable being present in the image field (Figure 2.18).

Figure 2.18: Photograph of the fuel cell end plates designed for neutron radiography
without heating foils, placed on its respective holder.

Chapter 3
Micro-patterning of glassy carbon
3.1

Laser ablation - investigated by ns-shadowgraphy

A crucial step in the patterning of micro-channels into glassy carbon is the single pulse
laser ablation of the aluminum mask. Markus Kuhnke [67] summarized in his dissertation the eﬀect of various laser wavelengths. A pulsed 308 nm XeCl laser is utilized
to remove the aluminum from the area, where micro-channels will be formed in the
subsequent reactive ion etching (RIE) step. The aluminum has to be removed selectively whereas the remaining Al-mask should not be damaged. A variation of film
thickness as well as the laser fluence yielded the parameters that are still used in the
micro-patterning process. During this parameter screening, Kuhnke describes observations such as re-solidified aluminum on the glassy carbon after ablation at low fluences
(>0.9 J/cm2 ) or the formation of debris and a ’splash’ zone around the laser spot. The
fluence-correlated appearance of such eﬀects in the case of a 600 nm thick Al film were
not investigated in detail.
If an excimer laser is utilized, pulse to pulse energy fluctuations are observed that
can result in an irregular removal of the aluminum film. Additionally, the impact of
these irregularities onto the RIE process and consequently onto the shape of the microchannels is not yet understood. The application of ns-shadowgraphy is a possibility to
observe processes and the energy release occurring during laser ablation. It is possible
to identify an optimum energy density window if the method is combined with postablation investigations of the samples by SEM and EDX. After RIE-treatment of the
samples it is also possible to relate the impact of aluminum residues on the shape of
the micro-channels.
The ablation of aluminum is subject of many publications including shadowgraphy
experiments. Jeong et al. [98] investigated the laser ablation processes of bulk aluminum by ns-shadowgraphy, using a 248 nm excimer laser. A shockwave as well as the
formation of a vapor plume was observed. The authors also discuss the correlation of
47
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the laser threshold fluence and the reflectivity of aluminum, resulting in a threshold
fluence of ∼8 J/cm2 for a reflectivity of 0.92 [99] at 248 nm. The reflectivity does not
change when the laser wavelength is increased to 308 nm [100]. First investigations on
the laser ablation of aluminum films using a XeCl excimer laser were carried out by
Andrew et al. [75]. For aluminum they suggested that melting and explosive removal
mechanisms occurring on the interface are responsible for the film removal. Schultze
and Wagner [101] describe the ’blow-oﬀ’ of aluminum films with a thickness of 0.8 µm
from a transparent substrate by irradiation through the substrate, using a Nd:YAG
laser at 1064 nm. The assumed mechanism again is based on melting followed by vaporization of aluminum at the substrate-metal interface. The vapor pressure results
then in bubble formation and finally removes the liquid aluminum from the surface.
Dyer et al. [102] investigated the ablation of aluminum films (80 and 300 µm) from
PET and α-Si:H. They indicate that the thermal diﬀusion profiles in the film-substrate
combination are detrimental for suﬃcient film removal by a ’blow-oﬀ’ mechanism. The
ablated aluminum forms droplets due to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, caused by acceleration of the ’fluid-state’ film.
The cases discussed in the literature [75, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102] are not directly applicable to our present experimental configuration due to a diﬀerent substrate material
and diﬀerent film dimensions. Therefore, a detailed analysis of the single pulse laser
process and the samples after partial removal of the aluminum is required.

3.1.1

Experimental

The used shadowgraphy setup is described in chapter 2.1.3.1. The glassy carbon samples were prepared as described in chapter 2.1.1. Aluminum layers with a thickness of
280, 570 and 850 nm were deposited by magnetron sputtering. One part of each glassy
carbon sample was covered during sputtering allowing to determine the thickness of the
aluminum layer by profilometry. To avoid resolution restrictions caused by the CCD
camera, a larger laser spot than for regular ablation was applied. The beam passes
through a 2.7x2.7 mm2 aperture and is focused by a lens to a spot size of 135x135 µm2 .
To have real single spot ablation, each pulse was directed onto a new sample position,
without any overlap. SEM and EDX was used to investigate the samples after ablation.

3.1.2

Results and analysis

The photographs in Figure 3.1 display diﬀerent steps of the laser ablation process, each
at a given time after the sample was irradiated. The formation of the shockwave can
be observed, followed by a second disturbance and finally the formation of fragments.
Figure 3.2 shows the distance of the shockwave, of the second perturbation and of the
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Figure 3.1: Single photographs recorded during laser ablation (3.0 J/cm2 ) of a 570 nm
Al-film from glassy carbon. Time delays are given for each photograph.
fragments as a function of time delay and the fitted velocity. The correlation of traveled
distance and time delay can be fitted by equation 3.1, which is based on equation 3.2,
as described by Siano and Pini [103] for a constant energy model (CEM).
rsw (t) = Btκ

rsw =

�

E0
ξρ∞

1
� k+2

(3.1)

2

t(rsw ) 2+k

(3.2)

rsw represents the distance of the shockwave from the substrate, E0 is the blast wave
energy, ξ is a constant, ρ∞ is the density of the undisturbed ambient gas, and t is the
time delay. k is a parameter coming from blast wave theory and accounts for planar
(=1), cylindrical (=2) or spherical (=3) geometry. The analysis of drsw /dt yields then
the propagation velocity of the shockwave.
A value for k = 1.4 is obtained when the data shown above are fitted over the whole
data range with the constant energy model. For alternative data series, when laser
fluence or the thickness of the aluminum layer were changed, only values in the range
a)

b)

Figure 3.2: Distances (a) and fitted velocities (b) of the observed shockwave, perturbation, and fragments.
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of 1.2 - 1.7 were obtained for a spherical blast wave. When the first four and the last
four data points are fitted separately, values of 1.1 and 2.8 are obtained. Thus, a planar
detonation that develops into a spherical blast wave can be identified .
According to Siano [103], this can be described as a three-step process, which depends
on the duration of the detonation (simplified: the duration of the laser pulse) τD , and
the time for a transition from a planar to spherical wave, τS . The speed of the shock
front of the detonation wave in planar geometry is described as
�

2(γ 2 − 1)ID
cD =
ρ0

�1/3

.

(3.3)

ID is the detonation intensity (= detonation fluence ED /τD ), i.e. the fraction of the laser
intensity driving the detonation. γ represents the ratio of specific and volumetric heat
capacity of the ambient gas. A planar decay at the end of the laser pulse is supposed to
be maintained to a propagation distance of 0.5 d (= the laser spot diameter). Based on
three expansion phases (planar pumping, planar decay, spherical decay) and fulfilling
the continuity conditions, Siano gives the radius of the shockwave for the three domains:
rf (t) = cD t,
1/3

rf (t) = cD (1.5 tauD t2/3 − 0.5τD ),
rf (t) =

1/3 4/15
cD (2.5τD τS t2/5

−

1/3 2/3
τ D τS

− 0.5τD ),

t0 < t ≤ τ D ,

(3.4)

τD < t ≤ τ S ,

(3.5)

t > τS .

(3.6)
(3.7)

The transition time is defined as:
τS =

�

τD c D + d
1/3

3cD τD

�3/2

(3.8)

Derivation of rf (t) results in the velocity of the shock front cf which permits the
calculation of the front pressure of the shockwave pf :
pf =

ρ0 2
c
γ+1 f

(3.9)

where the pressure acting on the surface psur
f , is proportional to pf :
psur
f

=

�

γ+1
2γ

�2γ/(γ−1)

pf

(3.10)

Integration of the complete pressure exerted onto the target over time results in the
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specific momentum:
M=

�

p(t)dt =

�

γ+1
2γ

�2γ/(γ−1)

2ρ0 2
2/3 1/3
cD (4τD τS − τD ).
γ+1

(3.11)

In the case of the investigated system, the values for each of these parameters can
be calculated, under the assumption that 3% of the laser energy is used to remove the
material. If the reflectivity of 0.92 of the aluminum film is taken into account, this
seems to be a reasonable value. The missing 5% can be assigned to thermal losses
within the substrate. The resulting curves are displayed in Figure 3.3, and a specific
momentum of 0.802 Pa·s is obtained. These data have to be compared to the data
fitted with the constant energy model. While no influence seems to be present for the
distances, pronounced diﬀerences are detected for the velocities. Equation 3.4 reveals
a constant velocity during the detonation, while the simplified CEM does not account
for such eﬀects. This results in a higher velocity in the second domain when measured
data are fitted according to Siano’s model.
Laser fluence eﬀects
Several results are displayed in Figure 3.4, beginning with the shockwave velocity as a
function of the laser fluence. Correlated to these data, four diﬀerent categories of laser
induced interaction can be determined from the pictures showing the samples after
ablation. The shockwave velocity as a function of laser fluence is sectioned according
to those observations. Due to two diﬀerent fitting processes, diﬀerent values for the
shockwave velocities are obtained. As pointed out earlier, this is due to the assumption
that in Siano’s model no acceleration takes place during the photon-material interaction, which has to be counterbalanced by a faster progression in the second domain.
However, the qualitative statements gained from the results in Figure 3.4, are valid for
both data sets.
For fluences below 1.3 J/cm2 , no significant amount of aluminum is removed. A
slightly higher shockwave speed is observed than for slightly higher fluences, probably
due the fact that no energy for the vaporization of aluminum is consumed.
Above 1.3 J/cm2 , aluminum removal in significant amounts is observed, but only parts
of the aluminum mask are removed from the irradiated area. In areas where the Al
is removed, the complete layer is ablated. The SEM micrograph recorded from this
sample reveals that the edge of the aluminum mask is not well defined. A part of the
mask still covers the delaminated glassy carbon area. The glassy carbon surface looks
on the other hand, undamaged and is free of aluminum residues, as confirmed by EDX
measurements.
At higher fluences (∼3.0 J/cm2 ), the aluminum is removed completely from the irra-
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Figure 3.3: (A)Measured data, fitted according to the constant energy model (CEM)
and according to Siano’s model, (B) velocity resulting from the data in A, (C) pressures
resulting from the velocity.

diated area and a minor ablation of glassy carbon is observed. A steep increase in
the shockwave velocity is visible compared to the values obtained for lower fluences.
Additionally, the second distortion following the shockwave is more pronounced in the
shadowgraphy micrographs and the amount of aluminum residues on the surface increases. EDX measurements reveal a relative aluminum to carbon signal of 0.4%. The
edge of the removed Al layer looks relatively sharp, although a slight overlapping part
(highlighted in the SEM micrograph in Figure 3.4) of the aluminum mask is still visible.
When the fluence is increased above ∼3.0 J/cm2 , so-called over-ablation is observed.
The shockwave velocity increases further and at 5.4 J/cm2 a plasma is formed. The
plasma absorbs parts of the laser light, which explains the reduced increase of the
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Figure 3.4: Velocities of the shockwave, 100 ns after irradiation, fitted according to
CEM (•) and Siano (�), plotted vs. laser fluence for laser ablation of a 570 nm thick
aluminum film from glassy carbon. The pictures in the upper row represent the ablated
spots at the indicated laser fluences under an optical microscope. The SEM micrographs
in the lower line show the edges of the aluminum mask after ablation.
shockwave velocity compared to the trend shown for lower fluences [104, 105]. The
photographs suggest a large amount of aluminum still being present on the glassy carbon surface. Next to the damaged edge of the aluminum mask, a region several microns
wide that was not irradiated and where no aluminum is deposited is visible. Inside
the irradiated area large droplets of molten and re-solidified aluminum are observed
on the surface. Quantification by EDX reveals a strongly increasing amount of aluminum compared to ablation at lower fluences (1.3% for 3.5 J/cm2 , 4.8% for 5.4 J/cm2 ,
respectively for the Al/C ratio).
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Influence of the Al-film thickness
The influence of the aluminum layer thickness on the ablation for a fixed laser fluence is
presented in Figure 3.5. In a similar way as in Figure 3.4, the two fitting methods result
in quantitative diﬀerences, but the qualitative statements are valid for both series.
A fluence of 3.0 J/cm2 is not high enough to remove a 850 nm thick film completely

Figure 3.5: Velocities of the first shockwave, 100 ns after irradiation, fitted according
to the CEM (•) and Siano (�), plotted vs. the thickness of the aluminum layer, at a
fluence of 3.0 J/cm2. The photographs represent the samples after ablation.
from the irradiated area. The remaining mask reveals again bubbles, which seem to
be more defined than shown for thinner films at lower fluences, probably due to a
mechanically more stable film. For the 280 nm thick film, irradiation with a fluence of
3.0 J/cm2 results in complete removal of the mask, but also in severe damage of the
edges and a high amount of aluminum remaining on the glassy carbon. The shockwave
velocities show also a steep increase, as soon as complete ablation is taking place.
On a sample without Al-film, glassy carbon is ablated at a fluence of 3.0 J/cm2 . A
higher shockwave velocity is observed here compared to Al-coated glassy carbon.
Reactive ion etching after laser ablation at high fluence (5.4 J/cm2 )
After laser ablation reactive ion etching is used to remove the unmasked glassy carbon
and to form micro-channels. The consequences of ’over-ablation’ are significant as
shown in Figure 3.6. Close to the edge, where no remaining aluminum is present, a
vertical RIE etch rate similar to values reported by Kuhnke et al. [69] can be observed.
Due to the damaged edge of the aluminum mask, no straight glassy carbon edges are
formed during reactive ion etching. Another influence is observed in areas where molten
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aluminum remains on the glassy carbon surface. The aluminum is passivated in the
oxygen plasma and hence not removed during the RIE process, while the uncovered
glassy carbon is oxidized and removed. The results are holes and remaining glassy
carbon areas which is not desired when well-defined micro-structures are needed.

Figure 3.6: SEM micrograph showing a sample where the aluminum mask was ablated
at a fluence of 5.4 J/cm2 , followed by a 15 min treatment in O2 -RIE.

3.1.3

Discussion and Conclusion

In comparison to the data given by Jeong et al. [99], the ablation threshold is significantly lower for our thin film system than for bulk aluminum. Von Allmen [100]
gives an absorption coeﬃcient of ∼106 cm−1 for aluminum at 308 nm, resulting in a
light penetration depth of 10 nm. Fast heat conduction in combination with a pressure
wave going into the sample can be assumed as the main reason for the directed energy
transfer towards the Al-GC interface. The pronounced diﬀerence of heat conductivity
for aluminum (237 Wm−1 K−1 ) and for Sigradur G (6.3 Wm−1 K−1 ) suggests that heat
accumulation and gas formation at the Al-GC interface are responsible for the delamination of the aluminum film. Dyer et al. [102] report about such an eﬀect for a lower
diﬀerence in heat conductivity and thinner aluminum films. In the case of partial ablation, the area still covered with aluminum reveals the formation of bubbles, similar
to observations made by Schultze and Wagner [101]. This observation supports the
hypothesis about the formation of gaseous components at the glassy carbon/aluminum
interface. The expanding gases cause ejection of the complete film, an eﬀect that has
also been named as buckling eﬀect. Figure 3.7 visualizes the particular steps of the
ablation mechanism.
For very high fluences, the perturbation of the liquified film as reported by Dyer et al.
[102] occurs already close to the GC-Al interface. In combination with severe damage of the glassy carbon substrate it could be responsible for the deposition of large
amounts of aluminum on the glassy carbon surface. Plasma formation can not be the
main reason for the aluminum deposition because it is only observed for fluences ≥ 5.4
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J/cm2 .

Figure 3.7: Schematic description of the particular steps of the laser ablation mechanism.
When complete ablation takes place, a steep increase in the shockwave velocity as
a function of fluence reveals a substantial change in the ablation regime. Additionally,
the second perturbation is more pronounced. Both eﬀects could be due to an increased
energy release possibly caused by exothermal decomposition of carbon or by thermal
expansion of gas trapped in micropores existing in the glassy carbon. Similar to our
observation, a second perturbation has also been described by Bennett et al. [106]
during laser ablation and ns-shadowgraphy of a photosensitive polymer film. The appearance of a second blast wave was assigned to a secondary or delayed reaction taking
place, causing a delayed vaporization of products. The relatively high shockwave velocity obtained for ablation of bulk glassy carbon in comparison to Al-films supports
the hypothesis that either gas release from micropores or thermal decomposition contributes to the energy release. Nevertheless, a reflection of the first shockwave on the
backside of the glassy carbon sample can not be excluded completely, as estimates of
the shockwave reflection reveal a similar timescale.
The amount of aluminum present on the surface increases strongly if the fluence is
>3.0 J/cm2 . This limits the optimum processing window in terms of fluence. For the
applied excimer laser pulse to pulse energy fluctuations in the range of ±18% are observed. This suggests that an optimum processing window has to be selected carefully.
Ns-shadowgraphy can be applied to determine the correct fluence by the energy release
increase as soon as complete ablation is reached.
Our results suggest that laser irradiation of aluminum films on glassy carbon substrates
can be divided into four diﬀerent classes: no ablation, partial ablation, complete ablation and over-ablation.
The parameters that determine this classification are the laser fluence and the thickness of the aluminum film. The ratio of uncovered to irradiated glassy carbon, the
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amount of residual aluminum on the glassy carbon surface and the shape of the aluminum mask edges are characteristics for the diﬀerent categories. The velocity of the
observed shockwave and fragments shows a steep increase and identifies the transition
from partial ablation to complete ablation. The formation of bubbles in the layer at
lower fluence as well as the aluminum deposition on the glassy carbon surface at higher
fluence, indicate that aluminum vaporization at the interface plays an important role
during the removal of the aluminum layer from the carbon substrate.
For successful micro-structuring, it is important that the amount of remaining aluminum on the glassy carbon surface is as small as possible. Having said that, the
aluminum mask has to be removed completely from the irradiated area. It is important to define the laser fluence for ablation as precisely as possible. If this is not
the case, typical energy fluctuations of the excimer laser can have a direct impact on
the following micro-structuring step, i.e. badly defined micro-structures resulting in a
reduced power output of the micro fuel cell [107].
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Reactive Ion Etching

Although the micro-patterning process was described in detailed form by Markus
Kuhnke in his dissertation [67], several questions remain open regarding the reactive
ion etching. One of these questions is the stability of the aluminum mask during etching, the other one is related to the shape of the channels as a function of residential
time in the RIE and laser spot width.

3.2.1

Underetching under the stable Al-film

When the samples are treated in oxygen plasma, the aluminum is passivated, while the
carbon is removed by oxidation. The aluminum surface is passivated by the oxygen
components but the films are under severe mechanical stress, too. Nine hours of plasma
treatment result usually in a complete removal of a 600 nm thick aluminum film. The
optimum channel dimensions are obtained within an etching time of 6 hours, a time
scale for which the aluminum film remains stable (Figure 3.8). The edges look similar
to the ones after ablation in the full ablation regime in Figure 3.4. As indicated

Figure 3.8: SEM micrograph showing a sample after 6 hours of RIE. The aluminum
mask is still attached.
in the micrograph, the mask was damaged during transport after the etching step.
It is obvious that etching even under the mask takes place, but residues from the
glassy carbon remain in flaky form. These flakes cause problems, because they create
shadowing eﬀects during the ion etching. When the aluminum film is removed from
the sample by ultrasound treatment after the etching, the flakes are removed as well.

3.2.2

Surface structure after RIE

The reactive ion etching process significantly changes the surface structure of the glassy
carbon. A comparison of Al-covered and uncovered glassy carbon areas after etching
and removing the Al-film is displayed in Figure 3.9. Profilometry reveals that the
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Figure 3.9: SEM micrograph showing a sample after 6 hours of RIE. The aluminum
mask is removed. Diﬀerences are visible in terms of surface structures for areas covered
and uncovered with Al.
surface is much smoother than the etched channel surface. The surface on the rib
has a roughness (ra ) of 42 (± 4) nm, which is the same as the roughness prior to the
micro-pattering. The surfaces formed by etching feature a roughness of 2.38 (± 0.51)
µm.
The formation of such a rough surface may be caused by the residue flakes that are
formed from glassy carbon impurities during RIE (Figure 3.8). Their presence during
the process results in shadowing eﬀects and an inhomogeneous removal of the glassy
carbon.

3.2.3

Channel size as a function of ablation width and etching
time

For a complete description of the micro-patterning method, it is necessary to give the
channel dimensions as a function of etching time and the width of ablated material,
i.e. the diameter of the laser spot. Four glassy carbon samples were covered with a 600
nm thick aluminum film. On each sample, the aluminum film was selectively ablated,
i.e. four lines with diﬀerent ablation widths (12, 23, 30, and 45 µm). The diameter of
the laser beam was varied by applying diﬀerent pinhole diameters on the mask which
is used to define the shape of the laser beam on the sample surface. The width of the
laser spot and the resulting line is the starting width for the channels being formed in
the RIE. Each sample was exposed to a specific etching time: One sample was etched
for 3 hours, a second one for 4.5 hours, a third one for 6 hours and finally the fourth
one for 8 hours, at a plasma power of 200 W (at 840 V), an oxygen pressure of 60
mTorr (7.98 Pa), and an oxygen flow of 5 sccm.
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After the etching the resulting channel dimensions were measured by profilometry. The
results of the dimension analysis are displayed in Figures 3.10 as function of etching
time and width of the ablated aluminum. Table 3.2.3 summaries the etching rates
calculated from the results in Figure 3.10. Due to the trapezoid shape of the microa)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.10: Channel dimension and resulting aspect ratio depending on the etching
time in the oxygen plasma and the widths of the ablated aluminum channel.
channels, the width at their top and their bottom is displayed separately, in addition to
the depth of the channels. Concerning all three parameters, an increase as function of
etching time can be observed for the series with a starting width of 12, 23, and 30 µm.
With increasing widths of the ablated areas, the vertical etch rate increases as well.
This is probably caused by uncharged oxygen atoms present in the oxygen plasma but
not being accelerated in the direction of the cathode. However, the probability to reach
the reactive glassy carbon surface is higher, if the aperture in the aluminum mask is
larger. Therefore, the ratio of undirected radical and directed ionic etching increases.
This eﬀect is also visible in the development of the channel widths and can be assigned
to the under-etching by oxygen atoms, too. Hence, the horizontal etch rate is higher
for the top of the channel width if the mask apertures are wider.
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When comparing the vertical and horizontal etch rates for mask apertures of 30 and 45
µm, they do not diﬀer significantly. The reason may be that the ratio between radical
and ionic etching reaches its optimum value for an aperture width of 30 µm.
For the data series with the smallest aperture width (12 µm), the vertical etch rate and
the growth of the widths decrease with increasing etching time. The high aspect ratio
could be responsible for this and again reduce the atomar/ionic etching ratio, because
they are derived from linear relations. The parameters for the 12 µm series are shown
in brackets in Table 3.2.3.
The data for the aspect ratios indicate a general maximum obtainable with this
Table 3.1: Parameters representing the depth and width progression (in [µm/min])
during RIE of GC for various laser spot widths.
12 µm
23 µm 30 µm 45 µm
Depth bt
0.22
0.26
0.29
0.30
Width bottom ww,b
(0.082)
0.072
0.086
0.086
Width top ww,t
(0.15)
0.19
0.23
0.23
process. With the lowest width of channels in the aluminum film, we can obtain the
highest aspect ratio of ∼1.3. It is obvious from Figure 3.10d that the aspect ratio
reaches its maximum after 6 hours. With increasing width of the mask aperture, the
aspect ratio decreases due to an increased ratio of undirected radical etching to directed
ionic etching. No maximum aspect ratio can be identified in Figure 3.10d for the larger
aperture widths, before the dissolution of the aluminum mask sets in at the maximum
etching time of 9 hours.
Thus, it is not possible to reach a higher aspect ratio than 1.2 with aluminum mask
apertures larger than 20 µm.

3.3

Discussion and Concluding remarks

Glassy carbon has characteristics that make it a perfect material to be utilized as
flow field material in miniaturized fuel cells or as micro-patterned electrodes. The
most important characteristics are its chemical inertness, good thermal and electrical conductivity, mechanical stability, and impermeability for gases. Only two possible
drawbacks must be considered if compared to alternative materials for micro-patterned
PEFC flow fields, such as silicon or metal-coated polymers [49, 108].
The first disadvantage is the high price for the raw material. Prices in the range of 275
Euro [61] for a plate of 100 x 100 mm2 are comparable to the price of silicon wavers
which might be an alternative. The second alternative material, PMMA is available
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for much lower prices [109].
The second drawback is the multi-step micro-patterning process that produces channels with a maximum aspect ratio of 1.3 and a trapezoid shape.
PMMA can be easily machined with a CO2 laser, which results also in V-shaped channels with a limited aspect ratio in the range of 1 [49]. The ablation rates for PMMA
are significantly higher than the ones for glassy carbon. Hence the processing time is
not an issue. The laser ablation is a simple one-step process, although the adhesion of
a conducting material onto the insulating flow field to ensure electrical contact for the
complete active area remains a challenge for PMMA. Chan et al. solved the conductivity issue by sputtering a gold coating onto the micro-structure.
Micro-patterning of silicon is widely used to produce micro-electromechanical systems
(MEMS) and this technology can also be applied for the production of miniaturized
PEFC and DMFC flow fields [110]. It is possible to produce nicely defined microchannels with this technique [111], but the micro-patterning has to be carried out in a
multi-step process, too. Similarly to PMMA, a current-collecting layer is necessary in
order to avoid ohmic losses caused by the limited conductivity of silicon [46]. Another
problem could be the mechanical stability of micro-patterned silicon which may not
withstand the clamping pressure necessary in a PEFC to avoid ohmic losses due to the
high contact resistances.
Stainless steel might be another option [112, 113], but the probability that Fe-ions
are released during fuel cell operation is high. Fe-ions catalyze the production of HO.
radicals, which are responsible for membrane degradation [114].
Concerning industrial production, there is no perfect solution for miniaturized PEFCs
in a conventional stack design, but maybe in foil-layer design as proposed by Hahn et
al. [12]. The reason is the necessity to precisely assemble many particular parts, which
can be more easily realized in a foil-type construction, at least in the laboratory environment. However, for model systems that are designed to investigate special eﬀects,
glassy carbon oﬀers the fewest limitations by the material itself. Thus, it is justified to
employ an intricate micro-patterning process to produce small numbers of flow fields
in glassy carbon.

Chapter 4
The simplified miniaturized PEFC
concept
4.1

Description

The traditional assembly of a polymer electrolyte fuel cell as described in chapter 1.1.2.5
is not representative for the micro fuel cell that is the topic of this work. Simplification
is realized by assembling the fuel cell without gas diﬀusion layers (GDL). A sketch of
the principle is shown in Figure 4.1. The obvious advantages is that less parts are

Figure 4.1: Principle of the simplified micro PEFC that is object of this work.
employed, resulting in a simplified assembly of the device. Another advantage is the
fact that no bulky porous media are included in the fuel cell leading to a simplified
sealing concept. Sealing between the end plates and the flow fields is realized by
implementation of a graphite foil. Between the catalyst-coated membrane (CCM) and
the flow fields no sealing material is inserted. The membrane material proved to be
gas-tight, if suﬃcient contact pressure is applied and the gas overpressures in the cell
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do not exceed 900 mbar.
Assembling the fuel cell without GDLs leads to new limitations, which are caused by
the fact that other particular parts in the fuel cell have to fulfill the typical functions of
a GDL. The micro-channels must provide for the fine gas distribution and the catalyst
layer has to conduct the electrons in-plane to or from the active sites in the catalyst
from or to the ribs, where the current is collected.

4.2

Assembly and Start-up

The miniaturized fuel cell is assembled as explained in chapter 2.3.4. A deepening in
the end plates fixes the flow fields in two directions. It is exactly 14.00x14.00 mm2
in size, while the flow fields are 13.99x13.99 mm2 . The used bolts are surrounded by
polymer sleeves for electrical insulation. The sleeves fit tightly into the holes through
the end plates and align them in a way that anode and cathode micro-channels are not
displaced. The CCM, 14x14 mm2 in size, with an active area of 10x10 mm2 can be
centered by two polymer frames that are also fixed by two of the four encased bolts.
The two other bolts are slightly tightened to fix the membrane by clamping, then two
frames are removed, and all four bolts are tightened with the calculated torque to
obtain the desired contact pressure.
It is extremely important to apply the correct contact pressure. If it is too low, sealing
is not ensured and gases evade the fuel cell. For some flow field geometries, the outlet
and inlet of the gases lie on the same side of the flow field. Thus, a gas short-cut
can occur as well, if the contact pressure is too low. A third eﬀect is the appearance
of a limiting contact resistance between the flow field ribs and the catalyst layer. If
the contact pressure is too high, no limiting eﬀects occur like they do in a traditional
PEFC configuration, where the porous GDL is compressed in a way that the porosity
is too low for suﬃcient gas and water transport. The force that can be applied to the
1 mm thick flow fields is limited. If the force is too high, cracking is the consequence.
This might happen also if the bolts are not tightened in small steps and locally too
high forces act on the glassy carbon. Another eﬀect of the contact pressure aﬀects
the creeping behavior of the catalyst-coated membrane being sandwiched between the
micro-structures, as will be discussed later (chapter 4.5.1).
A contact pressure of 1.5-2.5 MPa is a good compromise to avoid contact resistance
limitation and damages to the flow fields.
Start-up procedure
Start-up of the miniaturized polymer electrolyte fuel cell is carried out in the following
way:
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• Flushing of anode and cathode side with inert gas.
• After 10 min switching to hydrogen and oxygen/air.
• Simultaneously step-wise heating of the fuel cell up to 50◦ C or 60◦ C, while the
gases are humidified to 80 % relative humididty (R.H.).
• As soon as an open circuit voltage higher than 800 mV is reached, the cell voltage,
controlled by a potentiostat, is adjusted to 600 mV and a steadily increasing
current is flowing.
• The current increases and is monitored. As soon as it reaches a constant level,
the fuel cell is switched to galvanostatic control and is ready for experiments.
Usually such a start-up procedure lasts between 12 and 30 hours.

4.3

Proof of concept

M. Kuhnke showed in his dissertation [67] a proof of concept for a simplified micro
polymer fuel cell without gas diﬀusion layer, but he did not give any details about the
exact operation parameters or observations while operating the fuel cell. In his experiments he reached a maximum power density of ∼140 mW/cm2 at room temperature.
By employing a catalyst coated Nafion 112 membrane (Pt/C 40%, cathode loading
0.25 mg/cm2 , anode loading 0.18 mg/cm2 ) between two micro flow fields with eleven
parallel channels in meander shape, an optimum power density of 350 mW/cm2 [115]
could be obtained after optimization of the operating parameters. The operation temperature was 50◦ C, the gases were humidified to 80% R.H., the stoichiometries were
adjusted to 1.35 (H2 ) and 1.7 (O2 ) for a current density of 1 A/cm2 , and finally a
current-voltage curve was recorded that is shown in Figure 4.2.
Table 4.1: Comparison of power densities, corresponding voltages and flow field materials of other micro PEFC concepts presented in the literature.
Power density
[mW/cm2 ]
3501
315
261
200
195

Voltage [mV]
at maximum
power density
500
350
454
500
466

Flow field material

Reference

Glassy Carbon
PMMA
Silicon
Stainless steel
Silicon

this work
Chan et al. [49]
Kim et al. [50]
Lee et al.[113]
Yu et al. [125]
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Figure 4.2: Current-voltage curve recorded on a micro-PEFC employing a Nafion 112
CCM (Pt/C 40%, cathode 0.25 mg/cm2 , anode 0.18 mg/cm2 ) and meander shaped
micro flow fields. T = 50◦ C, 80%R.H., λH2 =1.35, λO2 =1.7 for 1 A/cm2 .
A power density of 350 mW/cm2 is the highest value in comparison to published
power densities of other micro-PEFC systems (see Table 4.1). Nevertheless, a simple
comparison of power densities has to be handled with care due to diﬀerent micro-fuel
cell designs, micro-fabricated materials, micro-structuring processes, catalyst loadings,
and stoichiometries of the gases fed into the fuel cell.
However, a power density of 350 mW/cm2 does not compare well with 1500 mW/cm2
[116] that can be obtained in technical fuel cells for a cell voltage of 500 mV with
oxygen/hydrogen operation. Therefore, it is obvious that simplification and/or miniaturization cause limitations which have to be understood by application of diagnostic
methods. By identifying and overcoming these limitations, one can optimize the fuel
cell to obtain higher power densities.
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Based on the encouraging results with meander-shaped flow fields including 3-15 parallel channels in technical PEFC, such meander shapes were the starting point to develop
miniaturized flow field geometries.

4.4.1

Pressure drop and its eﬀects

Gas flows in channels produce a pressure drop due to friction with the walls and
viscosity of the flowing media. In the case of a two-phase flow as it can occur in PEFCs,
acceleration, surface tension of the liquid, and gravimetric eﬀects can contribute to the
pressure drop as well [117]. For channel dimensions in the micrometer scale such losses
are even more problematic [118].
Prior to development of any flow field, the pressure drop ∆p was calculated for a dry
20 standard cubic centimeter (sccm)oxygen flow based on equation 4.1 as given by
Wilkinson and Vanderleeden for straight flow field channels [37]:
∆p =

f LρV
.
2D

(4.1)

The friction factor f (f= 64/Re for laminar flow) is derived from the Reynolds number
Re (= ρV µDH ) that is based on the density and the dynamic viscosity µ of the flowing gas,
the velocity of the flow V , and the characteristic length D, in this case the hydraulic
diameter DH . For a trapezoid channel cross section as used in these experiments, the
hydraulic diameter DH is a function of the depth d, the crown width bk and the bottom
width bb . It is calculated according to
DH =

4A
2d(b + bb )
� k
=
.
U
bk + bb + 2 ∗ d2 + (0.5 ∗ (bk − bb ))2

(4.2)

where L represents the length of the channel.
In Figure 4.3 the results are displayed for diﬀerent channel numbers covering 1 cm2
active area with constant channel dimensions and a constant channel-to-rib ratio of
0.66. The channels are 100/60 µm wide (bk /bb ) and 120 µm deep with a corresponding
hydraulic diameter of 90.7 µm. A single channel would have a length of 0.66 m to cover
an active area of 1 cm2 in meander shape. A 20 sccm oxygen flow would have a gas
velocity of 34 m/s at the outlet, resulting in an extreme high calculated pressure drop of
around 17.2 bar. Increasing the number of parallel channels increases the cross section
that is available for the flow and reduces the length of each channel significantly. This
eﬀect is reflected in a drastically reduced pressure drop for the micro-structures with
seven or more parallel channels. The pressure drop calculated for the micro-structure
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Figure 4.3: Calculated pressure drop created by a dry 20 sccm O2 flow for diﬀerent
numbers of parallel microchannels arranged in an area of 1 cm2 . 12-6-3 stands for a
meander with merging micro-channels.

called ’12-6-3’ is assigned to micro-flow field E (see Figure 2.7), i.e. a meander where
channels are merging towards the gas outlet. The calculation was carried out in a way
that three particular systems are combined in a row, each with a diﬀerent number of
channels.
If possible, the calculated values were checked with measurements of the inlet and outlet
pressure with dry oxygen flows. Two micro-structures were assembled in the fuel cell
with no CCM in between, but a Teflon foil. The results clearly show a good correlation
although the calculated values slightly underestimate the pressure drop. The main
reason could be the non-consideration of rectangular angles in the calculation. This
simplifying assumption is justified by the assumption that for micro-channels in this
size, surface eﬀects play a major role to create the pressure drop, and not any volume
eﬀects, such as the rectangular angles would produce.
A calculation with COMSOL Multiphysics was carried out for one particular microchannel of a meander including eleven parallel channels to support this hypothesis.
The results are presented in Figure 4.4. Using the ’Weakly compressible Navier Stokes’
model, the pressure progression is calculated for a constant gas flow velocity that
corresponds to 9.1 % of a 20 sccm oxygen flow. It is clearly visible that the pressure
drop progression is rather constant along the flow field and not only reduced in the area
of rectangular corners. Thus, the disregard of the rectangular corners is justified by
a comparison with a straight micro-channel with the same length like the meandered
channel. The overall pressure drop for both channels is in the same range.
As discussed later (chapter 4.4.2), two phase flows can develop in the micro-channels
during fuel cell operation. Water originating from gas humidification and reactions
condensates. This eﬀect can be expected primarily on the cathode side. The amount
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Figure 4.4: Calculated pressure progression along one micro-channel in a 11-channel
meander and of a straight channel with the same length (not drawn in same scale) for
a gas flow that would correspond 20 sccm dry oxygen through a meander flow field with
11 parallel channels.
of gas flowing decreases because it is consumed in the reactions in cathode and anode
micro-channels. A calculation of the pressure drop caused by a two-phase flow in
micro-channels is possible for well defined systems [117, 119, 120, 121]. Four diﬀerent
two phase flow regimes are defined in the literature: stratified, intermittent (elongated
bubbles/plug), annular (gas core surrounded by liquid film), and bubbly [122]. In the
case of a miniaturized PEFC under operation, all four regimes can occur within one
channel along its path from inlet to outlet. Thus, it is diﬃcult to predict the pressure
drop occurring here. Under operation an increase by a factor up to 2.5 of the values
measured with dry oxygen can be observed.
Let’s refocus on the pressure drop values displayed in Figure 4.3. By utilization of the
simple sealing concept of the miniaturized fuel cell, it became obvious that it is possible
to apply only a maximum over-pressure of 900 mbar at the gas inlet. With a pressure
drop increase by a factor of 2.5 under fuel cell operation, only flow field geometries
with at least seven parallel channels can be employed in this arrangement. For less
channels, each particular channel becomes too long and the pressure drop increases
significantly. Implementation of the CCM instead of a Teflon foil contributes to this
factor, too. Firstly, the membrane creeps into the micro-channels (see chapter 4.5.1).
This irreversible eﬀect reduces the cross section of the channels up to 30%. Another
eﬀect might reduce the pressure, i.e. the consumption of hydrogen and oxygen in the
chemical reactions. The formation of water increases the total flux again, especially on
the cathode side.
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Due to hydrogen being less viscous and less water condensation on the anode side, a
lower pressure drop is observed on the anode and the results are not shown here. In
summary, these results show that a minimum number of channels is necessary in the
miniaturized fuel cell to avoid significant pressure drop losses. The optimum number
of channels from a fuel cell operation point of view and more sophisticated flow field
designs will be discussed in the next chapter.
Channel dimensions
Table 4.2: Calculated pressure drop for a dry 20 sccm oxygen flow at 25◦ C through
eleven fold meanders with constant channel/rib ration but with diﬀerent channel dimensions.
Channel width top [µm]
Channel width bottom [µm]
Channel depth [µm]
Channel length [mm]
Pressure drop [mbar]

50
28
60
120
4800

70
42
81
91
1060

100
60
120
63
148

130
80
127
48
63

In addition to the flow field structure, the channel dimensions are important parameters that can have an impact onto the pressure drop within the flow fields, but also
on the ohmic losses that can occur in this simplified concept. In Table 4.2 calculated
pressure drop values are shown. The active area of 1 cm2 was kept constant. The
calculation was also carried out for meanders with 11 parallel channels. The number of
channels was kept constant because too many parallel channels can result in bypassing
eﬀects. The channel-to-rib ratio was kept constant at 5:3 as well. Consequently, the
length of the channels vary with varying channel cross sections. From the table above
it is obvious that channel dimensions including a crown width of 70 µm or lower result
in very high pressure drops, which again would result in leaking problems in the miniaturized fuel cell. The micro-patterning process is limited to produce channels with a
aspect ratio larger than 1.3 (chapter 3.2.3). Therefore, it is not possible to increase the
cross section of the channels by making them deeper.
Increasing the width of the micro-channels decreases the pressure drop occurring
within the fuel cell, but might result in ohmic losses. With increasing channel width,
and under the assumption of a homogenous current distribution in the catalyst layer
under the channel, the average travel path for an electron that is consumed or released
by chemical reaction increases too. The electronic conductivity of the catalyst layer
may not be suﬃcient, resulting in overall losses in the fuel cell. In order to test the
influence of the channel width, three pairs of parallel flow fields with diﬀerent channel
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Figure 4.5: Current-voltage curves recorded with parallel flow fields including diﬀerent
channel widths. CCM: Nafion 112. T = 50◦ C, 80%R.H., λH2 =1.3, λO2 =1.7.
dimensions but constant channel-to-rib ratio were produced and tested in the fuel cell
arrangement.
Figure 4.5 displays the results. The smaller the channels, the better the performance
of the fuel cell, and the smaller the high frequency resistance. However, there is no
significantly better performance of the fuel cell when the channels are 70 or 100 µm
wide, though a slightly higher high frequency resistance can be measured in the latter
case. A good compromise is needed to avoid extended electrochemical losses on the
one hand and too large pressure drop losses on the other hand. In this context, the
channel dimension of 100 (60 at the channels’ bottom) and a depth of 120 µm was
chosen for further experiments.

Channel-to-rib ratio
In technical PEFCs including GDLs, the channel-to-rib ratio has a strong influence
on charge and mass transport properties, as M. Reum reports in his dissertation [36].
Without a GDL, the catalyst layer is the only porous element in the fuel cell. The
question about mass tranport under the ribs is discussed in chapter 4.5.4, but charge
transport properties may cause losses in the simplified fuel cell, too. If the channel
to rib ratio is too large, similar negative eﬀects can be observed as in the case of too
wide micro-channels. The average travel path for electrons from or to the reactive sites
might be too long and ohmic losses occur, due to the limited electronic conductivity
of the catalyst layer. With fixed channel widths this issue can be avoided but other
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limiting eﬀects can occur when the ribs are not wide enough. Firstly, the contact
resistance between ribs and catalyst layers increases due to a reduced contact area.
Secondly, the mechanical stability of the ribs can suﬀer, resulting in disintegrated flow
field structures when the contact pressure is applied.
Otherwise, a low channel-to-rib-ratio causes a high percentage of catalyst layer being
covered by rib material. Because of the limited diﬀusivity for gases and product water
in the catalyst layer [123], no positive eﬀects concerning the mass transport can be
expected as predicted for technical fuel cells including GDLs [36].
A channel-to-rib ratio of 5:3 proved to be the best solution in the case of the miniaturized fuel cell. High frequency measurements on assembled fuel cells revealed higher
ohmic losses with ratios of 5:2 and 7:2. This increase can be assumed to be caused by
the reduced contact area between ribs and catalyst layer. Fuel cells including eleven fold
meander flow fields with channel-to-rib ratio of 1:1 delivered only up to 200 mW/cm2
and showed a limiting current density of 750 mW/cm2 with a Nafion 112 based CCM.
Thus, in all following measurements, flow fields with a channel-to-rib ratio of 5:3 were
employed.

4.4.2

Flow field geometry

In the chapters above, first guidelines were defined concerning the minimum number
of channels a micro-patterned flow field should have to avoid high pressure drop losses.
Nevertheless, during operation of the fuel cell, additional challenges appeared. In the
case of 7 or 11 parallel channels (flow field types A, B, and C in Figure 2.7), unsteady
operation of the fuel cell cannot be avoided. The progression of the cell voltage during
operation under steady conditions is shown in Figure 4.6. In a period of one hour, the
voltage permanently decreases and then jumps to a higher value before it decreases
again. With a delay of 20-30 seconds, the pressure drop on the cathode side of the
fuel cell decreases in a sudden way as well before it starts growing again. Shortly after
this sudden change of the pressure drop, it can be observed that a large water droplet
is released from the cathode gas outlet of the fuel cell. The presented progression is
similar for the two flow field types including seven parallel channels (type B and C in
Figure 2.7).
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Figure 4.6: Cell voltage and cathode pressure drop oscillations during one hour of
operation of a miniaturized PEFC with flow types including seven parallel channels. T
= 50◦ C, 80%R.H., λH2 =1.3, λO2 =1.7, i = 500 mA/cm2

Figure 4.7: Scheme of the micro flow fields (meander with seven parallel channels),
investigated by through-plane neutron radiography and corresponding radiograms of an
operating fuel cell at Tcell =50◦ C, R.H. =80%, λH2 = 1.7, λO2 = 2.1, and current
density of 0.75 A/cm2 . Time period between radiograms 1 and 2 is 12 minutes.

This irregular water removal from the cathode side suggests that the observed fluctuations are correlated to water accumulation eﬀects on the cathode side. Throughplane neutron radiography is the method of choice to visualize liquid water in an
operating fuel cell. A series of neutron radiograms was recorded in order to assess
whether water accumulation is taking place in particular channels (Figure 4.7). The
applied flow field geometry (type C) is shown, too. The time diﬀerence between recording radiogram 1 and 2 is 12 minutes. One can easily see that two particular cathode
channels are filled with liquid water in 1, while 12 minutes later a pronounced water
signal can be observed only in one channel. Additionally, a decrease of the pressure
drop and an increase of cell voltage is observed. Quantification of the signal reveals
that the cathode channels, which are 120 µm deep, are completely filled with water and
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are therefore bypassed by the cathode gas flow. The mass transport may be hindered in
the flooded channels, while the reaction continues in non-flooded areas of the cell until
water accumulates there too, resulting in a draining of the completely filled channels,
due to the increased pressure drop. Chen et al. [124] report about the formation of
a plug/bubble flow regime in micro-channels. Our observations of batch-wise water
removal from the fuel cell support their evidence.
After identification of the parallel channels being responsible for the observed fluctu-

Figure 4.8: Cell voltage and cathode pressure drop progression during one hour of
operation of a miniaturized PEFC with flow types including merging channels. T =
50◦ C, 80%R.H., λH2 =1.3, λO2 =1.7, i = 500 mA/cm2
ations during fuel cell operation, micro flow fields with a flow field geometry optimized
for water removal were developed. Starting with eleven channels, these are merged to
six channels and finally to three channels (D-Type). With such flow fields employed
on anode and cathode side, it was not possible to observe any significant voltage and
pressure fluctuations. The through-plane radiograms in Figure 4.9 give evidence about
the steady-state operation of the fuel cell. In contrast to the series presented in Figure
4.7, no water accumulation in particular channels is visible, but a quite smooth distribution of water over almost all channels. The bypassing eﬀect, taking place in the
parallel meander, does not take place here, due to the reduced total cross section of
the channels towards the outlet resulting in a more or less constant gas velocity.
As a consequence, one has to keep in mind when building a micro fuel cell with active
water removal that the right balance between pressure drop and flooding has to be
found. In our case, a further reduction of channel number would increase the pressure
drop significantly [115], while increasing the number of channels increases the bypassing eﬀect as described here. The merging flow field turns out to combine both, i.e.
moderate pressure drop and a steady liquid water removal from the cathode.
During the neutron radiography experiments with flow field geometry D, the flow field
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Figure 4.9: Scheme of the micro flow fields (meander with merging channels), investigated by through-plane neutron radiography and corresponding radiograms of an operating fuel cell at Tcell =50◦ C, R.H. =80%, λH2 = 1.7, λO2 = 2.1, and current density
of 0.75 A/cm2 . Time period between radiograms 1 and 2 is 12 minutes.

geometry revealed to be non-optimal. Based on the early development of a flow field
with eleven parallel channels, the merging flow field started with 11 channels, too. This
means that one particular channel is only merging in the junction step and therefore
the water removal from this channel seemed to be slightly hampered, without aﬀecting
the overall performance of the cell. A second generation of flow fields with merging
channels was produced, which starts with 12 channels (E-type). The performances of
the fuel cell did not increase remarkably, but the rather regular merging was a better
base for further developments.
The spiral design in combination with merging channels (type F in Figure 2.7) is based
on results which were obtained and described by Chan et al. [49]. Their motivation was
the reduction of losses by keeping the fuel-depleted region at the channels’ end close
to the fuel-rich entrance. Thus, the current density would be more evenly distributed.
However, in fuel cell experiments with flow field design F, we could not observe any
benefit in comparison to flow field E. This could be caused by the fact that our fuel cell
operates at power densities, at which the beneficial eﬀect described by Chan et al. can
not be eﬀective. Another reason could be the missing gas diﬀusion media that make
material exchange between vicinal channels with diﬀerent concentrations possible in
Chan’s design.
The flow field design with gas inlets and outlets on the top side of the flow fields can
not be applied for all the measurements. For example, it was not possible to build a
functioning stack with such flow fields. Consequently, micro-structures with gas inlet
on the top and outlet on the bottom side were designed and produced (G-type). In
terms of single cell performance, no diﬀerences could be measured in comparison with
other micro-structures including merging channels (D-F).
The micro-structures with parallel flow fields (Type J, K, L) were produced for mea-
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surements specifically designed to assess the influence of the channel width on the
performance in the precedent chapter and to compare the performance of the PEFC
with and without gas diﬀusion media (see chapter 4.8). According to our results obtained for the meanders with 7 and 11 parallel channels, it was necessary to avoid
flooding of particular micro-channels as well as fluctuations in pressure drop and cell
voltage. Thus, fuel cells including these simplified flow fields had to be operated at
stoichiometries larger than 3.5 to obtain power densities comparable to the ones obtained with meander flow fields.

4.4.3

Discussion

Miniaturized PEFC flow field design is a process that has to take into account various
parameters. Therefore our results need to be discussed in the context of other published
data. The channel dimensions and the channel-to-rib ratio have a strong influence on
the pressure drop that occurs when two-phase flows are conducted through the fuel
cell, but also on the ohmic losses that might occur due to contact resistance or limited
electronic conductivity of the catalyst layer. Additionally, the geometry of the flow
field influences the performance of the fuel cell and can result in accumulated water
that is then removed in irregular batches. Similar eﬀects might be expected for meshlike flow fields as presented by Hsieh et al. [48]. These flow field geometries consist of
16 by 16 perpendicular channels without a defined flow direction.
Merging of flow fields towards the gas outlet is the solution to avoid any bypassing
problems. This result, in combination with the obvious need for active water removal
from the flow field, contradicts the calculated findings of Senn et al. [126] who propose
a branched dead-end flow field for miniaturized fuel cells. In terms of channel-to rib
ratio, investigation by Hsieh et al. [127] reveal a certain benefit in miniaturized fuel
cells if small ratios are realized, but only in combination with a GDL. Hence, they are
not valid for our miniaturized PEFC design.
Improved fuel cell performance for channel dimensions in the range of 5-50 µm is
predicted by modeled [46, 128, 129] and experimental results [130]. This hypothesis
are not valid for the results described above. Decreasing the channel size causes an
increased number of channels per area. To keep pressure drop losses small, a high
number of parallel channels is needed in such flow fields. Too many parallel channels
may result in unsteady water removal and unsteady fuel cell performance. Therefore,
a good compromise has to be found between both negative eﬀects or intelligent flow
field geometries must be developed in order to apply micro-channels in the 5 µm range.
However, our data suggest that when applying 100 µm wide micro-channels but no
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GDL the gas distribution is suﬃcient to obtain power densities in the same order of
magnitude as for technical PEFCs. It was also possible to find a good compromise
to avoid extended ohmic losses and pressure drop losses but simultaneous constant
water removal from the cathode flow field by introduction of a flow field with merging
channels.

4.5

Eﬀects caused by the catalyst coated membrane

Next to the flow fields, the catalyst coated membranes (CCM) used in this work have
a tremendous influence on the performance of the miniaturized fuel cell. A CCM is a
three-phase matrix, and various geometrical and material parameters specific for the
membrane and the catalyst layer leave a wide field for optimization.

4.5.1

Diﬀerent membranes

Figure 4.10: Optimum current-voltage curves and high frequency resistance as a function of current density recorded on miniaturized fuel cells with merging micro flow fields
and diﬀerent membranes. T = 50◦ C(N112, N1135),T =60◦ C (N211, N212, G5710),
80% R.H., λH2 = 1.3, λO2 = 1.7
The current-voltage curves displayed in Figure 4.10 show diﬀerences in the per-
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formance of the fuel cell when operated at the respective optimum operation point.
For CCMs based on Nafion 112 and Nafion 1135 membranes the optimum operation
temperature with gas humidification of 80% R.H. lies in the range of 50◦ C, while for
the other three investigated membranes this temperature is in the range of 60◦ C. With
70-80◦ C being the optimum operation temperature for technical PEFCs, this values
are unexpectedly low and will be discussed below (see chapter 4.6.2).
Another common feature in the current voltage curves is the appearance of a limiting current density that is specific for each membrane and that is not a function of
stoichiometries in the range of 1 to 5, when meander flow fields are employed. Liquid
water accumulation on the cathode catalyst layer is the main reason for this eﬀect,
as we could figure out by neutron radiography (see chapter 4.6.1). A further specific
value for each CCM applied in the micro- PEFC is the high frequency resistance that
is plotted as a function of current density below the i/E curves. Diﬀerences in the
thickness of the membranes and resulting ohmic losses are the main reason for this
result.
Power density
From the current voltage curves, one can easily obtain the power densities produced in
a fuel cell by multiplication of the current density and its corresponding cell voltage.
The resulting curves are depicted in Figure 4.11, showing that with a Gore Primea
5710 CCM a power density of 700 mW/cm2 can be obtained. In comparison to other
fuel cell concepts with less than 5 cm2 active area, this is an outstanding value [6]. The
highest value published in literature lies in the range of 315 mW/cm2 (see Table 4.1).
All employed CCMs have the same catalyst loading (anode 0.1-0.15 mg/cm2 , cathode

Figure 4.11: Power density as a function of current density, resulting from the currentvoltage curves shown in Figure 4.10.
0.4 mg/cm2 ) and the Nafion-based CCMs have a Pt/C ratio of 40%. A common feature
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of all current-voltage curves are relatively high losses in the kinetic regime, i.e. at low
current densities. In this simplified cell a certain part of the catalyst layer is covered
by ribs of the flow field which is diﬀerent to PEFCs in technical scale with GDL. Gas
diﬀusion under this area may be limited and may result in non-uniform utilization of
the platinum particles in the catalyst layer. This is discussed in more detail below
(see chapter 4.5.4). The electro-catalytically active area (ECA, measured by CV and
Hupd -desorption peak integration) is in the same range for all compared CCMs. Only
for the Gore Primea 5710 a slightly increased value on the cathode side, and a lower
value for the anode side could be measured.
The outstanding performance of the Gore Primea 5710 shown in the iE-curve in Figure 4.10 can then be explained by two features: The lowest membrane thickness and
enhanced proton conductivity in comparison to Nafion reduce the ohmic losses caused
by proton conduction through the membrane. The higher ECA on the cathode side
could contribute as well to reduced charge transfer overvoltages. This may be caused
by smaller Pt particles or a better contact of the active sites to the proton and electron
conducting phases.

Table 4.3: Electro-catalytically active area (ECA) in cm2 /cm2geo measured by cyclic
voltammetry and integration of the Hupd area for the employed CCMs after the start-up
procedure.
CCM
Nafion 112
Nafion 1135
Nafion 211
Nafion 212
Gore Primea 5710

ECA anode
62
59
59
63
54

ECA cathode
123
127
121
128
142

Membrane creeping
The membrane material creeps into the micro-channels as a result of the employed
clamping pressure and swelling/shrinking processes that are caused by diﬀerent humidification of the ionomer during operation. Figure 4.12 depicts this creeping of the
membrane material. No significant diﬀerence can be observed if the membrane is assembled in dry or water-immersed state into the miniaturized PEFC. The direction of
creeping is determined by the arrangement of channels, as displayed in Figure 4.13. If
the channels are opposite to each other, the polymer creeps into the free space in the
same way as when the channels are shifted in a way that channel and opposite rib lie
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Figure 4.12: Post-mortem SEM micrograph of a catalyst-coated membrane (N212) displaying the creeping of the polymer material due to pressure and swelling eﬀects under
operation.
on the same z-axis. When the channels of cathode and anode side are perpendicular
to each other, areas exist into which:
• no creeping is possible,
• creeping is possible into one flow field channel,
• creeping is possible into two flow field channels.

Figure 4.13: Post-mortem SEM micrograph of a catalyst-coated membrane (N212) displaying the face side and the former anode catalyst layer. The CCM was employed in
a fuel cell where anode and cathode microchannels were perpendicular to each other.
The creeping as a function of available space is visible.
In Figure 4.13 one can survey the influence of available space for a CCM that was
implemented in a fuel cell where anode and cathode micro-channels were perpendicular
to each other. The anode catalyst is visible in the SEM micrograph. It exhibits the
anode flow field structure. In addition, the opposite cathode flow field structure is
imprinted due to the creeping of the membrane material. The micrograph exhibits
that the cathode micro-channels are perpendicular to the anode micro-channels. If
a cathode channel has been present on the opposite side, the membrane creeping is
less pronounced compared to the case when a rib is present on the opposite side. In
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the latter case, creeping is so pronounced that the anode catalyst layer delaminates
completely from this area.
Depending on the membrane type employed, the forming of the creeping is diﬀerent, as
the values in Table 4.4 reveal. They were obtained from SEM micrographs recorded on
the cutting side after a clean cut perpendicular to the rib imprints. The catalyst-coated
membranes investigated were operated in the miniaturized fuel cell with mirror-like flow
fields, under the same operation conditions 2 for approximately 100 h.
Table 4.4: Membrane thickness in µm in dry state prior to and after operation, given
for opposite channels and opposite ribs. The latter was measured in dry state after
∼100 hours of operation in a miniaturized fuel cell with laterally reversed micro flow
fields.
CCM

Nafion 112
Nafion 1135
Nafion 211
Nafion 212
Gore Primea 5710

Original
thickness

Max. thickness
(channels)

50
89
25
50
18

79
137
32
72
20

Min.
Thickness
(ribs)
16
31
14
23
15

Due to inhomogeneities in compression and uncertainties in the measurement method,
a statistical error of ± 3 µm has to be taken into account for the values given in Table
4.4. The compression of the catalyst layer under the ribs contributes to the uncertainty, too. For the Nafion-based CCMs, a value of ∼5% thickness reduction seems to
be realistic for the catalyst layer under the ribs, while in the case of the Gore CCM a
value of ∼3% is observed. However, the results presented in Table 4.4 show clearly the
following trends:
• The thinner the original membrane, the less pronounced is the creeping.
• The new generation of Nafion (211, 212) membranes shows reduced creeping, i.e.
improved mechanical properties.
• The Gore Primea CCM is outstanding not only in terms of power density but
also concerning its mechanical properties.
• The thicknesses between ribs can reach values in the range of 30% of the original
values, depending on the membrane type. The formation of pinholes in the
membrane may result in failure of the fuel cell.
2

Tcell =60◦ C, 80% R.H. (C/A), λH2 = 1.3, λO2 = 1.7.
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The high frequency resistance is not aﬀected by the creeping of the membranes. No
measurable development could be observed during start up of the fuel cells with diﬀerent membranes. We assume that the reduced membrane thickness and therefore lower
ohmic losses in the compressed areas is counterbalanced by increased ohmic losses in
the catalyst layer that experiences severe mechanical stress. However, it is diﬃcult
to further assess this correlation due to several activation processes taking place in
parallel during the start-up of the fuel cell.
Degradation

Figure 4.14: Fuel cell degradation displayed as development of cell voltage during a
time span of 500 h, for a current density of 0.5 A/cm2 .
Directly linked to the creeping behavior of the membrane is the degradation of
the CCM. Figure 4.14 represents degradation curves for the five diﬀerent membranes.
Operation for 500 hours or longer is possible if a Nafion 1135, 212, or a Gore Primea
5710 CCM is employed. This lifetime could be reached at least two times for each
CCM. With a Nafion 112 membrane, the maximum obtained lifetime was 468 hours.
After this period, the fuel cell is no longer able to deliver any current or even the open
circuit voltage. The formation of pinholes in the membrane is an often observed failure
reason. It results in a loss of the separation function, most probably due to pinholes
formation within the active area. The Nafion 211 loses its separation function at the
gas inlets. The thin membrane (25 µm) is not able to withstand the hot gas streams
reaching the CCM perpendicularly to its plane. Holes are formed and the maximum
operation time for such a CCM is only 120 hours.
The values for the degradation given in Table 4.5 were obtained by linear fitting of the
degradation curves in Figure 4.14. The Gore CCM shows the best performance despite
its low thickness of 18 µm.
For all CCMs, a certain degree of degradation takes
place, but the high frequency resistance does not increase remarkably (Figure 4.15a).
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Table 4.5: Degradation parameters in [mV/h] obtained from the curves in 4.14 and
ECA loss (in [%/h]) within 500 hours for the employed CCMs.
CCM
Nafion 112
Nafion 1135
Nafion 211
Nafion 212
Gore Primea 5710

a)

degradation
-0.257
-0.128
-0.227
-0.189
-0.042

ECA loss
-0.040
-0.028
-0.019
-0.0056

b)

Figure 4.15: Development of the high frequency resistance (a) and of the electrocatalytically active area (b) for diﬀerent CCMs as a function of fuel cell operation
time.
Hence, a reduction of proton conductivity or an increasing ohmic resistance for electron
conductivity can be excluded as main degradation mechanisms. On the other hand,
the electrochemically active area of the fuel cell decays for all the CCMs investigated
(Figure 4.15b). As pointed out earlier, the catalyst layer experiences mechanical stress
due to swelling and creeping of the membrane. This eﬀect is reflected in the loss of
electro-catalytically active area as a function of time. The more a membrane material
creeps into the micro-channels the more pronounced is the loss of ECA. The mechanical
stress acting upon the catalyst layer may induce a complete loss of Pt particles or at
least a break of its connection to the ionic phase and/or the electron conducting phase.

4.5.2

Catalyst loading

The reaction occurring in a polymer electrolyte fuel cell take only place on catalyzing
surfaces, with platinum being the most suitable material. Big eﬀorts were made in
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recent years to reduce the amount of the expensive noble metal3 needed in fuel cells.
The hydrogen oxidation reaction taking place on the anode of a fuel is the faster reaction, with an exchange current density in the range of 3-8x10−4 A/cm2 [18, 20]. The
minimum catalyst loading is in the range of 0.1 mgP t /cm2 , if the catalyst is attached to
carbon particles that are solved in an ink which is printed onto the membrane. Increasing the catalyst loading does not enhance the power density of the fuel cell. Further
reduction of the catalyst loading by sputtering of a platinum layer onto a gas diﬀusion
medium is possible without significant losses [131].
The oxygen reduction reaction is much slower than the HOR and an exchange current
a)

b)

Figure 4.16: Power density for various cell voltages as function of cathode catalyst
loading (a) T = 50◦ C, 80λH2 = 1.3, λO2 = 1.7. Electrochemically active area as
function of cathode catalyst loading, measured by CV/Hupd -integration (b).
density of 5-10x10−9 A/cm2 can be found in the literature [18, 21]. Thus a higher
amount of platinum is necessary on the cathode side than on the anode side. Catalyst loadings in the range of 0.3-0.5 mgP t /cm2 are regarded as necessary [31]. For
the miniaturized fuel cell this value is realistic too as suggested by results displayed
in Figure 4.16a. With increasing catalyst loading, it is possible to gain higher power
densities for given cell voltages. As long as the cell voltage is above 800 mV, a rather
linear correlation of catalyst loading and power density exists. For lower cell voltages
- and higher current densities - the linear correlation is not valid anymore. When the
catalyst loading is increased from 0.15 mgP t /cm2 to 0.25 mgP t /cm2 , a pronounced improvement in terms of power density can be observed. If the cathode catalyst loading
is further increased to 0.4 mgP t /cm2 and 0.5 mgP t /cm2 , the enhancement is less significant. Hence, it is obvious that catalyst loadings below 0.25 mgP t /cm2 do not provide
a suﬃcient large surface area for the oxygen reduction reaction taking place without
960$/oz in Jan 2009, in May 2008 the price reached a maximum of 2080 $/oz; source: Johnson
Matthey
3
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additional over-voltage losses.
Another reason for reduced performance with lower catalyst loading may be due to
imperfect connections, either with the electrolyte or the conducting carbon particles.
Such an eﬀect can be excluded after analyzing the electrochemically active area for
each of the catalyst loadings. A linear correlation between this parameter measured
by Hupd desorption and the catalyst loading indicates no limitation caused by insufficient contacting (Figure 4.16b). Several CCMs used in this work are only available
from the respective suppliers with a catalyst loading of 0.1-0.15 mgP t /cm2 (anode) and
0.4 mgP t /cm2 (cathode). To have comparable results, most of the measurements were
carried out with these materials.

4.5.3

Platinum to carbon ratio

The mass ratio of platinum to carbon is another important parameter for fuel cell
catalysts. The catalyst employed in this work (Tanaka), is available in two mass
ratios, 40% and 70 % Pt/C. Both catalysts were tested in the miniaturized PEFC in
combination with a Nafion 212 membrane. A comparison of the results is depicted in
Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17: Current-voltage curves recorded on miniaturized PEFCs employing a
Nafion 212 CCMs (cathode 0.4 mg/cm2 , anode 0.15-0.2 mg/cm2 ) with diﬀerent Pt/C
ratios. T = 60◦ C, 80%R.H., λH2 =1.3, λO2 =2.5
The influence of ohmic losses becomes clear when the current voltage curve and
the development of the high frequency resistance as function of current density are
analyzed. An increased Pt/C ratio for a constant platinum loading (0.4 mgP t /cm2 )
involves a reduction of the amount of carbon, i.e. the material being responsible for
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the electronic conductivity in the catalyst layer, whose thickness is reduced, too. After
discussing its influence onto the fuel cell’s performance in chapter 4.4.1, the lower
performance of the fuel cell with increased Pt/C ratio is comprehensible.
Additionally, the current voltage curve reveals a reduced limiting current density for the
higher Pt/C ratio. The thinner catalyst layer may be less resistive to mechanical stress
caused by swelling and creeping of the membrane. Thus, more hydrophilic material
could be present on the CCM surface in the micro-channels, resulting in a pronounced
attraction of water and formation of a mass transport limitation at a lower current
density.

Figure 4.18: EIS-spectra recorded on miniaturized PEFCs employing a Nafion 212
CCMs (cathode 0.4 mg/cm2 , anode 0.15-0.2 mg/cm2 ) with diﬀerent Pt/C ratios. T =
60◦ C, 80%R.H., λH2 =1.3, λO2 =2.5, i = 500 mA/cm2
The impedance spectra (Figure 4.18) reveal a significant diﬀerence in the polarization resistance that is normalized to the active area of the fuel cell. The diﬀerence
in the electrochemically active areas of both CCMs for the cathode side (40%: 122
cm2 /cm2 ; 70%: 101 cm2 /cm2 ) explains the increased polarization resistance for the
catalyst layer with a Pt/C ratio of 70%. This is expressed by the larger radius of the
semicircle representing this measurement. Less catalyst surface results in an increased
over-voltage for the charge transfer. The reasons for the reduced ECA may be caused
by incomplete contacting of the platinum particles due to less carbon material and a
lower porosity of the catalyst layer.

4.5.4

Reaction under ribs?

The ECA determination by cyclic voltammetry and integration of the obtained Hupd
peaks described on page 83 raises further questions. Do all the catalyst particles that
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are in contact with the ionic and the electronic phase take part in the reaction? Is
the compressed catalyst layer under the ribs still porous enough so that hydrogen and
oxygen can diﬀuse to these areas? Can the product water be removed from the catalyst
layer under the ribs? Figure 4.19 shows an SEM micrograph of a catalyst layer that was
placed under a rib during fuel cell operation. It is porous, but it is diﬃcult to quantify,
how strong the compression due to clamping pressure influences the porosity when the
fuel cell is assembled. On SEM micrographs on the face side of a clean cut CCM after
operation, a compression of the catalyst layer in the range of 3-5% is observed. In the
literature, values between 9 and 37 % [132, 133, 134, 135] are given for the porosity of
the catalyst layer. For the catalyst layer in Nafion-based CCMs with 40% Pt/C ratio
applied in this work, a porosity of 21% can be assumed according to the manufacturer
[?].

Figure 4.19: SEM micrographs of a catalyst layer after operation under a flow field rib.
Neutron radiography can not be applied to solve the question about water being
accumulated under the ribs due to the limited resolution. Another possible approach
to investigate the gas diﬀusion under ribs is the comparison of the results gained from
Hupd investigation and CO-stripping. In the first case, the adsorbing species originates
from the ionic phase, in the second case from the gas phase. If the diﬀusion under the
ribs is limiting, the ECA measured by CO-stripping should be smaller than the one
measured by Hupd .
The resulting curves are displayed in Figure 4.5.4. The ECA values obtained are
122 cm2 /cm2 for Hupd and 139 cm2 /cm2 for the CO-stripping. This might be a first indication that some of the catalyst layer under the ribs can be reached by CO molecules,
possibly due to surface transport. However, there are two reasons to doubt this hypothesis. Firstly, the ECA results obtained by Hupd integration and CO-stripping on
fuel cells, but also for experiments in a liquid electrolyte [141] can diﬀer by a factor of
up to 1.5. Secondly, the system has time to equilibrate when CO-stripping is applied
in contrast to fuel cell operation. In the latter case, hydrogen or oxygen molecules are
directly consumed by the respective reaction after diﬀusing to catalyst sites under the
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Figure 4.20: Cyclic voltammograms recorded on miniaturized PEFC with Nafion 212
membrane at a sweep rate of 10mV/s at 25◦ C. a) Hupd , b) CO-stripping.
ribs. During CO-stripping, the platinum surfaces are covered with adsorbed molecules
and CO molecules have to diﬀuse on to the next available free site. This leaves too
many uncertainties to answer the question conclusively. Hence, these doubts suggest
that another approach should be applied.
A two-dimensional model designed in COMSOL multiphysics might be able to an-

Figure 4.21: Basic principle of the model.
swer the question about reactions taking place under the ribs. The model consists of a
cross sectional sector of a membrane surrounded by anode and cathode catalyst layer
with the dimensions of the employed micro-channels and a crept Nafion 112 CCM.
The simulated system is schematically displayed in Figure 4.21. The boundaries of the
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catalyst layers are either in contact with a gas phase corresponding to channels or a
potential is applied at the interface, which corresponds to ribs contacting the catalyst
layer. The model is not able to handle triple phase arrangements. Therefore it can
only be representative for areas in the simplified fuel cell, where condensation did not
yet take place, e.g. at the gas inlets. The catalyst layers are defined by their electronic
conductivity, by their porosity, by the specific surface area, and by the catalytically
active platinum surface. Mass transport in the porous catalyst layer is accounted by
Darcy’s law and Stefan-Maxwell diﬀusion. The membrane serves only as a medium
that conducts protons (with a defined conductivity and a water drag coeﬃcient of 1
water molecules per proton [136]) and it is diﬀusible for water molecules according to
the model of Wang [40]. The model does not consider any liquid water in the system.
Therefore, it can be only utilized to investigate areas in the fuel cell where no water
condensation can take place such as close to the gas inlet. Electrochemical processes
are considered by applying the Butler-Vollmer relation that is normalized to the reaction surface available in the catalyst layers. The resulting parameter is the proton
current distribution in the membrane. Although it is not directly representative for
the reaction, it nicely indicates the areas where protons are released or consumed in
the catalyst layers.
Figure 4.22 displays the locally resolved proton current densities in the membrane
Table 4.6: Selected parameters used in the model to calculate the results displayed in
Figure 4.22.
Parameter
Used value
Exchange current density anode
8x10−4 A/cm2
Exchange current density cathode
5x10−9 A/cm2
Proton conductivity membrane
8 S/m
Electron conductivity catalyst layers
100 S/m
Porosity catalyst layer
21 %
Permeability catalyst layer
10−13 m2
Specific active surface catalyst layers
1.33x107 1/m
Temperature
50◦ C
Pressure anode
1.1 bar
Pressure cathode
1.15 bar
R.H. anode/cathode
80%

for three operation points of the miniaturized and simplified PEFC. The parameters
in Table 4.6 were employed to calculate the results.
The proton current density perpendicular to the membrane plane that is flowing close
to the catalyst layer / membrane interface gives insight into the feed gas conversion
taking place in the catalyst layer. It is clearly visible that in all three cases the lo-
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Figure 4.22: Calculated proton current density distributions for a crept membrane in a
miniaturized fuel cell for three typical operation points: a) 240 mA/cm2 average current
density at 720 mV cell voltage, b) 530 mA/cm2 at 580 mV, c)1000 mA/cm2 at 420mV.
T = 50◦ C, 80% R.H.

cal proton current density under the cathode channel is higher than under the anode
channel, while under the ribs this eﬀect is inverted. For both electrodes a high current
density can be observed at the edges, where the CCM creeps into the micro-channels.
This causes white spots for current distribution (c) due to high local current density.
Possible reasons are a suﬃcient gas supply and, in the case of the cathode, suﬃcient
water removal. In addition, the protons have to travel a short distance to the opposite
electrode with the current collecting phase.
Under the anode gas channel, almost no hydrogen oxidation reaction takes place. The
relatively high exchange current density of the hydrogen oxidation reaction is also sufficient that not all the catalyst particles under the channel have to be utilized for the
reaction. Additionally, the hydrogen diﬀusivity in the catalyst layer is suﬃcient due to
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water being dragged to the cathode side. The only limiting factors are the large travel
path for the protons and the limiting electron conductivity in the catalyst layer. Both
may contribute to a reduced current density under the anode channel.
For the cathode side, the proton current distribution indicates a diﬀerent utilization
of the reaction sites. While under the cathode ribs less reaction occurs than under
the anode ribs, in particular for the highest current density, most of the protons are
consumed in the region under the channel. This is in contrast to the anode where a
major part of the reaction occurs in the area covered by ribs. The amount of water that
is increased by production and drag has to be transported through the catalyst layer
towards the micro-channel. The increased water amount under the ribs reduces the
oxygen concentration. The conversion of oxygen on the cathode side must correspond
to the predefined integral current densities. This is caused by the fact that as much
catalyst surface as possible has to be utilized due to a limited exchange current density
for the oxygen reduction reaction. The increased in-plane electron conduction in the
catalyst layer creates additional losses due to the limited in-plane conductivity being
a limiting factor on the cathode side.
Summing up the results of this model investigation, we can state that reaction can
take place under the ribs, but its contribution to the overall conversion is strongly
dependent on the porosity of the catalyst layer and on its ability to remove water on
the cathode side. While on the anode side almost no reaction takes place under the
channel area, the electronic conductivity of the catalyst layer is a limiting factor on
the cathode side due to a complete utilization of the catalyst layer, even under the
ribs. However, simplifying assumptions suggest that the model can only be used to
give evidence in a qualitative way, but not in a quantitative way.

4.5.5

Discussion

Although the membrane is the central part of a PEFC, only little attention has been
given to its role in miniaturized concepts described in the literature. Often, Nafionbased MEAs are employed, but their positive and negative eﬀects are not further
discussed. We could increase the power density by a factor of almost 2 by simple
membrane material and thickness variation. Hence it is definitely necessary to consider
the influence caused by the membrane. Directly related to the type of membrane
employed are the respective mechanical characteristics. If no GDL is employed, the
CCM is directly exposed to the gas flows, what possibly results in pinhole formation.
Another mechanical aspect is the creeping behavior of the membrane material. It can
be identified as a strongly influential factor on the degradation of the fuel cell, because
it aﬀects the catalyst layer mechanically. This eﬀect can be observed on the ECA loss
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during operation for several hundred hours. The creeping of the membrane material
due to contact pressure in the range of 2.2 MPs must also be taken into account, if
micro-channel dimensions are discussed. If no GDL is present and the CCM creeps
into the channels in similar dimensions as observed in this work (superelevation in the
range of 30 µm), channel with similar dimensions may be blocked. This would result
in a cell failure, too.
The catalyst layer influences many parameters as well. The catalyst loading, especially
on the anode side has to be kept at a minimum to avoid high cost of the miniaturized
PEFC system. On the other hand, a minimum loading of 0.25 mg/cm2 is necessary
for suﬃcient fuel cell operation. Catalyst loadings in the range of 1 or more mg/cm2 ,
as suggested in the literature for miniaturized polymer electrolyte fuel cells [108] is frankly - a waste of money and precious metal, especially when power densities lower
than 100 mW/cm2 are achieved.
The role of the catalyst layer as electronic in-plane conductor instead of the GDL has
to be addressed as well. Already in the precedent chapter it was obvious that the
channel width has a strong influence on the performance of the fuel cell. The limiting
electronic conductivity suggests that the channel widths should not exceed 100 µm to
avoid ohmic losses. With decreasing carbon amount present in the catalyst layer, this
value might be even lower. However, as it was indicated by modeling data and results
that are presented in chapter 4.4.1 and from a diﬀerent point of view later in chapter
4.9, this limitation mainly accounts for the cathode side, where the complete catalyst
layer must be utilized, while for the anode side, only the active sites close to the ribs
are used.
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Water management

Only few of the miniaturized polymer electrolyte fuel cell concepts described in the
literature (e.g. in [6]) are able to deliver current densities where mass transport limitations in technical fuel cells occur. However, the influence of liquid water is already
crucial at lower current densities. Beneficial eﬀects are remarkable, such as improved
proton conductivity in the membrane as well as in the catalyst layer, which is needed
for the hydrogen oxidation reaction and the oxygen reduction reaction. Due to water
being removed from the anode by the electrochemical drag, gases have to be humidified
prior to being fed into the fuel cell.
Contradicting this statement, Nguyen and Chan [6] point out that space constraints
in micro fuel cell systems end up in designs without an active water management; i.e.
developers forego an external humidification and expect the anode to be humidified
by diﬀusion of product water from the cathode. Metz et al. [137] realized a passive
water management for a micro fuel cell by using capillary micro-structures, but they
only report about positive eﬀects on the cathode side, when the operation conditions
are changed and drying can be avoided.
However, liquid water can reduce the access of hydrogen and oxidant to the catalyst
sites, especially when the fuel cell is not optimized for liquid water removal. Although
the Peclet number (ratio of convection and diﬀusion), which is typically small for miniaturized PEFCs, may be an indication for insuﬃciencies in water removal [6]. This eﬀect
might be detrimental in self-breathing concepts as for example suggested by Xia and
Chan [138] or Modroukas et al. [111] that rely on free convection for the oxygen supply and water removal. Modeling predicts an increased power density for decreasing
channel sizes down to 5 µm because the eﬀective area of the electrode is increased for
comparable membrane size and reactant flows [46, 128]. Experimental validation of
such results is challenging due to negative impact caused by pressure drop and water
accumulation [42]. Otherwise, Cha et al. [129] could show that in the case of a miniaturized fuel cell, including a gas diﬀusion layer, small channels can have a positive
influence on the performance.
Up to now many concepts for micro PEFCs have been published, but a profound understanding about limiting eﬀects under operation has to be further developed. The
method of choice to identify liquid water in a PEFC under operation is neutron radiography [91] (see chapter 2.4.4). We were able to fulfill in this work the demand of
Nguyen and Chan [6] and apply a method to visualize liquid water in an operating,
miniaturized PEFC and to investigate typical features.
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4.6.1

Water management

Limiting current density

The current-voltage curves shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.10 reveal an abrupt decrease at
a reproducible limiting current density. For a CCM based on a Nafion 112 membrane,
this limiting current density can be observed to be around 1.05 A/cm2 . For diﬀerent
CCMs, a similar behavior could be observed, but at diﬀerent current densities. For a
CCM containing Nafion 211 as membrane, the limiting current density reaches a value
of 1.45 A/cm2 , and 1.8 A/cm2 for a Gore Primea 5710.

Figure 4.23: Comparison of radiograms of fuel cells operating with diﬀerent membranes:
Nafion 112 (A), Nafion 211 (B) and Gore 5710 (C) at Tcell =70◦ C, R.H. =80%, λH2
= 1.7, λO2 = 2.1, and current density of 1 A/cm2 . The gray scale profiles on the right
hand side indicate a more pronounced water layer next to the CCM for fuel cell A.
In-plane radiograms (Figure 4.23), each recorded at 1 A/cm2 , employing the three
CCMs mentioned above, visualize the amount of liquid water present in the operating fuel cell. For the Nafion 112 CCM, a water layer is visible that is formed at the
interface of the micro-channels and the catalyst coating of the Nafion 112 membrane
(Figure 4.23 A). For the other CCMs applied neither in the radiogram itself nor in the
water profile such a water layer is visible at the same current density (Figure 4.23 B,C).
The water layer appears only when the current density is increased towards the typical
limiting current density. The formation of a water layer on the catalyst induces oxygen
mass transport limitation for oxygen to the active sites on the cathode. As soon as the
limiting current density is reached, the mass transport governs the performance of the
fuel cell resulting in an abrupt decrease of cell voltage.
We assume that the reason for the diﬀerences in current density as function of the
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Figure 4.24: Post-mortem SEM-micrographs of the three employed CCMs. Nafion 112
(A), Nafion 211 (B) und Gore 5710 (C).
membrane is correlated to the diﬀerent creeping behavior of the utilized membranes.
As already discussed in chapter 4.5.1, creeping takes place as a consequence of membrane swelling when hydrated, and of compression due to clamping. In this fuel cell
concept no compressible material is included that would compensate the swelling due
to hydration and creeping of the membrane. Thus, the membrane swells and creeps
into the only space available, i.e. into the micro-channels. Nafion 112, the thickest
of the three employed membranes, shows the most pronounced creeping, as shown in
the SEM micrographs in Figure 4.24 and in the bar plot in Figure 4.25, followed by
Nafion 211, and finally the Gore CCM. The more creeping is taking place, the more

Figure 4.25: Cross section analysis of the creeping of the utilized CCMs in dry state
prior to and after fuel cell operation. The latter were measured after 100 hours of
operation in a miniaturized fuel cell with laterally reversed micro flow fields.
mechanical stress aﬀects the catalyst layer, resulting in more rupturing and larger area
defects (Figure 4.24). For all three CCMs a contact angle (water/air) of 145-147◦ is
observed prior to be assembled in fuel cells. The angles are in agreement with published
data [139]. When the catalyst layer is ruptured, more hydrophilic membrane material
is present at the catalyst side of the micro-channels’ surface (Figure 4.26). This hydrophilic surface attracts water and at high current densities a water layer is formed.
Exact determination of the contact angle of a CCM after operation was diﬃcult due
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to the imprinted micro-structure, but angles in the range of 20-30◦ could be measured.
Results obtained by Yu et al. [139] suggest a similar eﬀect. Using environmental scanning electrode microscopy (ESEM), they investigated a membrane electrode assembly
(MEA) after operation in a technical fuel cell. Contact angles measured on the catalyst
layer as low as 33◦ indicate that membrane material is present at the surface of the
utilized catalyst.
As reported in chapter 4.5.1, aging processes take place when the miniaturized fuel cell
is operated for a period of several hundred hours. A decreasing electro-catalytically active area indicates a loss of electronically or protonically contactable catalyst particles
as major degradation process. However, the limiting current density is not severely
aﬀected by this degradation process.
Changing the operation parameters such as cell temperature, gas humidification and
stoichiometries has an influence onto the limiting current density. Increasing the stoichiometry by a factor of 2 results in a slight increase of ∼5% of the limiting current
density. A similar eﬀect can be obtained when the cathode humidification is reduced to
50% or when the temperature is increased to 70◦ C while keeping the relative humidities of the gas flow constant. However, increasing the temperature causes a decreased
power density for the simplified fuel cell, an eﬀect that is discussed in the following
chapter.

4.6.2

Temperature and humidification eﬀects

Parameter screening during fuel cell testing showed that the optimum operation point
is at a cell temperature of 50◦ C and a relative humidity (R.H) of 80% for the gases,
when utilizing a Nafion 112 CCM in the micro fuel cell. Gas humidification does not
have a substantial influence at this relatively low temperature, because most of the
water present in the fuel cell originates from the reaction and not from the humidified
gases. This eﬀect is also obvious in the water profiles (Figure 4.27 A,B) recorded at a
fuel cell temperature of 50◦ C. No significant diﬀerence in water distribution is visible

Figure 4.26: Illustration of the catalyst layer rupturing as a result of membrane creeping.
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for values of 35% and 80% R.H, which is also the case for the cell voltage of 587 mV
at a current density of 0.6 A/cm2 for both cases. The fact that the fuel cell reaction is
the main source for water at this temperature may explain this small influence. Only
when the anode humidification is reduced to 0% relative humidity, significant losses
are observed.
Increasing the temperature to 70◦ C at 80% R.H. results in a reduced cell voltage

Figure 4.27: Water profiles of a micro fuel cell containing a Nafion 112 membrane at
diﬀerent operation points. λH2 = 1.7, λO2 = 2.1, i = 0.6 A/cm2 .
(558 mV) and in reduced amounts of liquid water in the cathode and anode channels
(Figure 4.27 C). The higher water saturation pressure at higher temperatures results
in a drying eﬀect on the anode side. The major part of the catalyst area is directly
exposed to the gas flows and, consequently, more susceptible towards drying eﬀects in
contrast to a fuel cell including gas diﬀusion layers that cover the catalyst layer. A
reduction of the gas humidification to 35 % (Figure 4.27 D) results in an even lower cell
voltage (532 mV) and water content on the anode side as well as in the membrane. The
latter eﬀect is also represented by an increased high frequency resistance. The eﬀect
of too dry anode conditions can be compensated by supersaturation of the hydrogen
stream to a relative humidity of 115% (Figure 4.27 E). The water content for the anode
channels shows values similar to the ones achieved for a cell temperature of 50◦ C. Our
hypothesis is finally proven by the fact that now the cell voltage has again increased
to 584 mV for a current density of 0.6 A/cm2 . The increase of the gas humidification
above 35% on the cathode side does improve the performance of the cell, while a further
increase of the gas humidification above 115% on the anode side results in condensation
already at the gas inlets of the cell and consequently, in a non-stable operation of the
fuel cell.
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Figure 4.28: Development of liquid water content shown in radiograms while recording
a current voltage curve. λH2 = 1.7, λO2 = 2.1, R.H. 35%, Tcell = 70◦ C

4.6.3

Hysteresis eﬀects while recording current-voltage curves

In the two precedent chapters, two observations specific for a miniaturized PEFC without GDL were described. Firstly, a sharp decrease of the cell voltage occurs at a specific
limiting current density. Secondly, the fuel cell has it optimum operation point at a
relative low temperature of 50◦ C and the cell is not very sensitive towards changes
in the humidification of the gas flows at this temperature. At higher operation temperatures, the performance of the fuel cell declines and it is very susceptible to anode
drying. We recorded a current-voltage curve at 70◦ C and 50% relative humidity of the
gas streams, with a non-suﬃcient equilibration time of 30 seconds at each data point,
and in-plane neutron radiograms at the same time. The radiograms and the current
voltage curve recorded during this experiment are displayed in Figure 4.28.
For the first data point recorded at open circuit voltage (A), no liquid water is observed
in the radiogram. Already at a relatively low current density (B), water formation and
condensation takes place, as shown by the traces of liquid water, being visible in the
area of the catalyst layers. With a further increase of the current density, liquid water
in cathode channels becomes visible (C), and the water layer on the catalyst is more
pronounced compared to the previous operation point. At data point E, we reach the
limiting current density. We assume the water layer on the cathode interface of catalyst
and gas channel being responsible for the occurrence of the limiting current density.
As already described above, too much water accumulates on the catalyst layer, which
results in non-suﬃcient oxygen transport to the active sites.
After reaching the limiting current density, the current density is decreased again. As
pointed out earlier, we recorded the radiograms before the fuel cell can equilibrate resulting in a lower cell voltage at the same current density than before (compare D and
F). This discrepancy originates from the excess liquid water still being present after
it was produced at a higher current density (E) while it still causes a mass transport
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limitation, as observable in radiogram F.
A decrease of the current density results in a disproportionate cell voltage increase,
which reaches a higher cell voltage for point G than for point D. We were able to
identify anode eﬀects being responsible for a cell voltage higher than expected. The
catalyst layer is directly exposed to the gas stream, and at 70◦ C, the fuel cell is very
sensitive to a variation of the anode gas humidification. Thus, the excess water produced at the precedent data point with higher current density, which is still present
on the anode side and not yet removed by the gas flow, has a beneficial impact, i.e.
the humidification of the anode catalyst layer, which results in an improved fuel cell
performance.
Under steady-state operation, we could achieve a cell voltage of only 89% of the peak
power density, obtained at data point D for a short period before fuel cell equilibration.
This result shows the additional need of suﬃcient equilibration time in order to record
reproducible current-voltage curves.

4.6.4

Discussion - Limitations of Neutron Radiography

With the high resolution applied in the neutron radiography measurement series of
this work, it is necessary to exclude misinterpretation of geometric eﬀects, such as
swollen membranes which may be interpreted as water layers. Usually, we reference
to a radiogram recorded under open circuit voltage (OCV) and dry conditions [91].
Referencing means the division of two radiograms obtained under diﬀerent conditions.
It allows extraction of diﬀerences between both images.

Figure 4.29: Comparison of referencing styles on the radiogram shown in Figure 4.23B:
(A) Referenced with radiogram recorded under OCV and dry conditions (B) Referenced
with a radiogram recorded on a fuel cell at the same operation point working on D2 and
humidified with D2 O.
The membrane that swells due to water uptake, could appear thinner as in radiograms recorded under humid conditions. With an additional method for referencing we
were able to avoid such misinterpretation. A reference radiogram was recorded at the
same operation point like the radiogram to be referenced, but the fuel cell was operated
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with deuterium (D2 ), and the gas flows were humidified with heavy water (D2 O). No
significant diﬀerence could be observed in terms of fuel cell performance. Thus, we
assume a similar swelling behavior of the membrane as under H2 /H2 O operation. The
cross section of deuterium with cold neutrons is several times smaller than the one of
hydrogen [97] and therefore D2 and D2 O are almost invisible in radiograms, which can
be used then for referencing. Qualitative and quantitative comparisons show that both
radiograms applied for referencing are close to being identical (Figure 4.29).
One of the limitations of the applied method is definitely the fact that we are only able
to map the fuel cell in two dimensions. In the case of through-plane radiography this
means that information about the amount of liquid water can only be obtained from
the intensity of the signal, but it is also necessary to know, if channels on the anode or
on the cathode side are filled with water. Our in-plane radiograms show clearly that
most of the signal originates from water on the cathode side.
Only integral quantification over all channels of the cathode or the anode side is possible with in-plane radiography. In Figures 4.7 and 4.9 in chapter 4.4.2 inhomogeneities
of the water distribution are clearly visible along the channels. Hence, the results e.g.
the integral water profiles shown in Figure 4.23, can be compared qualitatively, but a
determination of the water amount remains diﬃcult.

4.7

Operation with air

In order to keep the miniaturized PEFC simple and to use it as model system, no
eﬀort was made to adapt the miniaturized PEFC to application of air as oxidant,
although this might be more representative for micro PEFC concepts represented in
the literature.
As discussed earlier, pressure drop in the micro channels is a major issue, when the
flow rates are increased. Replacing oxygen by air, means increasing the flow rate of
the oxidant gas by a factor of 5. While recording the current voltage curve represented
in Fig 4.30 with air as oxidant a maximum pressure drop of 940 mbar was measured.
Considering that sealing takes only place where the membrane is in contact with the
edge of the flow fields, this value is too high for long time operation of the fuel cell at
these conditions. Consequently, a failing of the sealing was observed after 2-15 hours
when applying such high inlet pressures to the simplified and miniaturized PEFC.
From the results in Figure 4.30 one can see that for the fuel cell operated with air,
the obtained current density for any cell voltage below 700 mV is about 20-30% lower
than for operation with pure oxygen. The most probable reason is the higher polariza-
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Figure 4.30: Current-voltage curves recorded with pure oxygen and air as oxidants on
a micro-PEFC employing a Nafion 212 CCM (Pt/C 40%, cathode 0.4 mg/cm2 , anode
0.15 mg/cm2 ) and meander shaped micro flow fields with merging channels. T = 50◦ C,
80%R.H., λH2 =1.3, λO2 =1.3; λair =1.3

Figure 4.31: AC impedance spectra recorded with pure oxygen and air as oxidants on
a micro-PEFC employing a Nafion 212 CCM (Pt/C 40%, cathode 0.4 mg/cm2 , anode
0.15 mg/cm2 ) and meander shaped micro flow fields with merging channels. T = 50◦ C,
80%R.H., λH2 =1.3, λO2 =1.3; λair =1.3, i = 0.8 A/cm2
tion resistance for a system including air. The AC impedance spectra in Figure 4.31
support this hypothesis. The larger radius of the semicircle in the EIS recorded under
air operation suggest larger polarization losses in comparison to oxygen.
In the AC impedance spectrum recorded under air operation, no defined semi-circle
at low frequencies is visible that could represent any kind of mass transport limitation such as oxygen diﬀusion in nitrogen (described in chapter 2.4.3), although a very
small stoichiometry for air is adjusted. There are two possible explanations for this.
Either possible diﬀusion lengths are too short due to small channel dimensions and
the diﬀusion is not a governing factor. The second possible interpretation is connected
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to the substantially larger semicircle for air in comparison to oxygen operation. This
is an indication that mass transport limitation may be present but its characteristic
frequencies overlap with the ones for the polarization reaction. As a consequence only
one semicircle with a large radius is observed instead of two distinguishable semicircles.
Similar eﬀects were observed and described by Schneider et al. in technical fuel cells
[142].
However, it is also possible to operate the miniaturized fuel cell with air as oxidant.
The only direct identifiable limitations caused by the simplified concept are the high
pressure drop due to the required high air flow rates.

4.8

Comparison with a micro fuel cell containing
GDLs

All experiments described up to now were discussed under the assumption that the
simplified concept without gas diﬀusion layer causes the eﬀects described above. A
series of experiments with GDLs included in a miniaturized PEFC needed to be carried out to support this hypothesis, to avoid misinterpretation, and to gain additional
insights into the simplified PEFC concept.
A simple introduction of gas diﬀusion layers into the miniaturized cell with meandershaped channels was not possible, because the pressure gradient over the flow field area
would have caused extended gas convection through the gas diﬀusion media. Therefore
the same flow fields with parallel channel geometries were utilized as in chapter 4.4.1.
Three time higher gas stoichiometries were necessary compared to the utilization of
meander structures to ensure that the fuel cell delivers current densities in the same
range.
Implementation of gas diﬀusion layers results in a slightly improved performance,
as it can be seen in the current-voltage curves in Figure 4.32. A micro fuel cell without
GDLs is compared to two cells including a gas diﬀusion layer, either on the anode or
the cathode side. The electrochemical impedance curves in Figure 4.33 reveal diﬀerences concerning the polarization resistance that is expressed by diﬀerent radii of the
semicircles. While only a slight reduction is achieved with the GDL being implemented
on the anode side, a significantly reduced polarization resistance can be observed in
the case of the GDL being implemented on the cathode side. This observation can
be explained in the context of the results obtained by the model described in chapter
4.5.4. The model predicted that on the anode side the losses due to the fact that
one third of the catalyst layer area is covered with ribs are not significant, because
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Figure 4.32: Current voltage curves recorded in fuel cells, without and with gas diﬀusion
layers either on the anode or the cathode side. Nafion 212 CCM (Pt/C 40%, cathode
0.4 mg/cm2 , anode 0.15 mg/cm2 ) parallel channel flow fields. T = 60◦ C, 80%R.H.,
λH2 =3.5, λO2 =3.5
hydrogen diﬀusion in the catalyst layer is possible to a certain extent. Additionally,
only a small part of active platinum sites is required to oxidize the amount of hydrogen
that is necessary for current densities in the range of 0.5 - 1 A/cm2 . For the cathode
side, the model predicted that diﬀusion under the ribs is limited due to product water
being present in the catalyst layer and that most of the active sites being accessible
for oxygen need to be utilized in order to minimize over-voltage losses.
With the implementation of the gas diﬀusion layer, the catalyst layer is not directly
covered by ribs anymore and gas diﬀusion in the catalyst layer is not necessary to
ensure utilization of all the active sites. As a consequence, especially on the cathode
side, overvoltage losses are reduced due to a better catalyst utilization.
However, for a cell voltage of 0.6 V, the losses caused by the missing GDL in terms of
current (and power) density are 14%. In the context of advantages like easy assembly
and less particular parts, this value justifies the development of simplified PEFC concepts. The fact that on the anode side only losses in the range of 3-4 % are observed
may favor semi-simplified concepts, where only the anode side is assembled without a
GDL.

Limiting current density
In Figure 4.8 the diﬀerence in terms of the limiting current density is clearly observable.
The limiting current density observed without GDL and being assigned to a water layer
formed on the cathode catalyst surface at high current densities, can not be observed
when a GDL is implemented on the cathode side. This is another evidence that water
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Figure 4.33: Electrochemical impedance spectra recorded in fuel cells, without and with
gas diﬀusion layers either on the anode or the cathode side. Nafion 212 CCM (Pt/C
40%, cathode 0.4 mg/cm2 , anode 0.15 mg/cm2 ) parallel channel flow fields. T = 60◦ C,
80%R.H., λH2 =3.5, λO2 =3.5, i = 0.5 A/cm2 .
accumulation on the cathode catalyst layer due to a hydrophilic surface causes a mass
transport limitation for the oxygen as discussed in chapter 4.6.1. With a hydrophobic
GDL being attached to the catalyst layer condensed water is removed from the active
sites. Additionally, the catalyst layer is less ruptured because the contact pressure is
at least partially compensated by the compressible GDL.
Temperature Eﬀects

Figure 4.34: Current-voltage curves recorded at diﬀerent operation temperatures on a
micro fuel including a gas diﬀusion layer on the anode side. Nafion 212 CCM (Pt/C
40%, cathode 0.4 mg/cm2 , anode 0.15 mg/cm2 )and parallel channel(65) micro flow
fields. 80%R.H., λH2 =3.5, λO2 =3.5.
By implementation of a gas diﬀusion layer on the anode side, the optimum operation
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temperature of the micro fuel cell increases to 70-80◦ C, as shown in Figure 4.34. Values
in the range of 50-65◦ C (depending on the CCM) are observed for the micro PEFC
without GDLs (see chapter 4.6.2) and when a GDL is implemented on the cathode side.
Drying eﬀects of the ionic phase in the anode catalyst layer and consequently reduced
proton conductivity are discussed to be responsible for the lower cell performance at
higher temperatures.
The catalyst layer is covered and not directly exposed to the gas streams with the
implementation of the gas diﬀusion layer. Thus, drying eﬀects occur at the surface
of the GDL, but not close to the active sites, where water is present due to diﬀusion
via the membrane. The schemes in Figure 4.35 display how the water concentration
gradient is substantially widened if a GDL is present and that the catalyst layer is less
aﬀected by drying eﬀects. The shape of the linear profile may not be representative
due to diﬀerent water diﬀusion regimes in GDL and catalyst layer.
The optimum operation temperature of 50-60◦ C for the fuel cell with a gas diﬀusion

Figure 4.35: Schematic description of the water profiles on the anode side with subsaturated gases if the GDL is missing or present. M represents the membrane, C the
catalyst layer, and Ch the channels.
layer on the cathode side is a further indication that the lowering of the optimum
temperature is caused by forgoing the gas diﬀusion layer on the anode side.
Degradation
The degradation results shown in Table 4.5 do not deliver any information to distinguish between aging eﬀects caused by the simplified concept and degradation eﬀects
caused by membrane material or the catalyst layer. Implementation of a GDL either
on the anode or on the cathode side gives some insight. In Figure 4.36 selected cell
voltages are displayed as a function of operation time. In the case of the GDL being
implemented on the cathode side, it is obvious that the aging of the CCM seems to be
less pronounced.
When the degradation of the simplified fuel cell was discussed in chapter 4.5.1, the
decrease of the electro-catalytically active area (ECA) as a function of operation time
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Figure 4.36: Degradation of a miniaturized fuel cell without GDL (o) and including a
GDL either on the cathode (x) or the anode (+) side). 80%R.H., λH2 =3.5, λO2 =3.5;
i = 0.5 A/cm2 .
was presented and assigned to a loss of platinum particles being in contact with electronic or the ionic phase. With a GDL implemented on the cathode side, the ECA
remained constant within 250 hours in contrast to a decrease of up to 10% observed
for a fuel cell including a Nafion 212 membrane but no GDL (Figure 4.14). As already
discussed in the precedent chapter the catalyst layer is mechanically less aﬀected if a
GDL compensates the contact pressure and the membrane material does not creep.
If the GDL is implemented on the anode side, the beneficial eﬀects are limited in contrast to the values obtained without any GDL. This is another proof that the anode
side is less aﬀected by the removed GDL than the cathode side.
Power density
The simplification of the miniaturized polymer electrolyte causes power losses. As
observable from previous results, implementation of a GDL either on the cathode or
on the anode side results in electrode-specific identification of limiting factors. The
current-voltage curves displayed in Figure 4.37 show a comparison of miniaturized fuel
cells without and with 2 GDLs, each at its respective optimum operation point.
For 600 mV, what can be regarded as minimum operation cell voltage, a diﬀerence
of 21.5% in terms of current density can be observed. This can be directly converted
into a power density diﬀerence of 21.5%.
The power loss due to simplification is not only originating directly from assembling
a miniaturized polymer electrolyte fuel cell without GDLs. The fact that the PEFC
without GDLs has its optimum operation point at a lower temperature enhances the
kinetic losses occurring in fuel cell reactions.
However, these 21.5 % power loss caused by simplification are specific for the Nafion
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Figure 4.37: Current voltage curves recorded in fuel cells, without and with 2 gas diffusion layers at their respective optimum operation temperatures. Nafion 212 CCM
(Pt/C 40%, cathode 0.4 mg/cm2 , anode 0.15 mg/cm2 ) parallel channel flow fields. T
= 60/75◦ C (no/2), 80%R.H., λH2 =3.5, λO2 =3.5
.
212 membrane employed in this experiment. With other membrane materials such as
the Gore Primea 5710, which seems to be less aﬀected by negative simplification eﬀects,
these power losses may be less pronounced.

4.9

Ohmic losses in catalyst layers

In the EIS spectra in Figure 4.33 it is visible that the curves are shifted to the left
if GDLs are introduced into the miniaturized fuel cell. Fitting of the data results in
values of high frequency resistance that are given in Table 4.7. In chapter 4.4.1 the
Table 4.7: High frequency resistances in mΩ·cm2 recorded at 500 mA/cm2 and the same
operation parameters as given in Figure 4.32, for a micro PEFC without and with gas
diﬀusion layers either on the anode or the cathode side.
without GDL
141

GDL on cathode
102

GDL on anode
129

influence of the channel width on the ohmic losses in the fuel cell has already been
discussed. Electrons which are consumed or liberated on a catalyst particle that is
located under a micro-channel have to be conducted to a rib of the micro flow field,
where they are collected.
By inclusion of the GDLs we could provisorily isolate the contribution of these ohmic
losses and isolate values for the electronic conductivity of the catalyst layers. In a
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first approach we assume a homogenous current distribution over the whole flow field
despite the fact that the model described in chapter 4.5.4 suggests an inhomogeneous
reaction distribution especially in the anode catalyst layer. Additionally we ignore
the model a second time and assume that no reaction is taking place under the ribs.
With the following additional information we can give a rough value for the electron
conductivity of the catalyst layer.
• 65 parallel channels (n) with a length l of 9.8 mm
• 3/8 µm thickness of the anode/cathode catalyst layer (d)
• 100 µm average channel width (b) resulting in an average conduction path length
of 25 µm.
The results can be estimated by applying the equation
σ=

bA
8nld∆Rhf

[S/m].

(4.3)

∆Rf represents the diﬀerence in high frequency resistance measured in fuel cells with
and without GDLs with an active area A (1 cm2 ). In the case of the cathode side,
a conductivity of 67 S/m is obtained, while the calculation yields a conductivity of
534 S/m for the anode side.
The additional contact resistance caused by creating an additional interface when the
gas diﬀusion layer is introduced might be problematic in the measurements and subsequent estimations. Additionally, the assumption of an average electron path of 0.25*b
is a rough simplification when we consider the creeping of the membrane described in
chapter 4.5.1. Therefore, the conductivity values must be handled with care and an
error of up to 50% is possible.
In the literature, the electron conductivity of PEFC catalyst layers appears mainly in
modeling work. Bernardi (53 mho/m ≡ 53 S/m) [143], Meng (300-500 S/m)[40], and
Zhou (287 S/m) [145] give values that are lying in the same order of magnitude as
the electron conductivities obtained here. A certain variance results from the catalyst
layers having diﬀerent porosity and Nafion content [146].
The conductivity estimated for the anode catalyst layer in this work is relatively high,
but the discrepancy in conductivities of catalyst layers with the same composition
stands out. As already suggested by the model, the assumption of an equal current
distribution over the whole width of the channel does not hold in particular for the
anode side.
On the other hand the high frequency resistance measured in fuel cells should not be
aﬀected by electrochemical reactions occurring in parallel as described in chapter 2.4.3.
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Table 4.8: High frequency resistances in mΩ· cm2 recorded at 200 mA/cm2 and the
same operation parameters as given in Figure 4.32, for a micro PEFC without GDL
and varied channel widths
Anode 70 µm
Anode 100 µm
Anode 130 µm

Cathode 70 µm
126
128
128

Cathode 100 µm
140
141
143

Cathode 130 µm
150
152
153

To exclude any eﬀects caused by the additionally introduced gas diﬀusion layer, the
channel width and consequently the average conduction path length were varied on
both the anode and cathode side. In total 3*3 combinations are possible. Table 4.8
lists the results of the channel width variations on both electrode sides of a micro fuel
cell without GDLs.

a)

b)

Figure 4.38: High frequency values recorded on miniaturized PEFCs with diﬀerent channel widths. The data were fitted with a linear fit to extract the influence of ohmic losses
not originating from the electron conductivity of the varied channel width.
If the high frequency resistance data are plotted versus 0.25x the cathode channel
width (Figure 4.38a), extrapolation results in values for a theoretical channel width of
zero µm that are not much diﬀerent from the values for larger anode channel width.
If the high frequency resistances are plotted versus the anode channel width (Figure
4.38b), the interpolated values are higher than in a).This is another proof that the
anode channel width has a reduced influence compared to the channel width on the
cathode side. If we extrapolate these high frequency resistances for a theoretical channel width of zero µm, the obtained values show clearly reduced ohmic losses.
The extrapolated data for the respective opposite channel width of 100 µm correspond
quite well to the high frequency data obtained with a GDL included into the miniatur-
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ized PEFC (Table 4.7). As a side eﬀect we can conclude that it is justified to neglect
the additional contact resistance resulting from adding the gas diﬀusion layers.
We can conclude that ohmic losses on the anode side are less significant in a simplified
concept. Nevertheless these result support the assumption that the high frequency
resistance measured either on the anode or the cathode side may be correlated to the
distribution of the electrochemical reaction taking place on the respective electrode.

4.10

Micro fuel cell stack

Due to the limitations of the electrochemistry, a fuel cell can deliver a theoretical maximum cell voltage of 1.20 V at a temperature of 60◦ C. As shown above, the real cell
voltage lies below 1 V during operation. If a fuel cell is integrated in a system and employed as energy source, many consumers would demand higher voltages. Integration
of an additional transformer is not possible due to the fuel cell delivering a DC voltage.
Usually, this problem is solved by an electrical series connection of several fuel cells,
which then form a stack. The gas supplies of the particular fuel cells are connected in
parallel. In such an arrangement, the central flow field plates serve as bipolar plates,
i.e. as cathode of one fuel cell and as anode of the vicinal cell.
In terms of miniaturized fuel cells, a stack design is diﬃcult to realize. Assembly of
MEAs, bipolar plates and sealing results in a complex and expensive process. Additionally, micro-fuel cell configurations typically have volume constraints limiting the
use of bulky bipolar plates. Alternatives are planar stack designs as presented e.g. by
Hahn et al. [12], as shown in Figure 1.7.
As pointed out by Morse [42], tests of single cell are not suﬃcient to assess issues caused
by the stacking principle. Thus, this work was extended into this direction, too. Our
miniaturized fuel cell has a design that is more suitable for a bipolar design than for a
planar design. Thus, and due to the need to investigate possible problems of a classical
stack design, it was decided to design a miniaturized stack in classical design.

4.10.1

Arrangement and assembly

Production of the bi-polar plate
Bipolar plates had to be produced in order to be able to realize a design as shown in
Figure 4.39. The micro-patterning process allows only a stepwise production of either
side of the glassy carbon sample. After finishing the first side, it had to be covered with
aluminum foil during reactive ion etching of the second side. Without this coverage,
the existing micro-structures on the backside would be damaged by the plasma.
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Configuration
Arranging the parallel gas in- and outlets for each single cell within such a small volume
is challenging. Each membrane used in such an arrangement needs to have at least
two apertures for gas flows. The sketch in Figure 4.39 displays one of the possible

Figure 4.39: Schematic arrangement of flow fields in a miniaturized stack with the
central bi-polar plate fanned out but without CCMs. The shaded arrows symbolize the
hydrogen flows, the grey arrows the oxygen flows.
arrangements of flow fields, but without CCMs. The central bipolar is fanned out to
illustrate the cathode flow field (K) of the left hand cell and the anode flow field (A)
of the right hand cell. The arrows show the gas flows going through the apertures.
Hydrogen is fed from the left hand side and has to be transported through the left
CCM, while oxygen is fed from the right hand side and has to be transported through
the right CCMs. Close to the apertures only small sealing areas are available towards
the flow fields. Thus it is important to cut the apertures accurately into the CCM and
align the particular parts with the same accuracy.
Other stack configurations, for example with flow fields of the D-Type, were tested but
only open circuit voltages or a maximum current density of a few mA/cm2 could be
drawn before the voltage of the cells collapsed.

4.10.2

Performance

As already pointed out, assembling of the micro PEFC stack is challenging and needs
high accuracy to avoid short cuts in terms of gas supply and electrical contacts. The
error probability lies in the range of 90% that means that only one stack out of ten
was operable at least for a few hours. For single cells the probability of a failure before
operation is about 10-15%.
The optimum current voltage curve that could be recorded on such a two cell stack is
displayed in Figure 4.40. CCMs with Nafion 212 were employed. The stack operated
only up to a maximum current density of ∼0.8 A/cm2 , before the cell voltage collapsed.
In contrast to single cell experiments, with which we could obtain limiting current
densities in the range of 1.3 A/cm2 , this result indicates losses caused by the stacking
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Figure 4.40: Current voltage curve recorded on a stack of two miniaturized PEFCs,
employing merging flow fields and two N212 CCMs. T = 60◦ C, 80%R.H., λH2 =2.6,
λO2 =2;
process.
One would expect that stacking of two cells results in the double cell voltage for a
given current density. For instance at a current density of 0.5 A/cm2 , the single cell
still operates at 633 mV but the stack investigated here operates at 1201 mV. The cell
voltages of the particular cell could be recorded as well. Cell A, in which the hydrogen
has to penetrate the membrane apertures, operates at a voltage of 580 mV, while cell
B, in which oxygen is penetrating the membrane, operates at 620 mV. Already for
open circuit conditions, such a discrepancy can be measured. Cell A contributes with
927 mV, cell B with 946 mV to a total OCV of 1874 mV. Two possible eﬀects could
be the origin for this result. Either the sealing on the cathode side of cell A against
hydrogen is not perfect and a small amount reaches the active area, which results in
direct oxidation and a reduced cell voltage. The diﬀerent voltages for the single cells
at OCV would support this hypothesis.
On the other hand, it might be possible that oxygen supply and/or water removal
through cell B to or from cell A is hampered, maybe by a higher pressure drop than
in cell B, resulting in a bypassing eﬀect. The kink in the current-voltage curve might
also be explained by this eﬀect. Above the current density (0.35 - 0.4 mA /cm2 ) at
which this kink occurs, liquid water might be formed in amounts that its removal from
Cell A causes overvoltage. The current density at which the kink itself occurs is not
completely reproducible. For three stacks that we were able to bring to operation, it
varied in the range of 0.2 - 0.35 A/cm2 .
The non-suﬃcient water removal from cell A could also be the reason for the lower
limiting current density. Its value was not reproducible, too, and it varied in the range
of 0.65 - 0.8 A/cm2 , values which are substantially lower than the 1.3 A/cm2 reached
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in a single cell employing the same Nafion 212 membrane. Flow distribution inequities
between the cells may be even enhanced by liquid water accumulation in cell A. An
increasing cell voltage discrepancy between the cells with increasing current density
supports this hypothesis.
In conclusion, neither the hydrogen permeation into the cathode area of cell A nor the
imperfect oxygen supply/water removal from this areas can be excluded as reason for
the unequal cell voltages.

4.10.3

Limiting eﬀects of the stack

As described in the two chapters above, assembly of the miniaturized stack as well
as reproducibility are diﬃcult. Additionally it was not possible to operate one of the
working stacks for longer than 31 hours. Having in mind that the start-up procedure
for single cells usually lasts longer than 48 hours, is another sign that the results shown
above have to be handled with care. The failure of the stacks happened abruptly, i.e.
within minutes the current collapsed while operating at a fixed voltage. Therefore
we assume that the internal sealing of one of the cells fails, maybe due to membrane
creeping during the start-up. This gas supply short cut then causes a pole change for
the other still working cell and also leads to its failure. A shut down and restart was
not possible after this pole change had happened.
The bypassing eﬀects of the gases that may limit the overall performance of the miniaturized PEFC stack and finally result in a complete failure, could possibly be avoided
if the gas connection of the cells would be realized in series. The pressure drop was
already a limiting factor in single cells and would be multiplied by the number of cells
connected in series. This may therefore not be a solution. In total, we can support
the hypothesis proposed by Morse [42] that realization of a stack in bipolar design is
diﬃcult for miniaturized fuel cells. Foil-type stacks seem to be a better solution.

4.11

Discussion

Removing the gas diﬀusion layers in a polymer electrolyte fuel cell results in new
limitations, which are caused by the fact that other particular parts in the fuel cell have
to fulfill the typical functions of a GDL. In our micro fuel cell, the micro-channels must
provide the fine gas distribution, and the catalyst layer has to conduct the electrons
in-plane to or from the active sites in the catalyst. Both limitations can be minimized
by an intelligent design of channel and rib geometries. However, other functions of
the GDL such as compensating swelling of the membrane, removing water from the
catalyst layer or protecting the anode catalyst layer from complete drying can not be
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compensated by other particular parts in our micro fuel cell. Hence, an application of
our concept to technical fuel cells is directly connected to intelligent designs that will
allow to overcome or at least to minimize the limitations described in this work.
Anode/Cathode
The results described in these chapter and the eﬀects being identified to cause losses
in the simplified concept need to be separated in terms of the electrodes.
The only limiting eﬀect aﬀecting the anode is the possible drying of the catalyst layer
due to the direct exposure to the gas flow. This eﬀect can be easily counterbalanced
by over-saturation of the anode gas flow going into the simplified fuel cell. The anode
catalyst drying can be completely avoided if the miniaturized fuel cell is operated at
temperatures below 60◦ C.
On the cathode side, the situation is more diﬃcult. Liquid water accumulation in
particular channels if a parallel meander is utilized can result in non-steady performance
of the fuel cell, but can be avoided by application of flow field geometries including
merging channels. Nevertheless, water film formation on the catalyst layer at high
current densities results in mass transport limitations, enhanced aging eﬀects, and
limitations caused by the electron conductivity of the catalyst layer, which demand
rather sophisticated solutions that contradict the simplification approach. Thus, the
fact that the anode side is less aﬀected by the missing GDL may result in semi-simplified
PEFCs, in which a GDL is implemented on the cathode side, but not on the anode
side.
External humidification
The findings concerning the influence of temperature and gas humidification demand
an active water management for miniaturized polymer electrolyte fuel cells. Especially
if such a miniaturized fuel cell is operated at temperatures well above 50◦ C drying of
the anode must be prevented. Diﬀusion of product water from the cathode to the anode
is not suﬃcient to compensate losses that are caused by drying processes occurring on
the anode side.
Aging eﬀects
The comparison of fuel cells with and without GDL result in the conclusion that the
mechanical stress for the cathode catalyst layer is mainly responsible for degradation if
a simplified fuel cell is operated without GDL. Rupturing of the catalyst layer results
in less platinum particles being in suﬃcient contact with the ionic phase, the electronic
phase, or both. On the anode side this aging eﬀect is not that significant because not
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all platinum particles are utilized for the hydrogen oxidation reaction due to its higher
exchange current density.
Power density
The power density that can be obtained from the miniaturized and simplified fuel cell
described in this work outvalues the power densities given in the literature [42]. Hence,
the question comes up if it is justified to design and optimize such a sophisticated fuel
cell that definitely can not be produced in mass production. In general, power density
may not be the central issue if someone thinks about miniaturized PEFC systems,
rather the hydrogen storage or the implementation of all the components in a small
volume. However, the ability to deliver high peak power is necessary in portable devices
as well.
The high power density was not a major goal of this work, rather the development
process in combination with insights in limitations of miniaturized and technical fuel
cells. In this context it was necessary to have a fuel cell available that can deliver
power densities in the same order of magnitude as technical fuel cells, because several
limitations, e.g. mass transport issues or pressure drop losses, occur only at high
current and power densities. Reduction of the current density to investigate other
processes is always possible, but no increase if the fuel cell’s performance is limited by
other processes.
With miniaturized PEFCs including GDLs it was possible to further increase the power
density by additional 21,5%, but this still leaves a gap of more than 600 mW/cm2 in
comparison to technical fuel cells operated with comparable CCMs [116]. Hence, the
miniaturization itself contributes to the losses as well with edge zone eﬀects as the
possible main reason.
Positive Down-scaling factors?
In the literature about miniaturized fuel cells, positive down-scaling eﬀects are listed
when possible advantages are discussed. This argumentation is based on positive results in process engineering, where microreactors play an increasingly important role
to realize operations such as mixing, heat and mass transfer, or catalyzed reactions
[147, 148]. Due to small dimensions, temperature or concentration gradients are relatively steep and the negative influence of heat and mass transfer can be minimized.
Heat and mass transfer are additionally improved by the fact that the surface area
to volume ratio increases with decreasing linear dimensions. The small dimensions of
microreactors result in shorter response times and in simpler process control than in
macro-scale reactors.
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If microreactors are utilized for the heterogeneously catalyzed reactions in combination
with multi-phase flows, similar designs are chosen and similar challenges occur as they
do in miniaturized polymer electrolyte fuel cells. A smooth temperature distribution
due to small dimensions can be assumed for both devices. Both include multiple parallel channels in the range of 10 to several hundred micrometers to keep the pressure
drop low. Multi-phase flow in micro-channels is still a common challenge for researchers
and engineers developing both devices. Therefore, simulation and model systems are
applied to address these eﬀects in order to improve miniaturized fuel cells and microreactors, e.g. as described by Fries et al. [117]. Similar materials are used for flow fields
in miniaturized PEFCs and microreactors, such as stainless steel, PMMA or silicon.
But there are also significant diﬀerences and unfortunately, most of these diﬀerences
result in the fact that miniaturized PEFCs do not exhibit most of the typical advantages observed for microreactors. The positive scaling eﬀect of an increasing surface
to volume ratio with decreasing linear dimensions of microreactors are not available in
polymer electrolyte fuel cells, because the membrane area determines the area available
for reaction and it can be incorporated only in planar shape. Miniaturized laminar flow
fuel cells [149] which work without membranes may be an approach to profit from this
positive scaling eﬀect, but their power density is limited and parallel laminar flows with
separation are diﬃcult to connect in parallel.
The results obtained in this work reveal mass transport limitations that have a comparable or even more negative influence than the mass transport limitations in technical
(or macro-scale) PEFCs, especially water layers that hinder the oxygen transport to
the catalyst sites. Thus, no positive down-scaling eﬀect can be observed here either.
The planar arrangement can be identified as limiting factor again. Important scaling
dimensions such as the thickness of membranes or catalyst layers are not reduced by
miniaturization and therefore mass or charge transport is not improved due to steeper
gradients.
Concluding this paragraph and contradicting several statements in the literature [5, 42],
it must be stated that positive down-scaling eﬀects are strongly limited for miniaturization of polymer electrolyte fuel cells.

Chapter 5
Application in PEFC diagnostic
experiments
The miniaturized polymer electrolyte fuel cell and the micro-patterned glassy carbon
flow fields can also be employed for experiments in the wider field of PEFC research,
mainly in diagnostic methods.

5.1
5.1.1

Investigation of Hupd on platinum
Motivation

Electrocatalysts to be used in polymer electrolyte fuel cells have to exhibit a high catalytic activity while the catalyst loading should be kept to a minimum because of the
high price of the utilized noble metals. In the early days of PEFCs, pure platinum
catalysts were applied, but nowadays metal nanoparticles on carbon support materials
are widely used. The catalyst utilization can be determined by cyclic voltammetry
under inert atmosphere. The charge consumed by hydrogen chemisorption on the Pt
particles is proportional to the number of Pt surface atoms. In the porous catalyst
layer of a PEFC, it is diﬃcult to comprehend the real three dimensional arrangement
of catalyst particles, ionic and electronic phase. It is highly probable that a part of
the catalyst particles is not in direct contact with the ionic phase, however, the active
surface can be determined by cyclic voltammetry. J. McBreen [63] investigated by
cyclic voltammetry the phenomena of platinum surface utilization in combination with
solid electrolytes. In a first experiment, a Pt-mesh was pressed on a Nafion membrane
and typical features were identifiable, e.g. Hupd characteristics. Insertion of a second
mesh on top of the first doubled the contacted area, although the second mesh was
not in contact with the electrolyte. Insertion of a graphite felt between membrane
and Pt-mesh resulted in no measurable Hupd -area, but a double layer capacity was still
117
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observable that was significantly larger than the one recorded with a felt but without
platinum meshes.
U. Paulus [66] observed the same eﬀect on defined micro-patterned glassy carbon electrodes that were produced by sawing of microchannels into a glassy carbon substrate
followed by sputtering a completely covering platinum layer on the micro-structure. In
the case of an incompletely covered micro-structured electrode, only the Pt in direct
contact with the solid electrolyte could be detected. U. Paulus was able to compare
these results to fuel cell electrodes and how surface eﬀects determine Pt utilization
in a fuel cell-type arrangement. However, her results do not give evidence about the
mechanism being responsible for the ability to contact the platinum surfaces not being
in direct contact with the electrolyte. The migration of adsorbed hydrogen atoms on
the platinum surface is one possible explanation. The other possibility is the formation
of a proton conducting water film on the platinum surface that can only be established
on Pt surfaces but not on carbon surfaces with higher contact angles (Pt:17◦ vs 68◦ on
glassy carbon). Both mechanisms are schematically shown in Figure 5.1

Figure 5.1: Schematical description of the possible processes being responsible for additional Pt contacting.

In a fuel cell type arrangement as used by Paulus (shown in Figure 5.2) the gas flows
need to be fully humidified to ensure proton conductivity in the membrane and in the
ionic phase of the catalyst layer. In the case of the Pt-sputtered working electrode the
argon humidification may cause the formation of a water film on the platinum surface,
which is responsible for the additional detected Pt surface. Hence, it might be possible
to determine changes in the ECA when changing the relative humidity of the argon
flow, if the ionic conductivity is not severely aﬀected. The arrangement as shown in
Figure 5.2 was realized to investigate such a possible eﬀect.
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Figure 5.2: Fuel cell-type arrangement using micro-patterned glassy carbon structures.

5.1.2

Experimental

A micro-structured flow field, produced by the process described in chapter 2, and
additionally coated with a sputtered 50 nm thick platinum film was applied as working
electrode. The model electrode is in contact with a Nafion 212 membrane which is only
coated with a catalyst layer on the opposite side. Another, un-coated micro-structure
is pressed onto this catalyst layer, forming a fuel cell-type arrangement and serving as
counter and reference electrode at the same time. The un-coated micro-structure is
flushed with humidified hydrogen to fulfill the reference electrode function as well as to
ensure membrane humidification for suﬃcient proton conductivity. Micro-structures
with parallel channels and a channel width of 100 µm were used ( flow field K) for the
experiments.

5.1.3

Results

Preliminary experiments in liquid electrolyte were carried out to assess the characteristics of the working electrode in comparison to the electrodes utilized by Paulus, who
applied micro-patterned electrodes produced by sawing. A PTFE cell [67], where the
micro-patterned electrode is mounted in a way that only the platinum covered area is in
contact with the electrolyte, was used to record cyclic voltammograms in 0.1 M HClO4
and 0.5 M H2 SO4 . Comparative experiments did not show any diﬀerences between
the two electrolytes. In a three-electrode arrangement, a Pt-wire served as counter
electrode and a Ag/AgCl electrode served as reference electrode. The voltages in the
cyclic voltammograms are given versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). The
Ag/AgCl electrode was therefore calibrated with a hydrogen-flushed platinum wire in
0.1 M HClO4 and a potential diﬀerence of 267 mV was determined.
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Figure 5.3: Cyclic voltammograms obtained on a micro-patterned and Pt-coated glassy
carbon electrode in the argon-purged electrochemical cell with 0.1 M HClO4 as electrolyte
at 20◦ C at various sweep rates.
Integration of the Hupd -desorption peaks results in ECAs of 6.58 to 8.20 cm2 /cm2 ,
which decrease with increasing sweep rate. This trend was already observed by Paulus
[29]. Paulus also reports about a roughness factor of 1.2-1.4 for the model electrodes
with sawn micro-channels [29]. The maximum ECA obtained from Figure 5.3 corresponds to a surface roughness of 4.14. While sawing of glassy carbon forms a similar
surface roughness as they result from the production process for glassy carbon, the
three-step micro-patterning process produces surfaces with a much higher roughness
(chapter 3.2.2). An additional layer of 50 nm platinum exhibits a similar roughness
in the channels like the 2.38 (± 0.51)µm measured for the glassy carbon substrate resulting in a higher roughness factor for this electrode compared to sawn and sputtered
samples.
An ECA of only 0.4 cm2 /cm2 was observed when the first CVs in contact with a solid
electrolyte were recorded. This ECA corresponds to the surface of platinum deposited
onto the ribs, whose upper surface exhibits a roughness of 1.4. SEM micrographs revealed an incomplete coverage of the micro-channels close to the etches of the ribs due
to the channel walls being too steep to be covered suﬃciently by sputtered Pt-atoms.
The problem could be resolved by tilting the micro-structures during sputtering to
an angle of 30◦ around an axis parallel to the channels. Sputtering of the layer was
performed in two steps, interrupted by turning them around to cover both walls of the
parallel channels.
A CCM was immersed in deionized water 3 hours prior to assembly. Then the microstructures in the assembled measurement cell were flushed for 5 hours with humidified
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hydrogen and argon, respectively. Thereafter, a cyclic voltammogram in the voltage
range of 0 to 1.1 V (5-10 cycles) was recorded to activate or to clean the platinum
surface. The working electrode channels of the cell were flushed for 10 minutes with 20
sccm of humidified argon and a controlled outlet pressure of 1.02 bar. As proposed by
Schneider et al. [88] the gas flow was reduced to a minimum or even zero sccm to avoid
extended hydrogen formation, while the pressure within the working electrode channels
was monitored to ensure that it remained above ambient pressure in order to avoid air
entering the system. Three cyclic voltammograms were recorded, the second sweep of
each experiment is displayed in the following figures. The argon flow was then switched
on again for another 20 minutes, but without humidification. The second series was
recorded directly after switching oﬀ the gas flows, but before switching again on the
humidified argon flow followed by recording further CVs.

Figure 5.4: Cyclic voltammograms as function of the argon flow humidification obtained
on a micro-patterned and Pt-coated glassy carbon electrode included in an arrangement
as displayed in Figure 5.2 at a sweep rate of 50 mV/s and a temperature of 40◦ C.
The resulting curves of such a series of cyclic voltammograms are displayed in Figure 5.4. The continuous line represents the CV recorded under humidified conditions.
Integration reveals an ECA value of 3.9 cm2 /cm2 . The second series recorded under dry
argon conditions reveals an ECA of 1.6 cm2 /cm2 and a reduced double layer capacity.
For the third recorded after re-humidification, an ECA of 3.8 cm2 /cm2 and the original double layer capacity is obtained. The high frequency resistance was monitored
throughout the experiment. It did not increase while dry argon was fed into the cell.
Thus, the ionic phase did not dry out during the experiment. The fact that the CV
recorded under dry conditions are not tilted significantly supports this observation.
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Variation of the temperature has a significant impact. When a comparable measurement series is carried out at 25◦ C cell temperature, the ECA is reduced to 3.1 cm2 /cm2
after flushing with dry argon. For a cell temperature of 60◦ C it is diﬃcult to obtain
meaningful results from the CV recorded after flushing due to the curve being strongly
tilted. A strongly increased high frequency resistance indicates that drying of the ionic
phase occurs and leads to a decreased ionic conductivity.
Variation of the relative humidity of the argon flow for a constant temperature of 40◦ C
has also an impact. Each humidification was adjusted for one hour before recording
the corresponding CV. The curves in Figure 5.5 clearly show a decrease of ECA and

Figure 5.5: Cyclic voltammograms as function of the argon flow humidification obtained
on a micro-patterned and Pt-coated glassy carbon electrode included in an arrangement
as displayed in Figure 5.2 at a sweep rate of 50 mV/s and a temperature of 40◦ C.
double layer capacity with decreasing argon humidification. Additionally, one can observe an increase in tilting of the CVs in combination with a slight increase of the high
frequency resistance, a result of a drying eﬀect of the ionic phase.

5.1.4

Discussion

The CVs recorded in contact with Nafion 212 in Figure 5.4 and 5.5 do not feature pronounced hydrogen and oxygen sorption characteristics of a CV recorded on a platinum
electrode in acidic electrolyte as displayed in Figure 5.3. These curves rather resemble
CVs recorded by Paulus on Pt-black gas diﬀusion electrodes, but they are unlike CVs
obtained on sawn electrodes [66]. The reason might be the roughness of the microchannels applied here being approximately a factor 3 larger than the roughness of
sawn micro-channels. Hence, micro-patterned electrodes employed here could be more
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representative for Pt-black electrodes. However, hydrogen under potential deposition
and desorption are clearly visible in the cyclovoltammograms, but only ∼50% of the
ECA measured in liquid electrolyte is detected when a solid electrolyte is employed.
The process being responsible for the additional Pt contaction may not be fast enough
to contact the complete area, be it adsorbed hydrogen or a water film. During the
investigations of a Pt-black diﬀusion electrode by Paulus, reduced electrode utilization
is observed for sweep rates above 20 mV/s and correlated to diﬀusion limitations [66].
In a similar way, the detectable ECA increases to 4.8 cm2 /cm2 if the sweep rate is
reduced to 20 mV/s. If recording CVs under dry conditions with this sweep rate, the
high frequency resistance increases towards the end of the experiment due to the long
duration of the data record. Therefore, a sweep rate of 50 mV/s was employed.
The eﬀect of the ECA being reduced when the CV is recorded after flushing with a
dry argon flow reveals a severe modification of the investigated system. One possibility
may be a shrinking of the membrane due to drying eﬀects - and as a consequence a
reduced contact area with the platinum surface. However, no significant increase of
the high frequency resistance is noticed due to drying eﬀects caused by flushing with
dry argon. After application of a gedankenexperiment we can exclude that a shrinking
of the Nafion membrane is the only eﬀect contributing to the ECA loss:
• The platinum area on the ribs equals 1/3 of the active area multiplied with the
roughness factor measured here: 0.33 cm2 x 1.4 = 0.462 cm2 .
• The diﬀerence of this value to the 1.6 cm2 measured under dry conditions may
be assigned to platinum being directly in contact with the membrane which
creeps into the micro-channels in a similar way as described in chapter 4.5.1. 1.6
cm2 correspond to 14% of the Pt surface being directly covered with electrolyte
material.
• The maximum creeping of the Nafion 212 membrane results in a superelevation
in dry state of 24 µm for a channel area in comparison to the rib area. This
corresponds to a covered perimeter of the micro-channel of 16%. Assuming conservatively a volume increase of 30% for the membrane when hydrated, 21% of a
channel’s perimeter is covered with Nafion.
• The maximum platinum surface being covered by electrolyte adds up to 2.1 cm2 ,
the minimum without consideration of any swelling accounts to 1.36 cm2 .
Hence, we conclude that another process than membrane creeping and swelling contributes to the diﬀerence in contactable Pt surfaces as a function of argon flow humidification. The only possibility is a water film on the platinum surface being responsible
for contacting the latter by proton conduction and being aﬀected by the drying eﬀects
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of the argon flow. However, the results do not give evidence if the water film is partially formed or if diﬀusion eﬀects are responsible if only ∼50% of the Pt surface can
be detected even under fully humidified conditions. A minor contribution of adsorbed
hydrogen atoms to the additional Pt surface area being visible in the CVs can not be
excluded either.

5.2

EIS investigations of Hupd-related processes

As described earlier, Hydrogen Under Potential Deposition (Hupd ) is an often utilized
method to investigate the electrochemically active area of platinum group catalysts and
fuel cells. Hupd on platinum is a fast reaction [31]. It is diﬃcult to determine its rate
constants by methods such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. One reason is
an unstable behavior of the electrode during a measurement period of several minutes at
a constant voltage in the Hupd range. Adsorption of impurities from the electrolyte onto
the electrodes reduce its active area. One way to prevent such a kind of degradation
is described by Reiner et. al [150]. Prior to the experiments, a special treatment by
voltammetric cycling has to be carried out which results in the formation of a featherlike structure of the platinum. On such an electrode they were able to determine the
exchange current densities for the Hupd reaction at characteristic DC voltages that can
be correlated to the chemisorption on diﬀerent platinum surface modifications. When
recording cyclic voltammograms on platinum electrodes in acidic electrolyte or on a
fuel cell under hydrogen/inert gas flows, several eﬀects must be taken into account. In
the voltage range of 0-100 mV versus RHE, hydrogen formation occurs in parallel to
the hydrogen-under-deposition and can influence the obtained results significantly.
In Figure 5.6a this eﬀect is visualized in a distinctive cathodic peak in the low voltage range. Although the hydrogen under potential deposition and hydrogen formation
reaction are assumed to occur on diﬀerent catalyst sites [87] and therefore not influence each other, the flowing reduction and oxidation currents superimpose the Hupd
and desorption signal.
As described above, it is diﬃcult to record electrochemical impedance spectra on platinum electrodes in liquid electrolyte in the DC voltage range where Hupd occurs. However, in the case of the miniaturized fuel cell, as described in chapter 4, no significant
electrode contamination takes place during a period of five to ten minutes as it is necessary to record an electrochemical impedance spectrum. The cyclic voltammograms
displayed in Figure 5.6b recorded in the Hupd range prior and after recording the EIS
spectrum, do not show a significant diﬀerence, in particular not in the Hupd area. This
result is only significant if the cell was not exposed to a voltage above 700mV vs. RHE
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b)

Figure 5.6: Cyclic voltammograms recorded on the miniaturized fuel cell arrangement.
a) Recorded in the range of 0-1200mV, used for regeneration of the platinum particles.
b) Recorded only in the Hupd region directly prior to and after recording electrochemical
impedance spectra to ensure electrode stability.
before recording the CV after the EIS record, because a regeneration of the platinum
sets is due to possible oxidation of impurities.
After we were able to exclude platinum surface contamination, we recorded a series

Figure 5.7: Electrochemical impedance spectra recorded under HU P D conditions as a
function of the adjusted DC voltage vs SHE. T = 25◦ C, H2 : 1 sccm, Ar: 0.5 sccm,
Frequency range: 50 - 105 Hz, AC amplitude 10 mV.
of EIS spectra at diﬀerent DC voltages in the voltage range where Hupd and hydrogen
evolution take place in parallel. Between each spectrum, a cyclic voltammogram in
the range of 50-1200 mV was recorded to regenerate the electrode. The results are
displayed in Figure 5.7. With decreasing DC voltage the formation of a semicircle is
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observed. A semicircle represents a charge transfer reaction. It can be assumed that
it represents the hydrogen evolution reaction.
Schneider et al. [88] investigated the influence of inert gas flow on the shape of cyclic
voltammograms in segmented PEFCs. According to their results, the inert gas flow
passing through the working electrode enforces the hydrogen evolution, because the permanent removal of hydrogen causes the system to produce more hydrogen. The same
eﬀect can be visualized by electrochemical impedance spectra recorded on a miniaturized fuel cell. The results are displayed in Figure 5.8. The larger the argon flow
through the micro-patterned flow field on the working electrode side, the smaller the
radius of the semicircle which can be assigned to the charge transfer occurring during
the hydrogen evolution reaction. If the semicircles are fitted with the displayed equivalent circuit we can extract the polarization resistance necessary for the charge transfer
to occur and plot it as a function of the gas flow. This decreases with increasing gas
flow. Hence, the kinetic barrier for the hydrogen evolution reaction is minimized. This
supports the findings of Schneider et al. [88] and shows that the inert gas flows must
be minimized or even stopped while recording cyclic voltammograms to determine the
electro-catalytically active area of fuel cells.

Figure 5.8: Electrochemical impedance spectra recorded under HU P D conditions as a
function of adjusted Ar flow. T=25◦ C, H2 flow 1 sccm, DC-Voltage 50 mV vs. ref,
Frequency range: 50 - 105 Hz, AC amplitude 10 mV. Right hand side: Fitted polarization resistance data and utilized equivalent circuit.
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Flow fields designed for specific neutron radiography measurements

5.3.1

Introduction and method

Neutron radiography proved to be a valuable method to detect liquid water in operating polymer electrolyte fuel cells. Detection of liquid water in through-plane direction,
i.e. perpendicular to the membrane [91] and in in-plane direction [96] were carried
out. Additionally the method can be combined with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy [151]. After the method was fairly optimized with respect to spatial and
temporal resolution, it is now possible to observe isotope fraction gradients as a function of operation parameters by application of deuterium-labeled species [97]. The
cross section of cold neutrons with deuterium is about ten times smaller than the one
with hydrogen. Hence, one can follow the substitution of hydrogen atoms/protons by
deuterium atoms or ions.
A fuel cell is therefore operated with hydrogen on the anode and cathode side to exclude distracting eﬀects cause by other chemical reactions. It does not deliver any
power, but by applying of an external voltage, hydrogen is oxidized on the anode side
and protons are reduced on cathode side. Similarly to experiments described in [97], a
fuel cell including GDLs was employed with a channel cross section of 10x5 mm2 and
a channel to rib ratio of 1. For the investigated gradients, large diﬀerences in terms
of channel/rib distribution were observed. The method had to be further developed
in order to avoid these side eﬀects while determining parameters, e.g. diﬀusion coeﬃcients. Hence, the flow field geometry had to be adapted. Using micro-patterned
glassy carbon flow field oﬀers the necessary possibilities to realize either a small channel
to rib ratio or flow fields with very small channel dimensions in order to avoid large
areas of the gas diﬀusion medium not being compressed. Both flow field geometries
are schematically displayed in Figure 5.9. Due to a diﬀerent end plate design as used
in the fuel cell discussed in chapter 4, the gas inlets (black) lie on the left and the right
hand side of the geometries. For reaction rate investigations, the direct control of the
composition of the gas mixture at the electrode interface is essential. The specially
designed inter-digitated flow fields (B) were used for this experiments carried out by
Pierre Boillat [152], where the gas flow is forced through the gas diﬀusion layer by
convection. The particularity of the design is to use narrow (0.15 mm) channels with
relatively larger (0.55 mm) lands, corresponding to a channel-to-rib ratio of 3:11. It
results in a large contact area of electrode and the convective flow. The cut view in
Figure 5.10 shows the gas convection paths through the GDL.
The application of micro-structured flow fields made of parallel channels, and to con-
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Figure 5.9: Schemes of flow field geometries produced to measure transients in operating
polymer electrolyte fuel cells by neutron radiography and deuterium-labeled species.

Figure 5.10: Cut view of the micro inter-digitated cell. Only one side of the cell is
shown for clarity.
tact the catalyst-coated membrane directly on the flow field, without using a gas diffusion layer is an alternative possibility to install a convective gas flow near to the
membrane. Flow field A consists of 65 parallel channels with the dimensions of 60100 µm width and 120 µm depth used in chapter 4. The channel-to-rib ratio is 2:1.
However, as discussed in chapter 4.5.1, a membrane creeping in the absence of a compressible gas diﬀusion layer induces a strong stress on the catalyst layer. This eﬀect is
clearly visible for a relatively thin (50 µm) Nafion 112 membrane and is reduced for
thinner membranes. When working with thicker (180 µm) Nafion 117 membranes, as
presented in the following paragraph, this eﬀect is expected to be very detrimental,
and therefore the use of the micro inter-digitated flow field with a GDL was preferred.

5.3.2

Result and discussion

As it is discussed by Boillat et al. in [97], the exchange of hydrogen and deuterium
atoms on the catalyst surface must be addressed if PEFCs are operated with D2 or
if the gas flows are humidified with D2 O. P. Boillat describes the approach to obtain
these parameters in his dissertation [152]. He developed a one-dimensional model to
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Figure 5.11: Operation principle of the fuel cell specially designed for the investigation
with deuterium-labeled hydrogen.

get a profound understanding of neutron radiography experiments carried out with a
fuel cell containing inter-digitated flow fields. The operation principle and the way to
interpret the obtained neutron radiograms are displayed in Figure 5.11. The microchannels are in parallel to the line of vision, the wide arrows illustrate the convective
gas flows going through the gas diﬀusion layer.
Some exemplary results are displayed in Figure 5.12. Radiogram A1 was recorded with
unlabeled hydrogen flows at open circuit conditions. It reveals a symmetric distribution
of detectable species. In radiogram A2 the hydrogen flows going into the fuel cell
were replaced by deuterium on both sides. In radiogram A3 both hydrogen flows were
humidified with heavy water. In both cases, one can see a symmetrically (in z-direction)
reduced neutron signal. This observation can be interpreted assuming that for both
cases there is an interchange of hydrogen and deuterium atoms between gas and liquid
phase. During the recording of radiogram A4 the fuel cell is supplied on both sides
with deuterium humidified with heavy water.
From radiogram B1 to B4, the current drawn from the symmetric fuel cell was
increased, while deuterium humidified with heavy water is flowing only though the
microchannels on the anode side, while the cathode side is operated with H2 and H2 O.
One can clearly see that with increasing current density, water in the membrane is
substituted with heavy water resulting in a less pronounced neutron signal on the
anode side. This result is then used to examine kinetic exchange ratios. The exact
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Figure 5.12: Radiograms of 1H2 distribution for various fuel cell operation conditions.
All radiograms are referenced to the radiogram of condition A4.
results and conclusions of these experiments are described in the dissertation of P.
Boillat [152].
In conclusion it can be shown that micro-patterned glassy carbon flow fields are versatile
devices which can be adapted to the needs of experiments on polymer electrolyte fuel
cells to isolate specific eﬀects.

5.4

Evaluation of a 2+1D PEFC model

Fuel cells are complex energy converters, where chemical reaction, mass transport processes and charge transfer occur simultaneously, but in diﬀerent geometric orders of
magnitude. Simulation and modeling are often utilized to improve the understanding
particularly of these processes and their interplay. The gas flows and their composition along flow fields develop and have to be simulated in the centimeter range, while
diﬀusion in porous media, charge transfer reactions in the catalyst layer and proton
conduction in the ionic phase occur in the micrometer and nanometer range. Models
using 2+1 dimensional coupling are a possibility to combine these three processes occurring in diﬀerent orders of magnitude. At the Institute of Computational Physics at
Zurich University of Applied Science, Winterthur, such a model was developed [153]
and in a cooperation, first steps were made towards validation of this model using the
miniaturized and simplified PEFC in combination with neutron radiography.
In this model, the anode and cathode gas flows are discretised in two dimensions. The
coupling with the processes occurring in the third dimension is established by a model
of the MEA including membrane, catalyst layers and gas diﬀusion layers. For each
segment of the 2D model, the calculated parameters are used as boundary conditions
in a 1D model calculated for this segment. The results of these calculations are then
introduced into the 2D model as an additionally source term, resulting in a complete
picture of interlocking processes in the fuel cell.
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If a polymer electrolyte fuel cell does not include gas diﬀusion media, the 1D model
can be reduced to three instead of five domains, because the concentrations at the
surface of the catalyst layer have to be equal to the ones in the channels. Hence, the
simplified fuel cell without GDLs presented in this work is a powerful tool to validate
such a model.
Before any results gained from a model can be utilized, a validation is necessary. A
basic approach for models simulating a complete fuel cell arrangement like the one
described here is the comparison of the calculated and measured current-voltage curve.
As discussed earlier, the current-voltage curve delivers only general information about
the fuel cell performance, but particular positive or negative eﬀects can not be identified.
The model can display its results in graphs that show the flow field geometry in black
and the calculated parameter in a color code. Typical parameters are e.g. the water
flux through the membrane, the current density, or the water content in the gas flows.
Concerning the validation, the water distribution is very interesting. Although the
model does not consider any two phase flow in the channels, the areas, where condensation takes place due to over-saturation of the gas flows with water can be identified.
The through-plane neutron radiograms that played an important role during the flow
field development were already discussed in chapter 4.4. The results obtained from
through-plane neutron radiography are depicted in a similar way as the results obtained from the model. In the case of radiograms the area where condensation takes
place on the cathode side are obvious, as e.g. in Figure 5.13. In chapter 4.4 the flow
field geometry with eleven channels that are merged to six and finally to three channels
was discussed. In the through-plane radiograms recorded already at relatively low current densities of 200 mA/cm2 , water condensation takes place in the first meander, as
highlighted in the radiogram. It is an area that is passed by the gas flows shortly before
two channels are merged. After the junction of the channel with its vicinal channel,
the condensed water signal disappears again.
The graph in Figure 5.14 displays the water release on the cathode side as it is predicted by the model. As identified, the water release caused by reaction, drag and
diﬀusion has a maximum in the area that the gas flows pass before they are merging.
The amount of water being produced here may allow the conclusion that water condensates in this area. After the junction of the micro-channels, the water being released on
the cathode side is significantly reduced in comparison to the area before the junction.
Back diﬀusion through the membrane can be identified as possible reason.
The comparison of the condensation visible in the radiogram with the calculation of
the water production on the cathode side is definitely not suﬃcient for the complete
validation of a fuel cell model, but a first step into this direction. However, it is obvious
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Figure 5.13: Through-plane radiogram recorded at a current density of 200 mA/cm2 .
The black lines symbolize the centers of the micro-channels, the dark areas represent
condensed water. T = 50◦ C, 80%R.H., λH2 =1.3, λO2 =1.7
that a miniaturized and simplified fuel cell in combination with neutron radiography
can be utilized as a powerful tool to validate a fuel cell model. A main advantage is the
simulation with less uncertainties of the simplified PEFC in comparison to a technical
PEFC including GDLs. The next step would be to use these findings of the model to
understand eﬀects similar to the early water condensation in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.14: Calculated water production on the cathode side of a miniaturized and
simplified PEFC for comparable operation parameters as used in Figure 5.13.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Outlook
This dissertation is for the time being the last in a series of dissertations at the PSI
dealing with micro-patterned glassy carbon structures. The series started with the
approach to produce model electrodes in order to investigate electrochemical reactions
occurring in polymer electrolyte fuel cells. The present work finishes this series with the
development of a complete, simplified model fuel cell to evaluate the possibilities of simplification by foregoing the gas diﬀusion layer. However, the results and insights gained
are reflecting the entire development of the micro-patterned glassy carbon structures.
It ranges from the final development of the manifacturing process via the optimization
of a miniaturized and simplified polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC). It finishes with
the identification of the processes responsible for electrochemical detection of Pt surfaces not in direct contact with a solid electrolyte.
It was necessary to apply knowledge from several fields like process engineering, electrochemistry, materials science and neutron imaging. Due to this broad range, the
basic conclusion of this thesis is rather generic: The production and application of
miniaturized micro-patterned glassy carbon flow fields delivers manifold insights in the
fields of materials’ machining and fuel cell related electrochemistry.

Micro-patterning of glassy carbon
The versatility to produce diﬀerent flow field geometries in glassy carbon micro flow
fields justifies the multistep process. Thus, this versatility must not be overshadowed
by an insuﬃcient quality of the resulting products. Therefore, it is mandatory to understand the influence of all significant parameters in each particular step on the following
steps, and the complete micro-patterning process. While magnetron sputtering of an
aluminum film on a glassy carbon substrate is well understood, laser ablation and reactive ion etching are processes that are causing severe stress for the sample materials
in terms of temperature, pressure or reactive environments.
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During single pulse laser ablation of an aluminum film, a blow-oﬀ initiated at the interface between film and substrate removes the aluminum from the irradiated area. For
successful micro-structuring, it is important that the amount of remaining aluminum
on the glassy carbon surface is as small as possible. Having said that, the aluminum
mask has to be removed completely from the irradiated area. Hence it is important to
define process parameters like laser fluence as precisely as possible.
The diameter of the laser spot that reaches the sample defines the width of the ablated
area. The width of this aperture is then assumed to determine the ratio of directed
ionic and undirected radical etching in the oxygen plasma. The resulting dimensions
and the aspect ratio of the channels are then again defined by this ratio and the etching time. Due to the prerequisite to form channels in the range of 50-200 µm width,
the ratio always causes undirected etching and a maximum aspect ratio of 1.3 can be
obtained in the trapezoid micro-channels.
Based on these insights, it is possible to obtain well defined micro-structures that can
be used as flow fields with various geometries in miniaturized polymer electrolyte fuel
cells.
Miniaturized and simplified PEFC
The finding that a miniaturized PEFC without gas diﬀusion layers (GDL) can deliver
up to 700 mW/cm2 for 500 hours or longer, makes the PEFC a suitable model system
to study issues caused by specific parameters connected to the simplification.
Without gas diﬀusion layers, their functions need to be fulfilled by other parts of the
PEFC. The micro-patterned flow fields ensure fine gas distribution, while the catalyst
layers exhibit suﬃcient electronic conductivity to avoid extended ohmic losses at current densities typical for PEFCs.
The flow field geometry including the channel width and the channel-to-rib ratio are
variables that can be easily adjusted thanks to the versatile micro-patterning process.
The pressure drop caused by the one- and two phase flows going through the flow fields
demands a minimum channel cross section or a minimum number of parallel channels.
The electron conductivity in the catalyst layer is limited due to the manifold functions that are combined in it what requires narrow micro-channels. Too many parallel
channels cause problems in terms of water accumulation and irregular removal from
particular channels. The application of 100 µm wide, merging channels within the flow
field geometry are a good compromise to avoid pressure drop as well as ohmic losses
and to ensure steady operation of the fuel cell.
Next to the fine gas distribution and electronic conductivity, gas diﬀusion layers in
technical PEFCs compensate the mechanical pressure on the membrane material and
influence the water management of the fuel cell. Without GDL, both eﬀects need to
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be taken into account. The mechanical pressure on the membrane material induces a
creeping into the only available space – the micro-channels. The additional mechanical
stress on the attached catalyst layer can result in rupturing. This rupturing could
be identified as a major degradation process, because catalyst particles can loose the
contact either to the electronic or the ionic phase. In addition the surface of the per
se hydrophobic catalyst layer can turn hydrophilic due to membrane material being
present at the surface. This can result in water accumulation on the cathode side at
high current densities. GDLs would not only remove the water from the catalyst layer,
it would also protect the anode catalyst layer from severe drying. These losses can be
minimized by integration of a mechanically stable membrane like a Gore Primea 5710,
but they can not be completely avoided without GDL. However, a power loss of 20%
is justified by the reduction of parts included in a polymer electrolyte fuel cell due to
easier assembly and sealing. The fact that most of these non-compensable losses occur
on the cathode side makes the development of PEFCs with a simplified anode assembly
attractive.
Assembly and testing of a miniaturized PEFC two cell stack resulted in the insight that
realization of a stack in bipolar design is diﬃcult for miniaturized fuel cells. Foil-type
stacks seem to be a better solution.
Application in PEFC diagnostics
Micro-patterned glassy carbon as well as complete miniaturized cells can also be further employed to study processes being relevant for fuel cell operation by diagnostic
methods. Exemplary are first steps towards the validation of a PEFC model or application of the flow fields to isolate catalytic exchange processes monitored in neutron
radiography.
It was also possible to examine adsorption processes on micro-patterned glassy carbon
flow fields that are coated with a platinum film and partially in contact with a solid
electrolyte. A thin water film on the platinum surface could be isolated as responsible
feature for additional electrochemical contact of platinum surfaces which are not in direct contact with the electrolyte. This result closes the circle to the original approach of
investigating electro-catalyzed processes using defined micro-patterned glassy carbon
structures.
Outlook
The application of the results gained in this works is possible in several fields.
The versatility of the micro-patterning process to produce various flow field without
additional eﬀort makes it an interesting way to micro-pattern other materials than
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glassy carbon. A possibility may be the production of model systems to investigate
microreactors made from silicon-based or ceramic materials or parts of sensors. Various
film materials and plasma atmospheres open a wide range to adapt the process to the
needs of further applications.
In the case of miniaturized and simplified systems, the findings of this thesis can be
applied in polymer electrolyte fuel cells that are produced in foil-based production
processes as energy supplies for portable devices. The influence of membrane material
creeping, the occurrence of liquid water accumulation or water deficit in the catalyst
layer need to be avoided to ensure a steady operation and to minimize degradation.
Our results can be used to further define guidelines for the design of miniaturized fuel
cells.
In the case of technical fuel cells, the anode is the part of a fuel cell that leaves still room
for simplification without a large performance loss, while on the cathode side too many
processes have to take place in parallel and the sluggish kinetics of the oxygen reduction reaction require more sophisticated design. Thus, it may be an interesting strategy
to design a simplified anode without GDL by the production of micro-structured flow
fields that allow fine gas distribution over an area of several hundred square centimeters
in combination with a porous catalyst layer with suﬃcient electron conductivity.
Micro-patterned glassy carbon structures or the simplified PEFC can be further employed to improve diagnostic methods such as neutron radiography or kinetic investigations on defined catalyst surfaces. Platinum films sputtered on micro-patterned
glassy carbon may further be utilized to investigate not only the Hupd reaction, but the
hydrogen oxidation reaction and the oxygen reduction reaction, too.
However, the further development of polymer electrolyte fuel cells is based on the prerequisite that major steps towards commercialization can be realized, either in the
fields of portable energy supplies or in the field of vehicles.

Nomenclature
Latin symbols
Symbol
A
B
E
E
D
G
H
J
I
L
M
R
R
S
T
U
U
V
V
a
b
c
c
d
f
g

Unit
2

[cm ]
1/s−κ
[V]
[J]
[m]
[J/mol]
[J/mol]
[A]
[-]
[m]
[Nm]
[Ohm]
[-]
[J/(mol·K)]
[K],[◦ C]
[J/mol]
[m]
[m3 ]
[m/s]
[-]
[m]
[mol/m3 ]
[m/s]
[m]
[-]
[J/mol]

Description
Area
Constant Energy Model parameter
Potential
Energy
Characteristic length
Free Enthalpy
Enthalpy
Current
Intensity
Length
Momentum
Resistance
Reflectivity (optical)
Entropy
Temperature
Internal Energy
Perimeter
Volume
Gas flow velocity
Activity
Distance,width
Concentration
Velocity in ns-shadowgraphy
Distance, thickness, diameter, depth
Friction factor
Free enthalpy
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h
j
j0
k
l
n
ṅ
p
r
x
z

[J/mol]
[A/cm2 ]
[A/cm2 ]
[-]
[m]
[-]
[mol/s]
[Pa]
[m]
[cm]
[-]

Enthalpy
Current density
Exchange current density
geometry parameter in blast wave theory
Length
Number of channels
Molar flux
Pressure
Radius
depth coordinate
Number of electrons

Greek symbols
Symbol

Unit

Description

α
α
γ
δ
�
η
κ
λ
λhum
ν
ξ
ρ
σ
τ
ϕ

[-]
[1/cm]
[-]
[m]
[V]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[V/s]
[-]
[kg/m3 ]
[S/m]
[s]
[-]

Transfer coeﬃcient (electrochemical)
Absorption coeﬃcient (optical)
cp /cv
Diﬀusion length
Eﬃciency
Overpotential
Exp. coeﬃcient
Stoichiometry, stoichiometric coeﬃcient
Water molecules/sulfonated group
Sweep rate
constant in Constant Energy Model
Density
Conductivity
duration
Relative humidity

Nomenclature

Indices
Index

Description

-b
-cath
-ct
-D
-f
-sur
f
-H
-hf
-k
-lim
-mt
-OCV
-ox
-r
-red
-rev
-S
-sw
-t
-th
-Ω
-0
-∞

bottom
Cathode
Charge transfer
detonation
Shockfront
surface
hydraulic
High frequency
top, crown
limiting
mass transport
Open circuit voltage
oxidation / oxidized species
Reaction
Reduction / Reduced species
reversible
transition
Shockwave
technical
thermodynamical
Ohmic
standard conditions
undisturbed ambient

Constants
Index Value

Unit

C
F
R

[µC/cm2 ]
Pt surface analysis conversion factor
[C/mol]
Faraday constant
[J/(mol·K)] Ideal gas constant

210
96485
8.314

Description
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Abbreviations
Index

Description

CCM
CPE
CV
DMFC
ECA
EDM
EIS
ETFE
FEP
GDL
HOR
HUPD
MEA
MEMS
ORR
PEFC
PTFE
RIE
sccm
SEM
SOFC

Catalyst coated membrane
Constant phase element
Cyclic Voltammetry
Direct Ethanol Fuel Cell
Electro-catalytically active area
Electrical discharge machining
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
Ethylenetetrafluoroethylene
fluorinated ethylene propylene
Gas diﬀusion layer
Hydrogen oxidation reaction
Hydrogen under potential deposition
Membrane electrode assembly
Micro-electromechanical systems
Oxygen reduction reaction
Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell
Polytetrafluoroethylene
Reactive ion etching
standard cubic centimeter
Scanning electron microscope
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
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